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ABSTRACT 
D emog r aphic Analysis of a Utah-Idaho 
Coyote Population 
by 
Jeffrey J. Knudsen , Master of Science 
Utah State University , 1 976 
Majo r Professor: Frederi c H. Wagner 
Department: Wildlife Science 
I e stimated various demog r aphic parameters of the coyote 
xiii 
population in C url ew Vall ey , northern Utah and south e rn Idaho, during 
the pe riod Aug us t 1972 through September 19 74 . Fi e ld work provided 
estimates of relative a nd absolute coyote densities and established 
causes of c oyote mortality. Laboratory analyses of 866 coyote ca r-
casses s upplied information on sex and age ratio s , ovulation frequencies , 
pregnancy rates, and litter sizes . 
A nnual ovulation frequencies and pregnancy rates for the entire 
population varied f r om 70 to 92 percent and 57 to 88 percent r espec -
tively. Age- specific ovulation fr e quencies varied from 63 to 9 1 percent, 
respective ly, fo r pups and adults. Similarly, age-specific pregnancy 
rates va r ied from 53 to 100 percent fo r pups and adult s r espectively . 
Mean age-specific litter sizes were 6. 0 , 5 . 9 , 6. 5 , a nd 6. 2 for pups , 
x iv 
yca1·ling s , a dull s , and all ag<· s <' OrnhinC'd. Hc·produ c l iv\· r a te ·:;: appeared 
lo be inverse ly r e l a t e d lo coyote d<!n si ti es ; hence , density-dependC'nt 
proc esses operated in thi s population. 
The sex ratio of d e nned pups (May ) did not di ffe r significantly 
from an expected 50:50 sex r atio. The pup sex ratio in th e win t e r ca r -
c ass collections d i ffered signifi c antly fro m 50:5 0 wherea s that of yea r-
lings and adults d i d no t . 
The p e rcentage of pups var ied from 42 to 56 percent in the 
win t er carca ss coll ec tion s. Ages of coyo t es we r e d etermin e d by 
c ounting c ementwn annuli in l o ng itudinal canin e a nd low er fir s t pr e-
molar sec tions . In addi tion to the c onventional method of assignin g 
ages , I d e v e l oped a second m e thod based on cementum thickn ess 
rat ios . This method was necessary s in ce my co lle c tions wer e obtain e d 
during the pe r iod of a nnulus formation. H e nc e it is poss i bl e to observe 
coyot es of th e same age tha t di s play di ffe r e nt numbers of a nnuli. 
Both the r elative- and absolute-density data r e vealed substan -
tial short - term variation in coyote den sities. Post-whelping , May 
coyo te jensiti es may hav e varied from l , 5 to 0. 2 coyotes per s quare 
2 
mile (0. 6 t o 0, 08 coyotes per km ). 
The mortality of coyotes 5 months old and olde r was almost 
e ntirely man-induced . Annual fa ll- to - fall population mo rtal i t y vari ed 
f rom -12 to 82 percent. Similarl y , es timated birth - to-fall pup mor-
tality rat e s r anged f r om 41 to 72 pe r cent , with the m a jor losses 
XV 
proba bly occ urring b e t ween bir t h a nd May. Coyot es a r e probabl y most 
s u sc e ptib l e t o natura l mo rta li ty during th e ir fir s t f ew month s of l i f e . 
( 21 0 pages ) 
INTRODUCTIO N 
Coyo t e (~anis latrans) populations in northweste rn Utah and 
southern Idaho have been shown to undergo short -term fluctuati on s in 
d e n s it y (Clark 1972) as they do elsewhere in North America (Keith 
1 963; Gi e r 1968; Wagner 1972) . Th ese Utah-Idaho changes maybe 
assoc iated , at least in part, with food availability (C l a r k 1 972), a con -
clu s ion also r eached by Gi e r (1 968) for Kansas coyotes. Lagomorph 
density in C lar k ' s area , partic ularly of black-tailed jackrabbits (L epu s 
californicus ) which con stitu t ed the g r ea t es t com pon e nt of the coyote 
di e t, var i ed greatly b e tween year s (Gr oss e t al. 1974). Cla rk s u gges -
ted that variatio n in r e produc tive r a t e was on e of t he demog raphic 
m ec han isms re sponsible for fluc tuation s in coyot e density. He lacked 
evidence on the role of mortality r a t es . 
Long-t e rm mean d ensities about whi ch coyot e population s fluc -
tuate vary b e tw een areas (Knowlton 1972). These variations have b een 
attribut ed to diff e ren ces in food availability (Clark 19 72) and to diff e r-
enc e s in a rtificial control (Knowlton 1972 }, especially the use of toxi-
cants (Wagner 1972 ). 
If we are to deve l op a thorough understanding of short-term 
flu ctuation s in coyote numbe r s as well as the pattern of influences dete r-
mining long-term mean den sity, we mu s t m easure d emog r aphic. and 
2 
movement characteristics and r elate these to the environme n tal 
variables affec ting them, 
The pre~ent 2-y ear study ( J\ugu~ t 1972 to September 1974 ) was 
part o f a long-term effort to stud y the population ecol ogy of coyotes in 
Curlew Valley, an area in northw es t e rn Utah and southern Idaho. 
Specifi cally, the objectives of thi s s tudy were: (1) to develop techni-
ques for measuring various demographic param e ters; (2) to measure 
annual coyote densities, both absolute a nd r elative , and r eproductive 
and mortality rates; and (3 ) to dete rmin e c auses and seasonal di s tribu-
tion of mortality. The interac tion s of these demographic pa r ame t e r s 
we r e s ynthe s i zed to s imulate c han ges in coyote d e n s ity during th e 2 
y ea rs of this study, and th e simulate d and m easur e d d e nsiti es were 
then c ompar e d. 
Throughout this paper I present s tati stical interpretations when-
ever possible. These results often indicate that there are no significant 
differences in these comparisons. Neve rthe l es s, in <nany c a ses I 
extend my int e rpretations of these data beyond the statistical r esult s . 
The inferences I draw from these sampl e data are my best es timat e s 
of the demographic patterns that occurred in this coyote population 
during 1ny study. The re sults of the variou s s tatistical analyses per-
lnit t h e r e ader to objectively evaluat e my interpretati ons, I emphasize 
that these interpretations are oft en based on small samples a nd that if 
larg e r samples had been obtain e d, my int e rpretation s of these data may 
have been s upported stati sticaily. On the other hand, larger sampl es 
3 
rnay have, in some c ases, suggested different int e rpr etation s. Simi -
larly, th ese data, as presentted , may be s ubj ec t to differe nt interpre-
tations th an the ones I pr esent. 
METHODS 
St ud y A r ea 
C urlew Valley , h e r e in afte r t e rm e d "the valley," li es 60 m il es 
(9 7 !an) west of Logan, Utah in Box Elder Co unt y , Utah and Cassia and 
On e ida co unties, Idaho (Figur e 1) . Thi s int e rmountain basin (3, 367 kml, 
once c overed by Pleistocene Lake Bonn eville (Flint 1 94 7) is s urrounded 
on thr ee sides by mountains with maximum elevations rang ing from 
6388 feet (1, 947 m) to 9924 feet (3, 025 m) , and on its southern sid e by 
the G r ea t Salt L a ke mud flat s. G r osset a l. (1 974) gave a more d e t a il e d 
topogr a phical d esc ription of t he v alley. 
C limate and vegetation of th e valley are characteristic of th e 
Northern Desert Shrub Biome d esc ribed by Fauntin (1 946 ). The northern 
part of the valley receives an ave rage of 12-1 4 inches (30-36 em ) of 
pre c ipitation annually, the southe rn part receives half this amo unt. 
Most falls as rain in spring and fall , an d as snow during the win t e r. 
Temperatures range from -32 C in January to 38 C in July, mean values 
for these 2 months are - 6 C and 21 C r espec tivel y (Mitchell 1 965 ). 
Typically, vegetative a ssociat i o n s are dominated by one or t wo 
plant species. The follow ing approximate co ver-type percentages for 
4 
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tiH· s lu dy ~ r ('a we re c!:ltimalc:cl by St c ph C! n floffrnan ( Pe r so na l Co rn nluni-
c ation): 45 pe r ce nt big sagebrus h (A rte mi s i a tridcntata); 8 pe r cent 
shad sc al e (A triplex conf ertifolia ) ; 8 pe rcent s hadescale- sagebrush 
mixtu r e ; 3 p e rc ent greas ewood (Sarcobatus vermic ulatus ) with some 
plants of this species associat e d with e ithe r sagebrush or shadescal e; 
and 10 pe r cent j uniper (Juniperus osteosperma) primarily o n the foot-
hills and lowe r mountains. The northern po rti ons of the study area 
contain scattered stands of aspen (Po pulus t r emuloides ) and Douglas 
f i r (Pseudot s uga menziesii) which together c ove r l ess than percent . 
G r oss e t al. (1 974) provid e furth e r v egetativ e d esc ription s of C url ew 
Vall ey . 
The major agricultural crops, winter wheat (Triti cum aestivum ) 
and alfalfa (Medicago sativa), a r e grown larg e ly in the Idaho portion of 
the s tudy a r ea , and occupy about 15 pe rc e nt of its total ar ea , An 
additional 10 pe rcent has been c l ea r ed and seeded to c r es t e d wheat 
grass (Agropyron dessertorum) fo r livestock g raz i ng. 
Most of th e s tudy ar ea is open t o grazin g by sheep , ma inly in 
winter , and cattl e on a year - round basis. Ap proximat ely 60 p e r cent 
of the study area is controlled by the U. S. Bureau of Land Management 
and the U. S. Forest Servic e . Th e r emaining 40 percent is privately 
o wned. 
C arnivores other than coyotes wh ich inhabit the valley a r e 
bobcats (Lynx rufus), long-tail e d weasels (Mustela frenata), s triped 
7 
skunks (M ephitis mephitis), kit fox (Vulpe s macroti s ), red fox (Vulpes 
.!_ulva). and an occasional mountain lion (Felis concolor). The four 
species of lagomorphs present are black-tailed jackrabbits, white-
tailed jackrabbits (L e pus townsendi). mountain cottontails (Sylvi lagus 
nuttalli), and pygmy cottontail s (Sylvil agus idahoensis ). Stephen 
Hoffman (Pers onal Communication) reports 23 species of rod en ts in 
th e valley . The four most abundant rodent species are deer mice 
(Peromysc u s mani c ulatu s ), Great Basin pocket mice (Pe rognathus 
parvu s ), Ord's kangaroo rats (Dipodomys ordi). and least chipm unks 
(Eutamia s minimus). Mule d eer (Odo coileus hem ion us) and pronghorn 
antelope (Antilocapra ameri cana) occur in the valley. 
Numerous passerines a nd small ground-nesting birds, 7 species 
o f galliforms, and 13 of raptors nest in the valley. Reptiles are repre·· 
sented by 6 s pecie s of s nakes and 9 of lizards. 
2 
The 700 square mile (l, 813 km ) Curlew Valley study area (F ig-
ure 1) hereinafter termed "the study area, " lies within the valley (Clark 
1972) with approximately 40 percent in Utah and 60 percent in Idaho. All 
population indices and estimates were made in this area , and all tagged 
and transmittered animals were originally caught here. However, be-
cause large samples were n eeded I obtained c arcasses from coyotes 
shot over a wider area surrounding the study area. The inferences I 
draw about population d ynamics are intended explicitely for the study 
area; but, the reproductive , sex and age composition, and mortality 
conc lu sions d e rive from the carcass c ollections. The irnplication is 
8 
lhf'rc ·forc prr·s c nl lhal c onclusions drawn for the· s tucly a rc ·a a ppl y nH)r e 
broadly lo the· shadf'd at·c ·a sh11 w n 111 Figurt' I. 
Population Measurement 
R e lativ e D ens ity Indi ces 
Information on population trend was derived from three relative 
indices (Clark 1972). 
Denning: Dens were located in mid-May in th e study ar ea from 
the air using a Piper Superc ub 135 aircraft. Wayne Larsen piloted 
while Milton Robinson scanned the g round for dens in the mornings 
when air conditions permitted s low, low- elevation flight. Active (pups 
or adults seen ) or suspected d e ns, were d esc rib ed with respect to land-
marks; or in areas of uniform terrain, marked with lengths of toilet 
paper dropped in the vici nity. D ens we r e dug out the day they wer e 
located and the litters captured . 
Litter size , sexes, and gene ral condition of the pups were noted. 
Ear tags were placed in both ea r s prior to their release into what re-
mained of the den. The purpose of the denn ing was two-fold. Number 
of den s found per flying hour se rved as a relative index to spr ing pup 
densities, and the e ar-tagged pups comprised the marked sampl e of a 
capture- recapture population estimate. 
Trapping: In e ac h of the three autumns ( 197 2 to 1974 ), 150 No.3 
double-spring Oneida-Victor steel traps were set for 30 days. Clark 
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(1 9 7 2) r a ndomly se lected perman e nt trap-s itc loca tion s ea rl y in his 
study by numbe rin g the 700 squa r e mil es of the study area co ns ec u -
tively and draw ing 150 of these number s at random . He modified the 
traplin e aft e r th e first year du e t o sever e logisti cal problems e n coun-
tered whi l e ·checking the traplines . Th e modifi e d traplin es were situ-
ated along n e tworks of roads within the study area. Trap s were plac e d 
as much as possible at the same lo c ations each year thereafter. Since 
roughly two-thirds of th e study ar ea lie s in Ida ho , two lines of 50 traps 
e a c h were located in Idah o , and a th i rd was placed in the Utah portion 
(Figure I). 
Traps were set again st a ba ckdrop of sageb ru sh or some othe r 
natura l object so as to rc s tri c l a c oyote's angle of a pproac h to the se t. 
Set s were initially scented with a be aver- ba sed sce nt and r esccnt ed 2 
weeks later with coyote urin e . Eac h l ine was checked dail y by one of 
the three men involved in thi s phase of the proj ect. 
The use of tranquiliz e r iabs minimized fo ot damag e (Bals er 
1965 ) . Tabs were made by applying a 1 /8 -inch (3 mm ) layer of whit e 
petroleum jelly, forming a ci r cle of roughly 3 inches (7. 5 em ) diam eter , 
to th e cen ter of a 4 - inch 2 (10 - c m 2 ) section of four-layer guaze . Th e 
powdered t r anquil i zer was plac e d in the ce nter of the guaze. Th e co rners 
were gathered until the ball of gauze, petroleum jelly , and tranquilizer 
were about 3/ 4 inch (2 em ) in di a mete r. A 1 0-inch (2 5 . 4 - cm ) piece of 
wi r e was used to tie off t he ball and the excess g a uze tails wer e c ut off. 
T he tab s w e r e t hen dipped in melted paraffin th r ee o r four times , and 
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atta c hed to a jaw of the trap w ith th e wir e . Whil e in the trap, c oyo tes 
c hewed the tabs and ing e sted s ome of th e tranqu i li ze r. 
Due to shortages a diffe rent tranquili ze r wa s used each fall: 
Diazepam, Vetame, and Tranvet. Dosage level s vari e d from 250 to 
450 mg depending on brand. Coyot e weights varied from 9-32 lbs. 
(4 . 1-14. 5 kg), necessitating compromise dosages. Effects of the drug 
las ted for 24-7 2 hours depending on coyote weight and amount of drug 
ingested. Each anima l was cared for at the Unive rsity field station in 
Snowville, Utah until the effects had worn off, and then r e leased at the 
point of capture . While at the field station sex, ag e , and weight w e re 
obtained and they were ear-tagged and collared with radio transmitters. 
The fall trapping served severa l purposes: (1) the number of 
coyotes caught per 1000 trap days was used as a relative index of abun-
dance; (2) the captured, s pring-tagged pups yielded the second sample 
of a capture-recapture density estimate; and (3) c oyote s tagged and/or 
instrumented with radio transmitters faci li tated survival studies . 
Scat index : Each year in earl y Novembe r, L. Charles Stoddart 
cleared a standard 40-mile (64 -km ) route of dirt roads with in the Utah 
portion of the study area of coyote droppings (scats ). At the end of two 
2-week interval s thereafter, he gathered and counted coyote s c ats along 
this route. The number of scats per w eek was used as a second, rela -
tive index of fall densities. 
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Absolute Density Estimates 
In combining spring d enning and fall trapping data for capture-
recapture es timates of spring pup d en sities, Bailey's (1 952) adjusted 
formula for small sample sizes was us e d because it provides both 
density estimates and a means of calculating standa rd deviations for 
s m a ll sampl e sizes like tho se obtained in this study. December age 
ratios obtained from the carcass coll ections allowed conversion to 
total population densities . 
Ca r cass Collection and Autopsy Procedures 
During the winters of 1972-73 and 1 973-74, coyot e ca r casses 
were obtaine d for autopsy. In addition , the 1970-71 ca r cass coll ection, 
obtained prior to my study, was made available to me, 
Most carcasses were obtained from a group of sheep ranchers 
operating out of Tremonton, Utah who shot coyotes on sheep winter 
range from planes. They hunted in, and to the south of, the study area 
(all in Box Elder County, Figur e l) usually beginning in D ecembe r and 
e nding in February . Major collections were made during January when 
snow cover an d visibility were favorable . I provided the gunners with 
tags so they could attach the d ate and location of kill to each carcass, 
I also obtained some ca r casses from Divi sion of Wildlife Service per-
sonnel when they conducted aerial gunning operations in Idaho ( s ite s l 
and 2, Figur e l ). In addition to the aerial -gunned coyntes, each year 
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some ca rcasses were obtained frorn ranche r s and other individua l s who 
shot co yotes within the study area . Over half of tho se coll ected during 
1973-74 were from the latt e r sources . Numbers o f ca r casses re ceiv ed 
from each collecting site and vicinity (Figur e 1) are s ummari zed in 
Table 1 . 
When time permitted (from 1 to 6 months after co ll ection), car-
casses were thawed, gross autopsi es performed, and sex a nd c ar cass 
weights r eco rd ed. Stomachs, skull s , and female r eproductive tracts 
we r e r emoved and refroz e n (ut e ri in water to prevent d e hydration) . 
Tissues and organs were labe lled with the r es pec tiv e autopsy numbe r s 
of the animals from which they had been taken. 
Reproductive Analyses 
Carcasses were c ollected during proestrus and es tru s, thus 
affording the opportunity to observe ova rian and folli c ular cha ng es 
during these periods. These observ ed chan ges allowed determination 
of br eeding s tatu s and provid ed d a ta fo r d e t e rminin g th e onset o f r c-
produc ti ve activity. 
Ea c h ovary was r emoved from the i nfundibulum and s tored in 
formalin for several day s prior to examination. At the tim e of analysis, 
a di ssecting mic ros cope with an oc cular scale was us e d to meas ur e 
ovarian lengths and diam ete r s to the near es t 0. 1 mm . Each ovary was 
sliced into 5 or 6 thin, longi tudina l sections with a razor blade. 
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Table l .- - N umber of Coyo t e Carcasses Obtained Between September 
and April from Different Collection Sites and Ye ars 
No . Carcasses C ol l cclC'd by Year 
l 
1972-73 Site 1973-74 2-yea r totals 
13 13 
2 l 7 l 7 
3 1 9 19 
4 15 l 5 
5 23 13 36 
6 l 09 40 149 
7 24 24 
8 41 5 46 
5 or 6 59 59 
6 or 8 l 04 104 
7 or 8 43 43 
Stud;t area 56 104 160 
Totals 416 269 685 
1 
See Figure 
Maximum follicle size and numbers and size of corpora lutea and 
corpora albicantia were recorded. 
Uterine horn s were opened and examin ed for placental sca rs. 
Reproductive tracts of carcas s es collected in February, March, and 
April were exam in ed for signs of pregnancy. The number of implanta-
tion sites and/or fetuses were recorded. 
Age Distributions 
Mortality- rate calculations for the entire population and for pups 
during the first 5 months of life were based on pup-adult age ratios at 
various times of the year. Hence, age d istribution s were determined in 
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each year of this study. Linhart and Knowlton (1 96 7) reviewed techni-
ques for determining ages of coyotes and pre sente d the ir findings on age 
determination by c ounting cementum annuli in coyo t e c anines. The pro-
cedure I followed was s imil ar lo th e irs; howeve r, I u sed a diff e rent 
d ecalcification pro cedure ilnd lwo a dditional stains . 
Canines were decal c ified in a 5 per cent nitri c acid (71 per c ent ) 
solution prepared in suffic ient volume to allow 100 ml per tooth. Solu-
tions were changed every 1 2 hours until de c al c ification was complete (24 
to 48 hrs. ). To check for decal c ification, equal volumes ( 1 ml) of 5 per-
c ent ammonium hydroxide, 5 percent ammonium oxalate, and deca lcifi-
cation solution were mixed. A cloudy mixture indi c at e d in com plete 
decalcification, whereas a r l ea r mixture indicated the process was 
c ompl e te. Once decal c ified, lh e te e th wer e rinsed in running water for 
a t least 1 2 hours (David Beale, Personal Con-,munication) . 
Using a razor blade , I severed tooth crown from root at the gum 
line and obtained length and width measurements of the cross-sectional 
as pects of both pulp cavity and tooth. A dissecting n1icroscope was 
used to obtain measurements to the nearest 0.1 mm. Pulp - c avity cross -
sectional measurements and the ratios between pulp-cavity c ross-sec-
tional measurements and corresponding tooth c ross- sectional measure-
ments were plotted to separat e pups from older coyotes. This separa-
tion redu ced by half the number of c anines requiring sectioning and 
staining for determination of age distributions. 
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Longitudinal root sections l6f.L thick were obtained with a cryo-
stat (Model C TD, International Equipment Company). All section s for 
a particular coyote were placed on one slide prior to staining . 
Of the seven stains eva luated, three were finally chose n: para-
gon, toluidine blue, and crystal violet. Since, in some instances, one 
stain worked better than the others, it seeme d desirable to stain three 
or four sections each with a different stain. The stain was eye-drop-
pered onto the sections and washed off after 5 or 6 seconds. Staining 
was repeated until the desir e d staining darkness was obtained . The 
slide and stained sections were dried on a s l ide warmer (40 to 50 C ) 
and mounted in Namo unt. 
As n eed ed, additional canin es and eventually low e r first pre-
molars and incisors were sectioned until a clea r annulus count was 
obtained. To test for aging agreement, sets of l owe r canines, lower 
f i r st premolars, and lower incisors were taken from 43 coyo tes. 
Paired lower canines and lower first premolars had the same number 
of annuli in 83 percent of the counts. In the case of animals with one 
or more annuli 73 percent agreement was obtained. Canine and pre-
molar counts were much mor e reliable than incisor counts. I used 
canines in assigning 73 perc e n t of the ages, premolars for 27 percent. 
Tagging and T e lem etry 
The numbered ear tags placed in both ears of fall-trapped and 
spring- denn e d coyotes had a return address on them, a s did the 
1 6 
transmitter collars. Tag r eturn s were used for two purposes: (!)to 
obtain information on cau ses of coyot e mortality, and (2) the first-
winter r e turn rat e provided an index of ove r -winte r mortality rat es . 
Tag returns were biased toward mor talit y associated with 
hum a n act i vi ti es (Cla rk 1972). For t h i s r eason telem etry was u sed in 
a n a tt empt to do c ument all causes of mortality. Tran smitt er r e turn 
rat es also gave insight into ove r-winte r mortality rat es. The trans -
m i tters w e re d es i gned (Kolz e t al. 1973 ), constructed, and supplied by 
personnel of the D e nve r Wildli fe R esearch Cen te r . It was possible to 
detect mortality cases within 4 hours after d eath w ith them. Hibler 
(1 9 7 6 ) gave a compre h ensive d esc ription of t echn iqu es and facil iti es 
u sed in the c ombined move ment and s urvival telemetry studi es . 
RESULTS 
Natal ity 
While the proestrus a nd es tr us periods typically span about l 0 
and 6 -10 days, r es pectively, in the d omestic dog (Asd ell 1946; Nalban-
dov 1 964; Turner and Bagnara 1 9 71), t hey appar ently p e r s i s t for about 
60-90 and 9. 5 days in the co yote (James Kenn e lly, P e r sonal Comm unica-
tion). The duration of proestrus was bas e d primari l y o n the p r esence 
of blood in the vaginal washings (Ibid.). 
Win ter carcass coll ections in the present study a llowed analysis 
of ovarian and follic ular chang es during these periods which c o•1ld be 
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u s < ~ d for t'Ompa r ing Lhe t iming o f r eprodu c tive a c l iv1ly beL •,;c<'n years 
and cs lllllaling ovulalion frcqur·nci(' s an d pr <·gnancy r atC"'s. 
Uter ine Charac t eristics 
The most obvious uteri n e change durin g proestru s and est rus is 
t he pronounced size increase during the winter (Figur e 2) evident in 
pups , yearlings, and adul ts. Pups are here defined as animals between 
bir t h a nd I yea r of age. Yea rl in gs a r e d efin e d as anim a l s betwee n l 
and 2 yea r s of age, adults a r e 2 years ol d or older . 
I examined ut e r i f rom yearling and old er females in the wi nt e r 
ca r casses for th e presence of place n tal sca r s (Figur e 3) in ord er to 
es t imat e both the proportion of females b ea ring young the previous 
spri ng a nd age-specific litte r sizes. Since I examin e d ova ri es from 
these s am e femal es for the presence of co rpo r a albi cantia, in o rder to 
estimate ovulation freque nci es, I was able to compare the incid ence 
of both sca r s and co rpor a in the same animals (Table 2). 
Suc h a comparison involves two ass umptions . Fi r st, a coyote 
that ovulates and implants wi ll have both co rpora albicantia and place n -
tal sca rs in the early weeks of the following winter. Second, those 
coyotes which ovulate but fail t o implant will have co r po r a albi cantia 
but will lack place ntal scars in th e following w in te r. 
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Figure 2. Coyote ut e ri at variou s s tages of reproduc tive activity. 
Early proestrus (December) o n l e ft through est rus (F e bruary) on right. 
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Figur e 3. Full-term placental scars a s observed i n an " opened" u terus. 
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Table 2. --Percentage of F emal e Coyotes in Northern Utah and Southern Idaho With Co r pora 
Albicantia Whi c h Also had Recognizable Placental Scar s 
Perce nt with S c ars, 90% Con£. Int. , and (Sampl e Size) by Date 
Wint e r D ec . 1-19 Jan. 20-31 Jan. Feb. 
19 72-73 75,50- 90 (12) 50 ,27-73(12) 17,2- 54 (6 ) 57 . 30-83 (I) 
1973-74 100, 62- 100 (5 ) 67 ,40- 85 (12 ) 67,20-96 (3) 7 5 ,32- 9 7 (-±) 
Totals 82,64-93 (17) 58,41-74 (24) 33,13-61 (9) 64,32-83 (11) 
N 
N 
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The mean proportion o f f e mal es w ith c orpora which al s o ha d 
scars wa s 82 percent in Dec embe r (Ta bl e 2) s ugge sting that as many 
a s 18 p e r cent of th e femal es ovul a t ed but f a il e d to s uccess fully impla nt 
in the 2 years, The confiden ce intervals for the four c hronolog i c al 
g r o up s in Table 2 all overlap, Hen c e, these data do not s ugge st a 
statistically signifi cant decrease in placental scar clarity during the 
winter. Neverth e l ess , based on my analyses of numerous reproductive 
tracts, I suggest that placental scar s tend to b e obscured as uterin e 
activity for the n ext breeding season increases . For this reason 
placental-scar counts from late-winter carcass collections should be 
interpreted with care , and I hav e u s ed only the Decembe r s ampl es to 
e s timate pregnancy rate s of th e pr e viou s spring. 
Ovarian Measurements 
Since uterine activity and growth are stimulated by ovarian 
hormones , particularly estrog e n and progesterone (Turner and Bagnara 
1971 ), the onset of ovarian activity must precede the onset of u terin e 
activity. Hence, chang es in ovarian siz e should reflect the onset of 
reproductive activity in any particular year and ar e perhaps a more 
sensitive indicator than uterin e changes in early winter. 
After storage in formalin for s e veral days, maximum length and 
diameter of e ach ovary was obtain e d with a dis s ecting micros c op e a nd 
occular scale, Neither right and l eft lengths, nor right and l eft 
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di a m ete r s d i ffered s t a tist ically withi n pups or yea r li ngs. Con seq uen tly, 
r es pective r ight and Left ovarian measurements we r e combined within 
eac h age g r ou p . Right ovaries were significantly larger in a dults, but 
r es pective rig ht and l e ft ovar ian measurements were com bined n eve r-
lh e l ess . 
Ovarian s i ze i n c r eased as I h e w int e r s progressed (Tab l e 3 ) . 
Of the 1 6 pup and yearling compari son s between yea r s, two mean ova r-
ian values we r e significantly greater in the second winter than in the 
first as was evi den ced b y non-ove rlap of their respective 90 percent 
conf id e nce inte rval s (Tabl e 3) . Thu s , i n a statistical se n se , there was 
no d iffe rence in the onset of r e productive activity a s reflected by ovarian 
d imen sions in these two age clas ses between yea rs . It was not po ssi ble 
to lesl for between-year differ e n C<'S in the a dult age c lass si nce I com -
bined re s pective r igh t and l e ft mea s ur ement s even lhough th ey we r e 
sig nificantly different as pr eviou sly mentioned. The r e for e the com -
bin ed adult measurements are not normally di s tributed. Neve rtheless, 
I sus pect that reproductive activity may actua ll y have begun ea rlier the 
second wint e r s ince respectively, 75 , 88 and 6 2 percent of th e pup, 
yearl in g , and adult m ean ovarian values were l a rger . 
Folli c ul a r Structures 
I measured the diam e te r of the largest follicle in each ovary . 
The mean of the s e increase d from 0. 5 mm in D ecem b er to 4. 0 mm i n 
Table 3 . --Changes in Ovarian Si ze of Northern Utah and South e rn Idaho Coyotes Between December 
and February 
Mean in mm , 90% Conf. Int. or Std . Dev. a.nd (Sample ~i.-.el) by Date 
Wint e r 197Z-73 
Age Dimeo& ion Dec, 1 - 15 Jan. 16-3 I J an . F eb. 
z 
Diam eter s. 6 + o. 52 (14) 7. 2.!. o. 53 (18) 7 .4 + 0. 70 (22) 8.9 t 0 . 67 (II) P u p 
Length to.z!o.74 (I4J 11,6!_0. 88 (18) 11. 6 ~ a. 68 (ZZJ 12.9!. I. 20 (lt l 
Yeyt - Diamete r 7.7+1.03(11 ) 8 . 0 + o. 70 (12) 7.8.!_0. 83 (12) 9 . b.! o. 93 (8) 
ing Length I I. 41 0 . 70 ( 1 1) I Z. 4 :± 0, 95 (1 2) I Z.S±. 0.93 (12) 12. 9 !. I. 90 (8) 
Adult4 D i ameter 7 . 4+1.18{14) 8 . 0 +I. 74 (16) 8 . 6 + 1. 36 (5) 9. 9 ± I. 56 (7) 
L e ngth I Z. I :± I. 61 (14) 12.7:±2.. 70( 16) 11.6 I o. 96 (5) 15 , 3 ,:!:. 2 . 12 (7) 
1 O n e coyote provide~:~ two samples 
2Mean values and qo percent conf tdence i n te rva l s 
3Mean va lue tS signtft ca ntl y larg£'r t han ln pJ·evlouo winter at t he 90 per c ent level 
4 Mean values!. one standard deviation , see text fo r explanation 
Dec . 
7 . 8 _± I . 04 (8 )~ 
12. 5 !_ I, 00 (8) 
7,8 + 0. 62 (2) 
14. 0 !_ 5 . 67(2) 
9. 6 + I . 03 (8) 
13 . o I 1. 82 (8) 
Winter 1973-74 
1- 19 J an. 20- 31 Jan. Feb. 
7 . 9 + 1,00 (8) 7 , 6 + 1.15 (8) 7.2 t 0 .53 (H) 
tz . t!_l.s3(8J tt . 9 f0 . 92(8J tl.9 ! o. sa(Hl 
8 , 7 + 0,77 (12 ) 9 . 4 + 1. 69 (6) 11 ,2 t 1.40 (6 ) 
12 , 4:±0 . 89 (12)14.4!:_ 2 . 33 (6} 15 . 8 :±2 . 50 (6} 
9. 8 -t I, 64 (12) 3 . 0 -t 2 . 12 ( 2) I 0 , 6 t 2 . 28 (8) 
14 . 6!:_ 1.24 (12}11.4!:0 . 21 (2) 14. 6 :± 1.72 (8) 
N 
\.1> 
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Febr uary (Tabl e 4) whereas individual follicl e m easurement s varied 
from 0. l mm in December to 5 . 5 mm in F e bruar y . Th e latter a g r ees 
c losel y with mature follicle si z es of 6 . 0 and 7. 0 mm giv e n by Mo s sman 
a nd Duke (1973 ) for domesti c dog and fox respectively. The res ul ts in 
Tabl e 4 do not include fo ll icle measurements from tho se coyotes which 
had a lr eady ovulated (a s indicat e d by t he pres ence of corpora lut ca ), 
-1-rv; .. 
sin c e the remaining follicles probably were already atrifying. This 
explai n s the small sample s iz es or lack of data for some of the late 
Janua ry and February categories. Figure 4 shows a sequ ence of fo lli-
c ular d evelopment terminating in corpus albicans formation. 
C lark (1 97 2 ) assumed that o nc e a follicle attained a diameter of 
2. 0 mm it was destined to mature a nd rupture. My data s upport this 
assumption. The r es ul t s in Table 4 are summari ze d for two ran ges of 
follicle s ize with 2. 0 mm serving a s th e point of separation. Increased 
follicle size is first noti ceabl e in the early January co llec tio n s . As 
w in t e r progr esses there is an in c r eas ing disparity between the s ize s of 
inactive and maturing follicles. This separation scheme should not be 
consider e d a s a discrete separation of active and inactive follicles, 
es pecially early in the winter as many of those coyote s plac e d in the 
0-1 . 9 mm range will undoubtedly d e v e lop mature follicle later in the 
winter . This scheme is probably most reliable in late J anuary and 
February s in ce the greatest separation of f o llicle sizes occu rs at this 
tim e. Most inactive follicles, even in late January and February, 
remain at about 1 mm i n diam e t e r whe r eas maturing follicles a r e 
Table 4, Changes in Follicular Diam e ter Between December and February of Northern Utah and 
Southern Idaho Coyotes 
Follicle 
Age Diameter Dec. 
Pup 0-1.9 0.5 + 0.11 (13) 
~ 2.0 -
Year!- 0-1.9 0.6 _:!:0.14 (9) 
ing ~ 2.0 
Adult 0-1.9 0 .8!, 0.17(13) 
~ 2. 0 
1 One coyote provides two samples 
Mean Follicle Diam, in mm , 90'Yo Con f. Int., and (Sam ple Size 1 ) by Date 
Winter 1972-73 
1-15 Jan. 
0.9+0.18(14) 
3,1~0.79(4) 
1. 0.:!: 0 . 12 (1 0) 
I. I t 0. 26 (8 ) 
2. 6±0.62 (2) 
16-31 J an, 
1. l + o. 20 (15) 
3.9~0.90 (4) 
0. 9 + 0 . 36 (7) 
3 . 2 ! 0 . 91 (7) 
l. I + 0. 20 (3) 
z. o I (2) 
Feb. 
0, 4 + -- (I) 
4 . 0! o. 74 (3) 
1.0+ (l) 
4 . 0 ~ (1) 
2.8±4 . 73(2) 
Winter 1973-74 
Dec. 1-19 Jan. 20-31 Jan . 
0.8.:_0.45(6) 1.2.±_0.33(8 ) 1. 3 .:!:.0.32(7) 
1.0!_ -- (2) 1,2 + 0,14 (10) 1.2 + 0.80 (4) 
2 . 8 I I . 25 (2) 3. <J :±I. 25 (2) 
I . 3 .:!:. 0. 19 (8) 1.4+0,22 (6) l. 2 .:!:. 0 . 31 (2) 
3 . 2 :±I. 56 (2) 
F eb . 
0.8 + 0 . 16 (27) 
2.1 ~ -- ( I) 
1.6+ (1) 
2. 3 :± (1) 
N ,, 
Figure 4. Sequence of follicular d evelopment from e arly proestrus (A ) 
through ear ly est rus (D), c orpu s lut e um formation (E), term inatin g in 
co rpu s albicans formation (F ). Millimeter scale at bottom. 
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s ub s t a nti a lly larg e r than 2. 0 mm. For this r eason I wi ll make the 
same ass umption as Cla r k w hi ch ap pli es o nl y to late-winter ca r cass 
colle c tion s in which r e producti ve activity has progressed suffic i ently 
to e nsure follicular deve lopm e nt. Late-breedi ng co yotes may be classi-
fied as non - ovulators by thi s schem e if their follicl es are less than 
2. 0 mm in the February coll ec tions. Th e 90 percent c onfidence inter-
val s overlap between all pos s ibl e age-spec ific comparisons between 
yea r s. Hence it is not possible to show a statistical differ e n ce in the 
timing of reproductive activity between years. Nevertheless, nearly 
all mean follicle diameters were larger the second yea r than in the 
first year, w hich s ugg es ts that the onset of r e produc ti ve activity may 
have oc c urred s omewhat ea rli e r in the second year. 
Th e c orpus luteum i s l a rg e r tha n a matur e follicle and is the 
dominant st ructure in the ovary dur ing pregnancy (Table 5, Figure 4 ). 
The importanc e of co rpu s luteurn in ovulation-frequ e ncy estimation will 
b e d isc ussed in a lat e r section. 
I r eco rded the numbers of corpora a lbicant ia when present. 
Mansell (1 97 1) recognize d more than one set of corpora albi cantia in 
white-tailed deer, suggesting that in this species they persis t for sever-
al yea r s . S imilarly, in recent work on bobcats, Crowe (197 5 ) reported 
that female bobcats may never lo se co rpora albicantia and some older 
fema les had up to 59 c orpora. In o nly one or two instances d i d I sus -
pect more than one set of corpora albicantia and even this was not . ,, 
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Table 5. --Numbers and Diameter s of Co rpora Lutea of Northern Utah 
and Southern Idaho Coyotes 
Age 
Pup 
Yearling 
Adult 
Ages 
Mean No. per Coyote, Dic:rn., 90% Conf. Int., 
and (Sample Size ) by Winter 
Winter 1 972-73 Winter 1973-74 
No. Diam. (mm ) No. Di<tm. (mm) 
11.0 + 6 . 30 (2) 6 . 4 + 0.70 (5) 7.7 + 3.51 (3) 6 . 8 + 0.36 (6) 
5 . 8 :± l. 76 (4) 6. 6 + 0 . 57 (9 ) 5 . 8 + 2. 6 1 (4) 7. 0 + 0. 46 (8 ) 
9 . 0.:!: 6 . 07 (3) 6 . 6 + 0. 72 (8) 6. 2 ±: 0. 59(13) 6. 6 ±: 0. 43(26) 
combin ed 8. 0 + 1. 9 1 (9) 6. 6 ± 0. 33((2) 6. 0 ± 0. 82(20) 6. 7 ± 0 . 29(40) 
certai n. In general, as in the red fox (Layne and McKeon 1 956 ). co rpora 
a lb icanti a do not appear to per sis t for mor e than I year. 
Tab le 6 present• Lhe mean numbers of corpora a lbicantia for 
the two winters combined. The coyotes ' ages each winter were cor r ec-
ted back to the appropriate ages of the previous breeding season- -for 
example, a coyote aged as a yea rling in a winter carcass collection was 
actually a pup at the time of ovulation. Clarity of c orpus albicans de-
creased as the winters progressed due to the presence of maturing 
follicles and co rpora lutea; however, they were stil l apparent in the 
February collection s . Since I am interested only in whether or not an 
animal ovulated, corpus- albicans data from all months of the winter car-
cass coll ections were u sed for inferring ovulation frequencies. 
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T a bJ P. 6 . -- Number s of Corpora Albi c antia in North P rn Utah and South -
ern Idaho Coyote s in th e Winte r s of 19 72-73 and 1 9 73 - 74 
Age 
Pup 
Yearling 
Adult 
Ages 
Mean No. per C oyote , 90% C onf. Int. and 
(Sample Siz e ) of Corpora by Dat e 
Dec. 1-19 Jan . 
6. 0 + 
4. 0 + 
1 o. 7 + 
12. 64 (2) 5. 0 + l. 56 (6 ) 
12.64 (2) 5 . 3 + l. 69 (6) 
2. 31 ( 6) 7. 8 + l. 48 ( 4) 
20-31 Jan. F e b. 
4. 0 + l. 68 (3) 4 . 5 + 9. 46 ( 2) 
:> .o+ -- (l)lo. o + -- (t) 
8.5 +3.17 (Z) 5.3 +5.41 (3) 
combined 8. 4 + 2. 25(10) 5. 8 + 0. 91(16) 5 . 7 + 1. 92 (6) 5. 8 + 2. 52 (6) 
Ovulation Freque n c ies and Pre gnancy Rate s 
I determined ovulation frequencies (percentage of females 
ovulating, 'Table 7) on the basis of coyotes that had ovulated, as shown 
by the presence of corpora lut ea, or that had large follicies (2. 0 mm or 
larger). Over estimation might occur if some coyotes in the "probable 
.ovulation" category fail to ovulate, and underestimation might oc c ur if 
s ome c oyotes were destined to develop mature follicles and ovulate 
later than the la st collections , Additional ovulation-frequency esti-
mates were obtained from the proportion of females in the winter car-
cass coll ections which had corpora allbicantia . 
I subdivided the ovulation-frequency data by year and age class 
(Tabl e 7). In addition, I c ombined age classes in eac h month's sampl e 
to obtain estimates of total-ovulation frequencies (" overall" c ategory , 
Table 7) b y two methods. In t he first, this category was based on a 
Table 7 . - - Per centage of No rthe r n U t a h and Southe r n Idaho Coyot es Ovulating , 1 9 72-7 4 
"i'o Ovulating, 90"/o C on!. In t ., and (Sam ,ele Size~ b:z:: Age Class 
Bree ding 
se a s o n Da ta source P u,e Yearling Adult Ove rall
2 
19 72 Co r pus albi c an s 
s a.lTlples 62 , 4 2- 77 ( 26 ) 8 6, 64 - 96 (14) 70, 35- 88 ( 1 0 ) 70, 58 - 8 1 (5 0) 
19 73 Cor pus alb ic a ns 
Sa.ITl pl es 65 , 36- 78 (1 7 ) 100, 4 6-100( 3 ) 93 , 74 - 99 ( 14 ) 76 , 66 - 88 (34) 
F eb. sam ples 36, 16- 59 (1 4) 71, 3 2- 921 7) 100 , 62-1001 5) 58, 37- 77 (26) 
Mar - Apr sampl es 1 100. 10-100 1 1) 1 oo, 62- 1 oo 1 5) 1 oo, 10-1 oo 1 1) 10o, 68 -1 001 7) Combine d sam ples 67 , 4 6- 84 (18 ) 87, 67 - 96 (1 5 ) 95, 80- 100 (20) 83 , 73 - 9 1 ( 53 ) 
1974 F e b. sampl es 1 2, 3- 29 11 7) 100 . 46 -1 001 3) 100 , 62-1001 5) 40, 22- 6 2 (25) 
Mar- A pr sam pl es 1 oo, 3 2-1 oo 1 2) 50, 14- 8 6 ( l) 100, 80-100 (11) 88,66- 98(17) 
Combi ned samples 100, 3 2-100 ( 2) 7 1 , 32- 92 ( 7) 100, 85-100 (16) 92, 79 - 98 (25) 
2-3 year Co rpu s albicans 
to ta l s samples 60, 46- 73 (43 ) 88 , 71- 97 (17) 83, 68 - 92 (24) 73, 63 - 8 1 (84) 
F e b. s ampl es 22, 10- 37 (31) 80, 50 - 9 4 (10) 100, 78-100 (10) 49 , 36- 64 (54) 
Ma r -Apr s am pl es 100, 46-100 ( 3) 78 , 4 9 - 94 ( 9) 100 , 82 - 100 (12) 92 . 75- 98 (24) 
Comb ined sam ples 63, 50- 76 (46) 83, 70- 93 (36) 91 , 80- 97 (46) 79 , 72- 85(128) 
1 
Ba sed on Cor pus a l b ican s + Ma r . - April s amples for pups a nd o n Co r pus albic an s , Feb., and Mar. -Apri. l. 
lsam pl es fo r yearling s and adul ts 
3 Mean pe r centage based o n straight c ombinat ion of fr equencies 
Mean pe rce ntage bas e d on combination of f r equenc i es w e ighted by Mar. - Apr. age distribution 
Wtd . Mean o/o 
Ovula t i ng 3 and 
Std. Dev. 
74 + 7.09 
88 + 3 . 66 
69 + s. 54 
100 + --
84~5.14 
81 + 1.69 
88"+6.25 
93 ::t: 4. 29 
79 + 4. 54 
74"+4.81 
92 "+4.8 6 
81 ::t: 3. 16 
w 
w 
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st raight combination of age- s pecific ovulation freq u e n cies each weighted 
by i ts r espective sample size . This a pproach assumes that the popula-
tion was sampled at random and hence that the ag e compo s ition obser-
ved in my samples r eflec t ed that of the actual breeding populati on . Ob-
vious l y this assumption is violat e d in the Dec ember co ll ection s . w ill 
furthf'r ex amin e this ass umpti on in latc t· sec tion s. 
Th e individual monthly sampl es s hould meet thi s ass umpti o n 
b etter than the "combined sampl es" for the follo wing reason . A com -
parison of the ovulation frequen cies and accompanying 90 percent co n-
fiden ce intervals in the February samples w ith the percent ovulating 
based on t he c orpus-albicans a nd March-April samples r eveals that 
the perc entage of pups ovulating by the time of the February co ll ections 
was s ignificantly less than the pe r centage of pups ultimat e ly ovu la ting 
(Tabl e 7). Similar compa ri sons among th e yearling a nd adult age 
g r oups r e v e al no s ignifi c ant diff e r e nce in ovul ation fr e quen cies be tween 
these samples. Hence pups apparently ovulat e and presumably breed 
later than yearlings and adult s . Therefore, F e b r uary ovulation fre-
quen cies a ppear valid only for yearlings and adults and were included in 
the 2-3 year total s data only for these two age class es . Pup ovulation 
fr equen cies we r e based only on March-April and corpus- albicans sam-
ples. Consequently, the year l ing and a dult age classes will be over-
r epresent ed to some extent i.1 the over-all - mean-ovulation frequencies 
as d ete r mined by the straight- combinat ion method. 
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When con1paring th e "overall 11 ca tego r ies be tw ee n years, it 
must be a ss umed that any coll ec ting biases do not change . If they do , 
and o n e or mor e age clas s es are affected, the mean ov ul a ti on fr e qu e nc ies 
wi ll not be dir ec tly c omparabl e . Base d o n di sc u ss ions present e d late r, 
I assume my da ta do not s ubsta ntially violat e these assumptions. 
The second method of es timating ove rall ovula t ion frequenc ies 
invo lv e d weighting the ovulation fr eq uency of each age class b y it s r es-
pe c tive percentage o cc urrence in the March-April age di st ributions . 
Use of this method assum es th e sampl e March- April age distribu tio n 
r e presents the actual age distribution of the popula t ion in March and 
April. Se parate March-April age distributions we r e obtained in 1973 and 
1 974 , he n ce the we ightin g procedur e in th ese 2 years utiliz e d these r es-
p ec tiv e age distributions. My only es timat e of the 1972 Marc h-April 
age di st r ibution was obtained by combining the 1 9 73 and 1 974 dis t ribu-
tions for that period, the same one used in weight ing the 2-3 year totals . 
However, since the population trend was different in 1 97 2 than in e ither 
of the succeeding years, the combined age di s tribution may not actually 
reflect the actual 1 972 breed ing ag e distribution. This approach ha s 
se v e ral add ed advantages. First, o vulation frequencies, as d ete r mined 
f rom winter c ollections obtain e d from a populati on w ith a differ en t age 
di s tr ibut i on than during th e previou s br ee ding s eas on, can be weig ht e d 
by the age distribution of the pre viou s s pring. Secondly, if t h e sam ple 
sizes, expressed as percentag es of the total sample size for all thre e 
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age classes, accumulat ed for e a ch age class are not r ep resentativ e 
of tlw age distribution of the breeding population, the ove rall mean-
ovulalion frc·qucncy wil l not IH · aff<'( t<'d as wh<'n u s ing t!H· straight-com-
hi nation method since the age- s pe c ific ovu lation frequencies a r c weig h-
ted by th e March-April age d istri buti on and not the samp l e size of each 
age c la ss. As examples, compare the overall frequencies obtained by 
each method fo r the 1 974 Februa r y samples and 2-3-year total Febru-
ary samples. In both cases, the weighted-mean frequencies are much 
higher than the straight- combination mean frequencies. In each case , 
the pup age class was obviously ove r-r epresented and therefore co n-
tributed more weight to the ove rall mean freq u encies than it s hould 
have. Significantly, thi s sam ple-size problem had no effect on the 
overall mean frequency d ete rmin ed by weightin g with th e age distribu -
tion. However, in most cases, th e overall mean frequencies were not 
too different b etween m ethod s (Table 7). 
One problem with this approach is that it is impossible to obtain 
a sampl e s i ze for the weighted-mean ovulation frequency. This elimi-
nat es the possibility of conducting statistical tests between years. How-
ever, the s tandard deviation of the weig ht ed - mean ovulation frequency 
can be cal c ulated by using the sta nda rd deviation of all three con stituent 
age classes (no t shown i n Table 7). 
S ome age- s pec ifi c ovulation frequencies (2- 3 year tota l s ) were 
statisticall y d iffe rent when tested by chi-squa r e. Significan t ly fewer 
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p:.1ps ovulated than either yearlings (x 2= 3 . 18, :> = 0 . 08, ldf) or 
adults (x 2 = 8. 88, p< 0. 005, ldf). Yearling and adult ovulation fre-
quencies were not significantly different (X 2 = 0. 57, p = 0 . 46 , ldf). 
The overall ovulation frequency (" com bined samples") in 1972 was signi-
ficant l y l ess than the 1974 frequency (X 2 = 3. 43, p = 0. 07, ld£) but did 
2 
not diff e r .-;ignifican lly from lh<! J ')73 frequency (X = l. 77, p = 0. 20, 
1 df). Simil arly, ovulation fr eq uen cies did not differ significantly be-
tween 1973 and 1974 (X 2 = 0. 5 1, p = 0 . 48, ldf) . 
F inall y , altho ug h between-year comparisons of the weighted 
frequencies cannot be tested statistically, visual comparison of the 
mean frequency an d standard deviation in each yea r suggests ovulation-
frequency patterns similar to those discussed above. In conclusion, 
the 1972 ovu lation frequ ency was probably low er than that occ urrin g in 
1973 and 1974. In addition, th e data suggest that ovulation fr eq u e ncies 
in c rea se with age . 
A majo r objective of this s tudy was to estimate reproductive 
rates of this population. In order to accomplish this, it was necessary 
to measure the proportion of femal es pregnant and ultimately the per-
centage of fema l es bearing young. Direct observation of the percentage 
of pregnant females in the late-winter carcass collections and percen-
tage with plac ental scars in the early-winter collections pro vi ded preg-
!laney- rate estimates in each year. 
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Canids that ovulate but do not become pregnant e xperi e nce 
p se udo - pregnan c y for about 60 day s ; fun c tional corpora lutf'a ar c 
present for about I month (A s d e ll I ')46). Th e refor e , during th e fir s t 
month after ovulation, corpus st ruc tures present could b <> e ither c or-
pora lutea of pregnan cy or corpora lutea of estrus. Mansell (1971) 
r eports a microscopic technique for distingui shing these two bodies in 
white- tailed de e r based on appearance of corpus blood vessel s. I made 
no attempt to make this distinction. Embryos reach the uterin e horns 
by the 5th or 6th day, and embryonic swellings are not apparent until 
1 4 days after ovulation and fertilization (Gier 1968) . In my analysis 
some females in the lat e February coll ection had visible implantation 
sites; how eve r, most animals which had ovulated by late February 
lacked definite implantation sites. Of those females with corpora lutea 
(indicating ovulation ) but lacking visible implantation sites , a large 
majority had ute ri which I wi ll refer to as "zig-zag." Each uterine 
horn had from 2 to 5 evenly spaced areas along its length, each forming 
the outside of a sharp curve in the uterine horn and at each of these 
points there was a slight suggestion of ut erine swelling. I am assuming 
that this zig-zag uterine condition occ ur s during the early stage of 
blastocyst implantation. If this assumption is incorr ect, my estimates 
of pregnancy rates are too high. 
My observed pregnancy rates are based on those coyotes having 
either implantation sites or zig-zag uterine horns , and on December 
placental-scar data (Table 8). Frequencies based on February 
Table 8 . - - Percentage of Northern Utah and Southern Idaho Coyotes Pregnant , 1972 - 74 
cro Preg nant, 90o/o Con£. Int., and ~Sam Ele Size! b ;t Age Class 
Wtd. Mean tro 
Breeding 2 Pregnant3 and 
season Data source Pup Yea r ling Adult Overall Std. Dev. 
1972 D ec. sam ples 33, 9· 67 ( 6) 60, 25 - 89 ( 5) 1 oo. 46-1 00 i 3) 57 , 36 - 78 (14) 70 + 9. 02 
1 973 Dec . sampl es 50 , 20· 80 ( b) 
--
100, 50 - 100 ( 4) 70 , 35- 88 (1 0) 
F eb. s amples 21, g. 42 (14) 29, s. 68 ( 7) so. 40- 98 ( 5) 35, 21- 54 (26) 41 + 9. 6c 
Mar -Apr samples 100, 10 - 100 ( 1) 100, 62 - 100 ( 5) 100 , 10 - 100 ( I) 100, 68-100 ( 7) 100 + 
--
Combined samples I 57 . 30- 83 ( 7) 100, 62-100 ( 5) 100 , 62-100 ( 5) 8 2, o4- 93 (17) 88 ; 5 . II 
1974 F eb . samples 12 , 3- 29 (1 7) 67. 20 - 96 ( 3) 80, 4" 98 ( 5) 32, 16 - so (25) o2+11.87 
Mar-Apr samples 100, 32 - 100 ( 2) 50 , 14 - 86 ( -l) 100 , 8G 100(11) 8~ . 7 1- 97 ( 17 ) 3R-: 6 . 25 
2-3 yea r 
tot als Dec, samples 42, 18- 71 (12) 60, 25- 89 ( 5) 100. 68 - 100 ( 7) 62 , 45- 78 (24) 72+ 8 . -to 
Feb . s amples 16, 6- 31 (31) 40, 19 - 66 (10) 80 , 50- 9 4 (1 0) 33 , 22 - 46 (51) 50 + i . 64 
Mar-Apr samples 100 , 46- 100 ( 3) 78 . 48- 94 ( 9) 100, ~2 - 100 (12) 9 2, 78- 08 (24) n+ 4 . So 
Combined samples 53, 32- 75 (1 5 ) 71, 42- 87 (14) 100, 87 -1 00 (19) 77 , 64- 86 (48) 78 ~ 
' · 30 
1 
Based on Dec . + Ma r. -Apr. samples 
2
Mean pe r centag e based on straight combination of frequen c ies 
3
Mean percentage based on c ombination of frequencies w eig hted by Mar . -Apr. ag e distribution 
"' -r> 
coll ectio n s a r c lower than those based on March-April and placental-
sca r observations (Ta b le 8 ), because February is too early in the 
breeding season for a ll pregnant a nim a l s to show signs of pregnancy. 
Even the March-April observation s may be s lightly conservative for 
the same r eason. 
P lacental-scar d ata may p r ovide the most realistic p r egnancy-
rate estimates. The D ecember collections preceded ute r ine develop-
ment, and there was con sequently no chance of missing placental scars 
due to uterine thickenin g . Resorption sites and /o r 2-year-old scars 
were eas ily distinguishabl e from dar ke r full-term scars . Hence , a ll 
tracts included in the placenta l -scar categories represent e d full-term 
pregnancies. 
I u sed the same app ro ac h in summarizing the p r egnancy-rate 
d ata as in summarizing the ovulation - frequency data . Ag e -specifi c 
r ates an d two estimates of ove rall r ates a r e presented for e ach sam ple 
i n each year . The assumption s b ehind these data are the same as in 
the pr evious section. The age-spec ific data in the combine d sam pl es 
(2- 3 y ea r total s ) s ugges t that the pup pregnancy r a te was signific antly 
l es s than the adult rate (X2= 8 . 49 , 1 df , p < 0. 005) and that th e yearling 
2 
rat e may have b een sign i ficantly l ess than the adult r ate (X = 3 . 79, 
1 df, p = 0. 05). The result s of the c hi-square test on the annua l preg-
n a n cy r ates (" overall" column) s uggest that pregnancy rates may not 
2 
have been significantly diff e r ent between yea r s (X = 4. 62 , 2 df, 
p = 0. 1 0). Had the pregnancy r ates weight ed by the March-Apr il age 
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distribution been u sed, there would have been even less variation be-
twe e n yea r s . A compari son of straight-combinati on and age distribu-
tion - weigh t ed pr eg nancy ra t eH r<:v<·als r elatio n ships sim ilar to tho se 
discussed in the ovul ati on - frequency section. Specifically, the Decem-
b e r 1972 an d February 1974 sampl es r eveal this probl em. As b efore , 
the pup age class was ove r -repr esen ted in the overall -pregnan cy rates 
due to di spr opo rt ionate sampl e sizes but was n ot over -represented 
when weighted with the March-April age distribution. Although most 
othe r compar ison s are not as affected, the age distr ibution weighting 
method seems mos t r ealisti c. 
In general, the data suggest an increase in pregnancy rates in 
progress i ve l y o ld e r animals . P l acent al-scar d ata for all years com-
bin e d imply pregnancy rates of 42 , 60, 100 and 62 pe r cent, r es pectively, 
for pups, yea rlings , adults and all age classes combined during the 
course of my st udy . Combined placental -scar + March-April data 
imply pregnancy ra tes of 53 , 71 , 100, and 77 percent , r especti v ely, 
for the same age classes . 
Bree ding Dates 
Ten pregnant coyotes were obtained in this study which contained 
fetuses large enough to a ssess the age via techniques develope d b y Johns 
and Kenn elly (unpub. data}. This allowed back dating to approximate 
date of conceptio n (Figur e 5 }. The six dates for adult f emal es suggest 
they conceived between l ate January and ea rly February . Data f r om 
(f) 
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Figure 5 . Conception dates estimated by aging fetuses f rom ten pregnant females 
in the winter carcass collections. 
"" N 
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the four yearlings indicate they conceived in February. No pr egnant 
pup s were obtained, but presum a bly, they would hav<' con ce ived later 
than adults, possibly even later than y ea rlings. 
The ovulation-frequency and pregnancy-rate data support this 
observation. Comparison of the F e bruary ovulation-frequency and 
pregnancy- r ate estimates with those of the combined corpu s-albicans 
and March-April samples, and of the combin ed placental-scar and 
March-April samples, re spectively, shows that a smaller percentage 
of the pups destined to ovulate and /o r implant had done so by the time 
of the Feb ruary samples. Similarly, a greater percentag e of th e y ear-
lings and adults destined to ovulate and/or implant had don e so by the 
time of the F e bruary collections . Hen ce , younger animals app ear to 
breed lat e r than olde r ones as r eported for some othe r canid species. 
Alaskan wol ves (Canis !._~) breeding for the first time usually e nter 
estrus somewhat later than older f emales (Raus ch 1967 ). Similarly, 
yearling (1 0 months of age) silver fox normally breed 8 to 9 days lat e r 
than adults (Pearson and Basset 1 946) . 
Litter Size 
Gier (1 968 ) conc lud ed that careful p lacental- scar counts, ex-
cluding resorption and 2-year old scars, provided accurate mea-
sures of litter size. Calculated l i tter sizes of red fox usually fell 
between mean feta l and placental- scar counts (Layne and McKeon 1 956 ). 
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My litter-size estimates a r e based on placental-scar, implanta-
tion-site, and fetal count s , all with small sampl e sizes . In addition, 
corpus-lute um counts provide maximum estimates of litter size. 
Sampl e sizes are larg est in the placental-scar data because few tracts 
were coll ected late enough in the breeding season to contain implanta-
tion sites or fetuses. 
Table 9 presents litter -size data for a sequence of post-ovula-
tory stages. Litter- size estimates generally dec r ease with each sue -
cessive post-ovulatory stage, undoubtedly because of incomplete fe rtili-
za tion of all ova and intra-uterine mortality. 
My best estimates of mean litter sizes were obtained by com-
bining plac e ntal- scar count s with feta l counts. Implantation- site counts, 
although very close to fetal and placental-scar counts (Tabl e 9 ) were 
not used in final estimates of litter size sin ce early-stage resorption 
sites cou ld n ot be distingui shed f r om viable implantation sites in coyotes 
collected thi s early in gestation. Placental-scar and fetal - count means 
were not statistically different (t = 0. 54, 4 0 df, p > 0. 50 ) . 
estimated overall me a n litter s iz es (overall and weighted mean 
c olumns, Table 9) by the sam e weighting procedures used in com bin ing 
the age-specific ovulation - and pregnancy-rate data. Analy s i s of 
variance results {F = 0. 14 , v = 1 2 , v 2 = 3 9) s u ggest that there was no 
significant difference in mean litter sizes {"ove rall " column) between 
year s at the 95 percent le ve l. The la rg e mean adult litter size in 1 9 72 
was due to one of the three litter s in this sample having 13 pups, and 
Table 9. -- Estimates of Mean Litter Sizes in Northern Utah and Southern Idaho Coyotes , 1972- 7 -i 
Mean, 90a:'o Conf. Int. , and {Sarnele Size~ b:i Ag e C lass 
2 Breeding 
OveraU 1 
Wtd. Mean and 
season Data source PuE: Yearling Adult Std. Dev. 
1972 Placental scars 6, 2 2_ I. 21 ( 6) 6 . 2 + l. 50 ( 6) 9 .0.:!, 6 . 07(3) 6.72_1.04 (15) 7. 3 .:!, I, 63 
1973 Co rpora lutea 11. 0.:!,6.30 ( 2) 5. 6 + l. 76 ( 4) 9.0 + 6 . 07 ( 3) 8 . 0 + I. 9 1 ( 9) 8.0+1.26 
Implantation sites 6. 0.:!. -- (I) 5.7t2.58(3) 7.0 :;: 6.30 ( 2) 6. 2 + 1.09 ( 6) 6 . I+ 
--Fetal counts 
-- 5.5 :;: 9.46( 2) 
-- 5.5 :;: 9.46(2) 
--Placental scars 5.8.:!,0.43 ( 5) 5 . 5.:!,15 . 80(2) o . O .:!, l.39 (10) 5,9.:!. 0 , 86 (17) 5 .72_1.74 Fetal counts + 
placental sca rs 5.8 2_0.43 ( 5) 5 . 5.:!. 2. 80 ( 4) 6 .02_1.3 9 (1 0) 5. 8.:!. 0. 79 (19) 5 . 7+ 1.-1 6 
1 974 Corpora lutea 7.72_3.51 (3) 5.8.:!,1.17(8) 6.2+0.60(13) 6. 3 2. 0. 6 1 (20) 6 . 4 + 0 . 90 
lm.plantation sites 
- - -- 7.0t ·l . 45(3) 7 .0+-1 . 45 ( 3) 
Fetal c ounts 
-- 6 .0.:!. 6,30 ( 2) 6.o:;: 1.37 ( 6) 6 . 0 :±: I . 0 1 ( 8) 
2 - 3 year 
totals Corpora lutea 9.0 + 2.34 ( 5) 5.8 +1.17(8) 6 0 7 + 0 0 90 (I 6) 6 . 8 + 0. 71 (29) 6 . 9 + I 0 20 
.llnplantation sites 6. 0 :±: -- ( ll 5 .7:;:2 . 58(3) 7,0tl.91(5) 6 . 4 + I, 08 ( 9) 6.3:±: Fetal counts 
-- 5.8+1.76(4) 6.0tl, 37(6) 5.9 t0.88(10) 
Placental sc ars 6.02_0.60 (ll ) 6.0 :±: 1.39 ( 8) 6.7:;:1.42(1 3) 6 . 3 :±: 0. 65 (32) 6. 3 + I . ·lD 
Fetal counts + 
placental sca r s 6. 0 2_ 0. 60 (II) 5.9 2_0.95(12) 6.5 2_1. 00 (19) 6 . 2.:!. 0. 52 (42) 6 . 2 + I. 23 
l ~e ... n litter size based on st ra ight combination oi freq uencies 
2
Mean litter size based on combination of frequencies weighted by Mar. -Apr. age distribution 
'" 
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thu s tl1< · n1<·an lill<.'r siz.e was ;.tn artifact of th<· sn1all sam pl<· s izf'. 
Sin1i Jar l y, when analyzed by analy:-;i~ uf variance, the 1nean l itte r t:;izcs 
in the 2-3 year totals r ow showed no age- s p ecific differences at the 95 
percent leve l (F = 0. 34, v 1 = 2, v 2 = 39). Litte'r-size estimates, as 
dete rmined by eithe r combination scheme, were nearly identical. My 
best estimat es of me an litter sizes for pups, year li ngs, adults and all 
females combined during the course of this study are 6. 0, 5. 9 , 6. 5, 
and 6. 2 r espec tively. An additional litter size estimate (6. 2} i s based 
on 12 compl ete litters r ecovered during our denning operations . Collec-
tively, these es timat es are similar to those of other studies (Hamlett 
1938; Gier 1 968; and Knowlton 1 972 }. 
Total Reproductive Rate 
The total r e productive rat e of a population may be estimated by 
multiplying pregnancy ra tes by litter sizes. By using a mean litter size 
(Table 9} and mea n pregnancy rates (Tabl e 8 }, I c alculat e the number of 
young pro.iuced per 100 femal es in Curlew Valley in 197 2 and 1973 to 
have been 382 and 4 76, re spectively, for the overall data and 5 11 a nd 
50 1 , respec t ive l y, for t he weight ed-mean data. Compa rable estimates 
for 197-l could not be made because I la cked a l itter - size estimate for 
the pup age clas s, altho ug h by visual inspection it appear s as though 
prod uctivity wo uld have b een simila r to that in 1 973 . Th e importance 
of these reproductive rates will be discussed in a later sec tion. 
~7 
Sex Ratios 
I acquired three sets of sex-ratio data during this study: sex 
ratios of denned pups (May), fall-trapped coyotes (September) and 
winter-collected coyotes (December through April) . Combining the 
1 972 denning data (L . Charles Stoddart, P ersonal Communication) with 
that of 19 73 and 1974 yielded a total sampl e of 81 pups. The sex ratio 
(males: females) of these pups (0. 57:0 . 43) was not significantly differ-
e nt from a 0. 50:0 . 50 sex ratio when tested by Chi-square (X 2= l. 50, 
ldf , p = 0. 23). To be sure the re were no co llecting biases involved, 
only those litters from which all pup s were thought to be recovered 
were used in this tabulation. This sex ratio represents that of pups 
4 to 8 weeks old; I have no data on whe l ping sex ratios of pups. 
September trapping provid ed a second set of sex ratio data. The 
pup sex ratio of 0. 39:0 . 61 (n = 121) was significantly differ ent from the 
expected 0 . 50 :0. 50 sex ratio ( x 2= 6. 02, ldf, p = 0. 12). Similarly, the 
sex ratio of yearlings and adult s combine d was 0. 74:0. 26 (n = 39). This 
i s a highly significant departur e from the expected 0. 50:0 . 50 sex ratio 
(X2 = 9 . 26, ldf, p < 0. 005). The overall sex ratio of 0 . 48:0.52 did 
not differ signific antly from a 0. 50:0 . 50 sex ratio (X 2 = 0 . 40, ldf, 
p = 0 . 54) . It is perhaps coincidental that the overall sex ratios 
are as close to 0. 50 :0.50 as they are. Both the pup and the yearl ing 
and adult sex ratios suggest extreme sex - specific trapping biases. 
4H 
. /UV<'I I/ J,. f"t•lrl<tlf· s S <'(' l ll rn orc· vtd!H'r<tl> l< · lo I rapp11rg l lr...tll .itiVt' l li l t· lll~tl< · s , 
to the cont rary, older female ' 'eem less suceptible than older males. 
A n adult sex ratio thi s skewed i s not advantageous to a monogamou s 
spec ies, hence there is rea son to s u spect these r esults . Th e fa ct that 
the trappin g sex ratio of pup s is bracketed on one side by the rea sonabl e 
d enn ing sex ratio and on the other s id e by the r ea sonable pup sex ratio 
i n t he winte r c arca s s collections (to be di scussed next), further invali-
d a t es the fall trapping sex rat ios. s uggest that these sam pl e sex 
ratios ar e poor estimates of the actual fall sex ratios and are a result 
of biases a ss ociated with trapping. Winter ca r cass-co ll ec ti on sex ratios 
we r e tabulat e d for both the pup, and the yearling a nd older a ge classes 
in both years. Chi-square te sts of sex ratios in the sampl es fo r these 
latt e r two g roups reve aled no s i gn ificant d iffe renc e between years. 
Results for the pup age class we r e x 2 = 0. 65 (ldf, p = 0. 56 ) and for the 
older animals were x2 = 0. 03 ( ldf, p = 0. 88 ) . Therefore , the data from 
both winte r s we re combin ed and s ubdivided by months (Tabl e 1 0) . 
Chi- s qure test of t he pup sex ratio indic at es a signifi cant differ-
f . 2 e n ce rom a 50:5 0 sex ratlo (X = 3 . 24,ldf, p = 0. 07). With a Chi-squar e 
val ue of 0. 47 (ldf, p = 0. 50 ), the sex ra tio of older coyo tes did not 
differ significantly from 50:50. Therefore, the appar ent excess of 
males i n the pup ag e class i s reduce d by the time they reach yearling 
and o ld e r ages. 
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Table 10 . --Sex Ratios of Coyote Populations in Curlew Valley and 
Vicinity, Winters of 1 9 72-73 an d 1973 -7 4 Combin e d 
Percent Male and (Sample Sizes) by Month 
Age class Dec. 
Pup 52 (60) 
Year! ing +older 51 (7 5 ) 
( 11) Unknown 54 
Combined 5 1 (14 6 ) 
Jan . 
58 (12 5 )2 
52 (12 5) 
74 ( 27)3 
57 (277)3 
Feb. Mar-Apr Totals! 
5 2 (63) 60 (10) 55 (278) 2 
65 (54 )3 40 (3 0) 52 (3 06) 
60 (5 ) 5 0 (6 ) 65 (5 1 )3 
58 (122) 2 46 (46) 54 (63 5 )3 
1 
Includes 44 coyotes dat ed only as December-January 1973-74 
2 
Significantly different from 50:50 at 90 o/o level 
3 Significantly different from 50:50 at 95 o/o level 
In all three of the age-class categories ( Table 10), the December 
sex ratios were not significantly different from 50:50 . However, the 
percentage of males in the January collections was significantly g reater 
than 50:50 in the pup and unknown age classes . Similarly, th e p e r cen-
tage of males in the February coll ections was significantly greater than 
50:50 in the yearling and older age class. March-April sex ratio s did 
not differ significantly from 50:50. Th e p e rcentage of males in the 
combined category did not differ significantly from 50 p e rcent in the 
Dec ember and March-April collections, although the percentage of 
males was significantly greater than expected in both the January and 
F e bruary collec tions. 
The picture that seems to emerge f rom these results is a Dec-
en1ber sex ratio near 50:50. The percentage of males in the yearling -
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and-older and unknown classe s increases in the Janua ry and February 
co ll ccli.ons . S in ce thi s i s the period of breeding onsc:t , the increa se 
con ceivably r e flect s greater vuln erability of mal es to the sampling 
sou r ce perhaps becaus e of heightened activity and movement . By 
March-Apri l the percentage of males is now below the D ecemb er valu e , 
perhap s because the a n imals a r e pai r ed and set tl ed do wn to denning, and 
b ecau se the mal es experienced disproportionately higher mortality than 
the females during the previou s 2 months . 
No con s istent trend is e vident in the pups . Whethe r the monthly 
var iation in this age class is due to s a mpling e rror, or som e d ifferent 
relationship between s ampling and ac tivity than that in the older animals , 
i s not clear. 
Age Distributions 
Mo difi cations of Age Crite ria 
Separating pups from older coyotes : L inhar t and Knowlton 
(1 967) reported that the root tips of c anin e teeth in c oyotes close be -
twe e n the 8th and 9th months of life. By identifying pups on the basis 
of open root tips, they were able to separate them from older animals 
a nd avoid the more tedious operati on of tooth sectioning for age d eter-
mination in this, the largest age class. My carcass collections began 
in December when pups ar e 8 months old. By thi s time the root tips 
a r e com pl e t e ly closed in Curlew Va ll ey coyotes, as I did not find a 
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single open one in the 6 1 pups in my December samples. Hence, other 
c rit eria we r e s oug ht to identify pups . 
Linhart and Knowlton (1 967) examin ed measurements of pulp -
cav ity wi dt hs a nd the combined widths of the d entine and cementum at 
the gum lin e. Carl Nelli s (1 975 ) d eveloped a subjective method based 
on t he examination of poste rio r-an te r io r canine a nd alveo l a r l e ngths at 
the gumline . My own preliminar y examinations suggested that fou r 
c riteria of canine teeth might provide the most complete separation of 
pups a nd o lde r animals: (1) pulp - cavity cross - sec tional l engths, 
(2) pulp-cavity cross - sectional widths , (3 ) the ratio of pul p-cavity cross-
sectional l e n g th to tooth cross-sectional length, and (4) the ratio of pul p -
cavi ty c r oss - sectional width to t ooth cross-sectional width. Figur e 6 
d e tail s the way in which I obtained these measurements after separating 
the crown from the root a t the g um line . 
L inhart and Knowlto n (1 967 ) suggested that pup pulp cavities 
wer e larger than year ling pulp cavities. Pulp cavities did in fac t d e-
crease in size with age in coyotes I examined. The d ec r eases in pulp-
cavity dim en sion s fo llowed a very distinct pattern proc eeding from an 
oblong s hape in pups to a c ircular s hape in o lde r c oyot es (Figur e 7) . 
P ulp- cavity l e ngths varied fr om about 7. 0 mm in pups to 0. 4 mm in 
o lde r coyot es , an 18 - fold differenc e . Pulp - cavi t y w idths varied from 
abo u t 3. 4 mm to 0. 3 mm, a n 11-fold difference. Thu s , as a coyote 
ages , both pulp - cavity measurements become more similar, and the 
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Figure 6. Measu r ements and rat ios evaluated in pup-adult separation schemes 
(canine cross section at the gumline). 
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Figur e 7. Patt e rn of d ec r e a s ing pulp- c avity s i zes a s c oyo t es age . 
P up (l eft ) , y ear ling (m iddl e ). adult (rig ht). Mill im e t e r sc a l e at bott cm. 
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rate of c hange per unit of time mu s t be gr e a t er for the l e ngth than the 
width dimension . Therefore, length measurement s would pres umably 
give a better pup-adult separation than width measur emen t s . 
I tested this assumption by plotting data from all four methods . 
The length-ratio plots (Figur e 8) clea rly gave the best separation be-
tw e en pups and older coyotes; hence, this was the method I used. 
Coyotes with length ratios of 0. 32 or larger were c onsid e red pups 
while those with length ratios less than 0. 32 requir e d sectioning and 
staining to determine age. This poin t of separation undoubtedly change s 
throughout the year. 
Yearling and adult age determination: Annulus formation first 
occurs in coyotes at about 20-23 months of age (Lin hart and Knowlton 
1 967 ). My ca r cass coll ections were obtained in the winter months when 
yearlings were 20-22 months old and the first annulus presumably was 
forming. As I will discuss below, annuli may al s o have b e en forming 
in adult s at this time. 
In the m a jority of sections whi c h contained one or mor e annuli, 
a wide light- staining band lay exterior to the outermost annulus 
(Figur e 9). In those sect i ons withou t annuli, a similar light- s taining 
band bridged the spa ce between the dentine-cementum interface and 
periodontal membrane. Presumably, in these sections the currently 
forming annulu s could not b e di sting ui shed from the dark- staining period-
ontal membrane. However, in some coyo t es, an annulus could be seen 
very close to the outer margin of the section (Figure 1 0). A thin 
Figure 8. Histogram of pulp-cavity l ength-tooth c ross - section a l 
length ratios . 
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Figure 9. Canine section (67X) of a 2 1/2 year-old coyote (I x + 1 
class ificat ion and cementum measurement scheme. . . a T1p rat1o = b" 
c 
Side ratio = d " M ean ratio = ~ + _c_ b d • (p = periodontal membrane, 
2 
dentine-cementum interface). 
....... __________ _ 
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Figure 10. Canine section (67X) of a yearling coyote (lx class ifi catio n) 
and cement um measurement scheme. Tip ratio = f-. Sid e ratio = ~ • 
. a c 
Mean rat10 = b + d" (p = periodontal membrane, i = dentine-
2 cementum interface). 

r.z 
Jight -s taining band u8 ua1Jy ~ ( :p;LJ·at(' d thc~e annuli frorn lhC' pl·t·iuduntal 
membrane. Pres umably the s c annuli ha d form e d durin g the c urr e nt 
winter rather than the previou s winte r . 
If my presumptions are co r rect in these two cases , it is possible 
to have two coyotes of the sam e age collected during a period of ann ulus 
fo rmat ion with different numbers of annuli. For example, both a co yote 
with a single newly-formed annulus, and one lacking an annulus but 
having a length ratio of le ss than 0. 32 , could be yearlings. Simi l a rly, 
a coyo t e with o ne annulu s d eep in the cementum a nd c urr e ntly forming 
a second one which is still indi s tinguishable from the periodont a l mem-
brane, and another animal with a similar, deep- bedded annulus plus 
one that had just been formed and is distinguishable from the periodontal 
membrane would both in fact be 2. 8 years of age. If this is the case , 
the conventional method of adding 1 year to the total number of annuli 
observed would in fact classify some coyotes I year older than their 
actual age. 
For thi s reason, I separated coyotes into two groups based on 
the depth of their outermost annulus in the cementum. Thos e coyote s 
with a wide cementum band b etween their outermost annulus (presumably 
formed the previous winter) and the periodontal membrane were classi-
fied as "x + I " coyotes. I assume that these animals we re about to 
form an a nnulus but had not ye t done so. The "x" refers to the number 
of annuli and the "+1" indi cates that 1 year is added to the annulus co unt 
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to obtain their actual age. Those coyotes with an annulus immediately 
inside the periodontal membrane were classified as "x" coyotes. I am 
assuming these coyotes had just formed an annulus. In this case , the 
annulu s count {x) refl ected their actual age and adding 1 year to the 
annulus count would overestimate their age by 1 year . For example , a 
coyote having one annulu s would b e classified a s a yearlint; (1 . 8 years ) 
if cons idered an "x" animal, or as a 2. 8-year-old if considered an 
1
'x + 1 11 animal. 
An alte rnative hypothesis is that there is considerable variation 
in the timing of annulus formation. Accordingly , the outer annuli of 
both 11 x 11 and 11 X + 1" coyotes were laid down the previous year. 
dev e l oped several cementum-measurement schemes in order 
to exa mine this problem. A ll mea8urements were taken to the nea re s t 
0. 01 mm. In those a nim a ls displaying a single annulus, measurements 
of the cementum thickness exterior to the annulus and the total cemen -
tum thickness between the periodontal membrane and the dentine-cemen-
tum interface were obtained {F igu r e s 9 and 1 0). Measurements were 
taken on canine sections at the root tip and 2 mm up the sides from the 
root tips and on lower first premolar sections at the root tip and 1 mm 
up the side. 
A ratio between the cementum thickness exterior to the annulus 
and the total cementum thickness was calculated for each coyote . A 
ratio was us ed rather than merely the cementum thickness exterior to 
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the a nnulu s because the r e was conside r ab l e individual va r iation in 
cementwn thickness and growth rates b etwee n co yotes. 
Fo r exampl e , a coyote with 0 . 05 mm of cementum ex t e r ior to 
its annulus and a total cementum thickness of 0.10 mm would have a 
r a tio o f 0. 50. Similarly , a coyote with comparable cementum thi ckn ess 
measurements of 0 . 20 mm and 0 . 40 mm would also have a ratio of 0. 50 . 
Howeve r, if measu rem e nts of cementum thickness exterior to the annu-
lu s alon e we r e u sed, the first a nimal might b e considered an "x" animal 
when com pared to the second anim al. Therefor e , the u se of a ratio 
sho uld co rrect for variatio ns in cement um thickness between coyotes 
a nd make the ''x'', 11 x + 1 '' separation more acc urate . 
Initially , a nim a l s for which c anine tooth sec tion s we r e availa bl e 
were pla ce d into an ' 1x 11 or 11 X + 1'' catego ry, bas e d on vi s ual in s pec tion. 
I then cal c ulated a mean ratio for eac h tooth section based on com bined 
tip a nd sid e cementum ratio s and plotted the frequency d istribu t i ons of 
these ratio s (Figure 11 ). 
The r es ults suggest a separation i nto two identical groups: those 
sec tion s visually assign e d to the " x" group all had cementum ratio s of 
0 . 20 or less; those sections vis u ally assigned to the "x + l " g roup all 
had cement um ratios of 0 . 28 or more. The clear separation held both 
for the 1 9 72-73 and 1973-74 samples . 
If a nnulus formation were occurring well in advance of , and up 
to, the period of carcass collection, the cementum widths between last -
formed, visible annuli and periodontal membranes would seemingly vary 
0 
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Figure I I , Mean tip and sid e canine cementum ratios (one-ann ul u s coyot es ). 
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at random ove r a g iven r a nge. Instead they sepa r ate into two dis c ret e 
r anges , which sugges t s that a nnulus formation is beginning to occur 
just prior to , and in, the period of carcass collec tion. 
Figure 1 2 p r esents data similar to those of Figur e 11 for coyotes 
ag e d with lower first premolar sections. These data exhibit a simi lar 
b ut less di s tinct sepa r ation b e t ween t he s ubjectively labe l e d "x" and 
"x + 1 " coyotes . This i s not su rpri s ing as my data s ho w that cementum 
g r owth rates and thickness ar e consid e rably l ess for lower first pre-
molar s t han for c anin es. For exampl e , total mean cementum thickn ess 
for c anines at the tip and 2 mm up the s ide for "lx" c oyotes (wint er 
1 972-73) were 0. 49 and 0. 27 , respec tively , as compared to comparable 
low e r, first-premolar means of 0 . 24 a nd 0 . 14. In fact, canine cemen-
tum g row th rates were nearly twi ce that of lower first p r emolars in 
almost a ll age c lasses. Sin ce , in the winter ca r casses , annuli that 
I am ass uming are newl y form e d li e close to the p e riodontal membran e , 
the cementum thickness exterior to these annuli are quite similar in 
b oth types of teeth. As previously mentioned, total cementum thickness 
differ by nearly a factor of t wo . Therefore, "x" and "x + 1 " ratios 
should be further separated in canines than in lower first premolars 
becaus e of the differences in cementum g rowth rates between these two 
types of teeth. 
As previously mentioned, matching sets of canin es and lower 
fir st p remolars we r e taken from 43 c oyotes . The same ages , a s 
0- " X" ANIMALS 
·-
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Figure 12. Mean t ip and side lower fi r st premolar cementum ratio s 
(on e - annulus coyotes). 
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determined by the "x", "x + 1 11 classification scheme, were assigned 
to 73 per cent o f th e 43 a nimals co n tainin g o n e or more annuli as oppose d 
to 59 pe r cent ag r eement unde r th e c onventional aging scheme. In 27 
percent of the animals, age s ind icated by canines differed from ages 
indicated by pr e molar s. These differences b etween can ine s an d lower 
first premolars , as well as the apparent greater percentage of "x" 
animal s i n the lower fi r st premolar data (Figur e 12), may be due to 
l ower cementum growth rate s for premolar s , different timing of annulus 
forma tio n between canines and lower first premolars, or other 
differen ces between these t wo types of t ee th. For the present, canin e 
t eeth appear to b e pr efe r abl e on the basis of the magnitude o f sepa r ation 
and clarity of the annuli. 
Coyotes with more than one annulus wer e t r eated somew hat 
diff e r e ntly : the cementum thickness ext erio r to the outermost annulu s 
was divide d by the previou s year's cementum growth (inter-annulu s 
distan ce , Figures 13 and 14) r athe r than the total cementum thickness 
as was done for one-annulus t eeth. When t hese data we r e plotted , 
similar "x" and "x + 1" separati ons we r e evident. 
In my ex perienc e , "x'' a nd "x + 1 11 status can be assigned a s 
ac c urately subjec ti vely as i t can quantitatively once a person becomes 
familar with " reading " sections . This po t e ntially elimi nates the tedium 
of obtaining accurate cem entum measurements necessary for establish-
ing "x" and "x + 1 11 s tat us. 
Figure 13. Canine section (67X) of a 41/2 year-old coyote (3x+ l 
c lassification ) and cementum measurement scheme. Tip ratio = +· 
S . . c a c 1de rat10 = d" Mean ratio= b + d" (p = periodontal membrane, 
2 
dentine-cementwn interface. 
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Figure 14. Canine section (67X) of a 2 1/2 year-old coyote (2 x 
classification ) and cementum measurement scheme. Tip ratio= a 
b c a c 
Side ratio = T· Mean ratio = b + d . p = periodontal membrane, 
2 
d e ntin e-cementum interfac e . 
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If "x" a nimals actually contain a newly-formed annulus, th en 
th(' pt·rcf'nl<-tg f• of 11 x 11 c oyotc:s s hould incrf'asf' in each succ (:ss ivc· 
n1onth' s c ollC'ction !::i , as s umin g co ntinua l annulus formatiun·throughout 
the winte r. This in c r ease was not obvious in my data. Th e percen-
tages of "x" coyotes wer e 14 , 46 , a nd 18 for the months of December , 
January, a nd February, 1973 -74. Similarly, no trend was observed 
in the 1972-73 data . Henc e , either my inter?retation of these results 
i s incorrect, o r the majority of c urrently forming annuli m a y not visib l y 
separat e from the pe riodontal membran e un til sometime after lat e 
winter. Without known-aged c oyotes co llect ed from late winter through 
ear ly s mnrn e r , some un ce rtainty r e mains in this matte r. Until this 
problem is reso l ved, animals c ollected during per iods of an nulus forma-
tion should be examin ed with the above classification schemes in mind. 
Table ll presents the age distribution s determined by the con-
ventional method and by the 11 x, 11 11 X + 1 11 classification s c hemes . There 
i s no statis ti cally signifi can t differen ce between the age distr i butions as 
tabulate d under each of these two classification schemes when t ested 
by Chi- s quar e in the 1 970-71 and 1 97 2-73 collections; however , the two 
1 973 -74 age di s tribution s may be significantly diff e rent . Results fo r 
2 
each yea r are X 
2 
1.5 6 (4df, p. = 0.80 ), x2 = 4.30 (5df , p= 0.50 ) and 
X = 8.33 (4df, p = 0. 06) , r espectively , for 1970-71, 1 9 72-73, and 
1 9 73-74. Ho wever, the result s of these statistical comparisons should 
not minimize the importan ce of making the "x , '1 11 x + l rr distin c tion 
Table 11, --Ag e Distributions of Coyotes Collected in Winte r i n C url ew Valley and Vicinity 
Perce nt and (No ,) of Co ;tot es b;t Yea r and C lassif. Scheme 1 
1 9 70-71 1 9 72-73 1 973- 74 
Age 
Conventional
2 X, X + 13 class Conve ntional x,x + 1 Convent i on a l x,x + 1 
Pups 55, 8 (101) 55.8 (1 00) 49, 4 (1 9 0) 49.4 (1 83 ) 42.1(112) 42.2 (106) 
1 14.4 (26) 18.4 (3 3 ) 1 6. 9 (65 ) 21. 6 (80 ) 17. 3 (4 6 ) 2 5. 5 (64) 
2 18.8 (34 ) 1 6. 2 (2 9) 13. 8 (53 ) 12.4 (46) 1 5 . 0 (40) 8. 8 (22) 
3 3 . 9 (7) 2 , 8 (5) 11.4 (44) 9 .2 (34 ) I 0 . 2 (27) 9 . 6 (24) 
4 3 . 3 (6 ) 3,4 (6 ) 4 ,2 (1 6 ) 3,8 (14) 6 . 0 (1 6 ) 5. 6 (14) 
5 1. 6 (3) 1.7 (3) 2 , 6 (1 0) 1.6 (6 ) 4 . 5 (12) 4 .4 (II) 
6 0.6 ( 1) 0. 6 (l ) 0.2 (I) 0.3 ( 1) 3 . 8 (I 0 ) 3,2 (8) 
7 0 (0) 0 (0) o. 8 (3 ) 0,8 (3 ) 0.8 (2) 0.4 ( 1) 
8 0, 6 (1) 0.6 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
9 0. 6 ( 1) 0 (0) 0 . 8 (3 ) 0. 8 (3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
10 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
II 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
12 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0 ) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
13 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0 ) 0 (0) 
14 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
15 0, 6 (l) 0.6 (l) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 . 4 ( 1) 0.4 (I) 
Totals 100,2 (181) 100 .1 (17 9 ) 100 . I (385 ) 10 0.0 (370 ) 100,1 (2 66) 100. 1 (25 1) 
Frequencies and tota ls va r y between c lassification schemes becau se cementum n"leasurements were not 
2
tak en for some animals which could then not be assigned to x or x + 1, 
3
Ages assigned by adding 1 year to the total nun1ber of tooth annuli counted, 
__, 
See text for method. 
"' 
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when a nimal s are collected during periods of annulus formation. 
Con <.:('ivab ly , if "x" animals are a rea l e ntity, disrf'garding them in 
age distribution determination could in some cases significantly alter 
the age structure . 
Analyses for Possible Biases 
Local va r iations i n age ratios: Of the 385 coyotes aged in the 
1972-73 carcass collections, 96 percent were obtained from aerial 
gunning ope r ations. Of these, only 14 percent (56 coyotes) of the 
entire sample were killed within the Curlew Valley study area. All 
animals ki ll ed o u tsid e the stu dy ar ea were shot to the south in three 
n earby areas: the Hog -u p Mo untains area, Pa r k Va ll ey area, and 
Bovine area. Theref o r e , the samples we r e divided into two blocks: 
one comprising a n imal s taken inside the study area and one of animals 
from outside . Separa te age distributions were tabulated according to 
the convent ional and the 11 x , 11 11 X + 1" aging schemes, and Chi-square 
tests were used t o compare the distributions between areas . The 
r esult s of this test on the "x," "x + l" distributions (x 2 = 0. 04, 3 df, 
p = 0. 995) s uggest tha t these a ge distributions are nearly identical and 
therefore can be combi ned. Similarly , the results on the conventionally 
2 
determined age d ist ributions (X = l. 91 , 3 df , p = 0. 62) suggest that 
these two subsampl es can be combined. 
7(, 
In the second winter , ae rial gunning ope rat ion s con tr i buted 
57 percent (1 5 2 coyotes ) of the coyotes aged in the sampl e , there-
mainder coming mainly from a nimals shot by hunters on snowmobiles . 
Of the a e rial-gunned coyot es , 75 pe r cent we re shot outside the stu dy 
area and of these about 80 p e rc ent were shot s outh of the study area in 
the same ar eas described above. Of the r emaining 20 pe r ce nt approxi-
mately 10 p e rcent were shot immediately eas t of the study area between 
D ecembe r and February. The r emaining 10 percent were shot north 
and wes t of the s tudy area in March and April. Chi - sq ua r e t es t s of 
the ag e distributions, as determin ed by eithe r classification scheme , 
showed no statistically significant differences between animals shot to 
the south and to the east of the study area, and they were com bin e d. 
2 Results for the "x," "x + 1" age distributions were X = 4. 38 (3 df, 
p = 0. 24) and for the conventionally determined a ge distributions were 
2 
X = 5 . 21 (3 df, p = 0. 17). I then compar e d the cumulative Decembe r 
to February age distribution s of aer ial- g unn e d coyotes f r om inside the 
s tudy a r ea with t hose from o ut side the study area. Results for the "x, " 
"x + 1" age distributions were X 
2 
= l, 1 6 (3 df, p = 0. 76 ) a nd fo r the con-
2 
v entional age distribution were x = 0. 09 (3 df , p = 0 , 99 ). Therefore, 
these two samples were also combine d . 
All animals shot from s nowmobi l es were wi thin the s tudy a r ea, 
Comparison of age distributions between aerial-gunned sampl es and 
snowmobile-hunting samples r evealed no statistical difference . Results 
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for the "x," "x + 1" di s tributions we r e X 
2 
= 3. 42 (3 df , p = 0 . 49 ) a nd 
fo r thos e con ventiona lly d e t e r min e d were x
2 
= 2. 50 (3 df, p = 0. 62 ). 
Hence , these two sam pl es were also combined. 
Finally , the March-April age distributions(conv e ntional and 
"x , " "x + 1" ) of coyotes aerial g unn ed by Wildli fe Servic e Personn e l 
were compa red with re spec ti ve cumula t ive December to Febr ua r y age 
distributions. The "x , " "x + 1" com parisons suggest that the age dis -
t ribution in Ma rch-April s a mples may have diff e red significantly from 
2 
that ea rli e r in the winter (X = 2 . 88 , 1 df, p = 0. 09 ), a r es ult to be 
dis c us sed at l e ngth in the n ext section. T o the contrary , conv entional 
2 
age distributions appear e d to be more s im i l a r (X = 3. 65 , 2 df , p= 0. 17). 
The March- April sampl es were c ombin e d w ith the r es t of the w int e r' s 
data t o obtain the overall 1 9 73 -74 age d istr ibution for each classifica -
tion sc heme (Tabl e 11). 
Temporal variations in ag e r atios : I s ubdivided the wint e r 
car casses according to month of collection , and cal c ulat e d age ratios 
for eac h month (Tabl e 12) in ord e r to learn whethe r or not any tempo ral 
variations in b e havior po se d biases for age -ratio calculation . 
Neither the apparent incr ease through F e bruary in percentage 
pups in e ither year no r the apparent Ma r ch-A pril decline in 1 972-73 is 
stati s ti c ally r e al , a s the 90 pe rcent confi den ce intervals ove rl ap be-
t ween s uccess i ve months . Howev e r, the M arch-A pril confidence 
intervals in the 1973 - 74 and tota l s catego ry do not overlap with the 
Table 12 , -- Monthly Age Ratios of Coyotes Collected in Winter in CurlewValley and Vi cin ity 
Percent Pup s , 90 o/o Con f. Int., and (Sample Si zes ) by Month 
Winter Decemb e r January F ebruary Ma r ch - Ap r il 
1 972-73 4 2, 4, 34 , 0 - 50. 5 (10 6) 51,2,45.0 - 57.0 (199) 50. 0,39. 0 - 61.5 (64) 27.3,10, 5-58 . 0 (1 1) 
1 973 -74 4 1 . 0, 27.5-56.0 (39 ) 43 . 6, 32,0 - 55.5 ( 55) 55. 7,44, 0- 67.0 (6 1) 25. 0, 13 . 0--± 2. 0 (32) 
Totals 4 2.1, 35. 0- 49 . 0 (145) 49 . 6, 44 , 5 - 55 , 5 (254) 52,8,45,5 - 61.5 (125) 25. 6, 1-±. 0-39 . 5 (-±3) 
-.J 
00 
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February co nfiden ce intervals, h e nce this d e cline is statist i c ally sig ni -
fi ca nt. Neverthel ess , this tabulat ion s ugg es t e d a progressiv e increase 
in the sampl es in the per centage of pups from December through Feb-
ruary, and then a sharp decline in March-April. Since ther e obviously 
are no young being produced at thi s time, s ome ag e -spec ifi c bias is 
evidently producing these changes. There are several possible explana-
tions for these changes . Knowlton (1972) observed increases in the 
number of coyotes caught by predator-control personnel during early 
winter months both in areas of light and inten s ive predator cont rol. 
However , there may have been a difference between these two ar eas 
(hi s Tabl e 8, p. 376) . The numbers captured per month in the lightly 
con t rolled area, expressed in terms of the percentage of the total catc h, 
increased from September through November and declined thereafter 
until leveling off in March. In contrast, the number s captured per 
month on the area subjected to intensive control increased from Sept-
embe r through January and declin e d steadily th ereafte r. He postulat e d 
that the increased c atch in the intensive control area resulted from 
ingr ess from peripheral area s of light control, primari l y by j uvenile 
femal es as sugges t ed in his Table 9 . To the contrary, the catch on the 
light control area was probably com pos e d mainly of resid ent animals, 
the sex ratio of ca ptured animals being nearly even (his Tabl e 9 ) . 
In some respects, the northwestern corner of Utah and 
southern Idaho may be analogous. While both are subjected to control 
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by federal agents, although not to l he ex t e nt of th e Texas ope r at ion s 
(Fr ede r ick Knowlton, Personal Comm unica t ion), the Ulah area appears 
to b e more s ubj ec t to non-g overnmenta l exploi tation both because it i s 
clos e r to human population centers and because Utah paid a bounty on 
coyotes during the period of s tudy whil e Idaho did not. Consequently, 
the Utah area is subjected to considerable spo rt hunting by hunte rs 
from the ci ties of Logan, Tremonton, Brigham City , Ogden , and even 
Salt Lake Ci ty. The aerial gunn e r s,who proviJed t he w inter ca rca sses , 
also hunt e d in Utah. In addition, the r egion is dot ted with mountain 
rang es which are not easily hunt e d from the air and which have s uffi-
cient snow accumulation in winte r to reduc e travel. They may well 
r eceive l ess intensive ex ploitat ion. 
In consequenc e , Idaho and th e mountain r anges in both states 
may serve as foci for dispe r sal to the lower-altitude valley s a nd 
deserts of northwestern Utah. 
Analysis of ear -tag and transmitter r ecov e ry data implies that 
this may have, in fact, occurr e d during my study . These data (Tabl e 
13) were subdivided by tagging source , age, sex and wint e r of recovery 
(fir s t or s ubsequent winters) . In addition, the recoveries wer e cate-
gorized on the basis of whether or not the c oyotes invo lved were kill e d 
in a state other than the one in which they were initially tagged. In this 
analysis, I excluded animals tagged along the boundary between Idaho 
and Utah; the majority of the animals were tagged 5 mil e s or more from 
the boundary. Most pups and all yearlings and adults were kill e d in the 
Table 13. --Movements (Int e r-or Intra -S~ate) of Tagged1 Coyotes Between Initial Capture an:! Subsequent 
Recovery , 1972-1 9 75 
No . Initially Tagged and No . Recovered Insid e and 
Outside Tagging State by Time Period 
Tagging Sex and Recovered through end of fi r st winter 2 Recove red in subseq uent winter s 
source sampl e 
and age size U-I I- U U- U I-I U-I I- U U- U I-I 
Spring- Male (55 ) 0 2 6 4 0 I 0 2 
tagged Female (38) 0 3 2 3 0 I 0 2 pups 
Fall- Male (44) I 1 s 8 0 0 I 4 
tagged Female (60) 0 6 8 9 0 0 0 3 pups 
Fall - Mal e (11) 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
tagged -l 
1. ~Female (4) 0 0 0 I 0 0 2 year tng 
Fall- Male (14) 0 0 7 3 0 0 I 0 
tagged 
adults 3 Female (6) 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 
Totals Male & Femal e 1 12 33 30 0 2 5 12 (23 2) 
I 
2 
2 
Tagged includes ear -tagged and transmittered, ea r-tagg e d- only, and ear-tagged and co llared coyotes 
3
Letters U and I imply Utah and Idaho, respectively; U-I implies inter-stat e mo\·ement, etc. 
Includes several coyotes transmittered in spr ing of 1973 00 
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same· state in wh i ch they had be e n tagged. All but on<' of thP I 5 pups 
mov ing across state lines egr<·sscd f rom Idaho to Utah s ugg<' s ting thai 
movements between states were not reciprocal during this study. How-
ever, this difference may, in part, be due to greater hunting pressure 
and hence higher recovery rates in Utah. 
Casting some uncertainty on the analogy with Knowlton's Texa• 
areas, however, is the fact that his winter increases apparently were 
young females. To th e contrary , the sex ratios in my collections 
showed an in c rease in the percentage of males during the winte r sam-
pling (Tabl e 10). In addition, much of the area south of the study area 
is more than 3 0 miles (48 km) from Idaho and l 0 to 1 5 miles ( 1 6 to 24 
km ) or more from the nearest mountain ranges . I am not suggesting 
that co yot es c ommonl y move into these areas from Idaho or the moun-
tains . However, much of the aerial gunning area lies along the foothills 
of mountains and close to the stateline, whe r e this phenomenon could be 
occurring. 
A second explanation suggests that the incr ease reflects in-
creased movement on the part of pups within the sampled populations as 
the breeding season begins or as food availability decreases and estab-
lished adults become increasingly intolerant. Pup s may then become 
more vulnerable than a dults and experience a higher rate of exploitation. 
To the co ntrary, the increase in the percentage of pups in 1973-74 
seems to have lagged behind the 1 972 -73 increase (Table 12). If repro-
ductive activity began earlier in 1 973-74 than in 1972-73, and if r epro-
duc tive activity has an impact on pup vulnerability, then there should 
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have been an earlier increase in the percentage of pups in the sample 
aw· rat io in 1')73-74, than in 1')72 - 71. l "'spc·d this problc·lll may lw 
duC' to :-;a n1pling e rr or a!::i on l y lh(' .January data cunrlicl; thP JH'rccntagc 
of pups in th e other months arc quit e similar. 
A third possibilit y comes from the te l emetry data (Hibler 1976). 
Dates on which dispersal began were obtained for six pups. These 
dates rang e d f rom late Septembe r to ear l y January and 3 of the 6 began 
dispersal in the latter half of November. Lengt h of dispersal n ever 
exceeded l month for th r ee pups for which initiation and termination of 
di sper sal activiti es were obtained. In addition, the telemetry data 
showed that home range sizes of pups in crea sed throughout the winte r, 
althou gh this c ould be an ar tifact of our over - winte r accumulation of 
movement data on thes e animals. Thus, an increasing percentage of 
pups may be exposed to unfamiliar territory through dispersal and home-
range expansion as the winter progresses. Presumably, pup s in un-
familiar territory are more vulnerable to man 1 s activities than ar e 
adults in the familiar territory of their established home ranges. Past 
experience also gives adult s a decided advantage in avoiding human 
encounters . Similarly, di spersing r ed fox may be most vuln erable 
after cessation of di spersal when they wo uld be establ ishing thems elv es 
in a new a nd unfamiliar area (S t orm et al. 1976). This by itself, or in 
combination wi th the other possibl e explanations, may account for the 
in c reased pup percentages in the successive monthly sampl e age ratios . 
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Whatever the true explana tion, the trends shown in Tabl e 12 
raise some question a s to the true age ratios in the population at differ-
en t point s in time. In a later sec t ion , accurate estimates of fa ll age 
ratios will be need ed to calculate annual population mortality. Both 
l ate-winter or spring age rati os, and subsequent fall or early winter 
ratios, will be needed to es timat e postnatal pup mortality. Hence, 
some decision must be made on the values to be used in these estimates. 
It is well known among c oyote workers that pups are more vul-
nerable than older animals in the fall and winter. In addition, five of 
six pups in the mo vement study (Hibl er 1976) began dispersal activities 
by December which probably increased their vulnerability. Therefore, 
I c onclude that Dec embe 1· sam pl e age ratios ar" a l so bia"' d toward s 
pups, although perhap s to a l esser extent than in January and February . 
I will dis c uss the possible biases of December age ratios further in the 
next section and w ill conclude that December age ratios are my best 
estimates of fall age ratios. 
The winter increase in the sample age ratios changes abruptly 
in March-Apri l when pup values for those months fall below the Decem-
ber ratios (Table 12) . Knowlton (1 972) observed a similar end-of-winter 
decline in his south Texas samples, with reduction starting in February 
and conti nuing in March . Some decision needs to be made as to whether 
such a dec line might actually be taking place in t he population. 
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Late winte r declin es in pup-adult ratio s ar e plausible if ll) the 
Dec e mber sample ratios cor r espond reasonably well to population ratio s , 
a nd (2 ) the ove rwin ter morta l ity rat e of pups is higher than that of 
yea rlings and older animals. If thes e two conditions hold , age ratio s 
s hould decline between D ecember and Ma r ch , and the low March-April 
sample ratios c ould approximate th e population values . Two lines of 
evide n ce l end some s uppor t to this reasoning. 
First the first-year mortality appears higher than that for 
yearlings a nd older animal s . I have not calculated life tables and 
s urvivorship c urves in the mortality section below from the data in 
Ta bl e 11 b ecause the population is not stationary and the age distribu-
tions are not stable. How eve r, some i nsig ht into the approximat e 
magnitud es of the rat es for pu ps and olde r a nimals can be obtain e d 
here in ord e r to t es t assumption (2) above. F irst -year mor tality rat es 
(a1 ) can be approximated by: 
No- N l 
N 
0 
whe r e 
N
0 
the numbe r of pups in the age sample 
N 1 the numbe r of y e arlings in the sample 
Th e mean, annual mortality r ate for the yearlings and olde r animals 
(aa ) can be approximated by: 
a 
a 
N l 
N 
n-o 
whe r e 
N 1 = the nUillber of yearlings in the age sample 
N 
n-o 
the nUillber of animals in the age sample minus the 
number of pups 
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For the distributions aged by the conventional method, the first-
year mortality rates estimated by these procedures are , 74, , 66, and 
, 59 for the three successive years in Table 12; the yearling-and-older 
rate s respectively a re, 32, , 33 , and, 30, Fo r the distributions aged 
by the "x," "x t 1 " method, the respective first-year rates are, 67, 
, 56, , 40, the yearling-and-older rates are, 42, , 43, and, 44, In five 
out of six comparisons, therefore, the first-year rat es are substan-
tially higher than the rat es for the yearling and older animals. Even 
if some allowance is made for the bias toward pups now unde r discus-
sion, the differences remain, I do not regard these as valid estimates 
of the mortality rates because, as stated " hove, the population is not 
s tationary. But I do tentatively infe r that the first-year mortality rates 
are highe r than those of yearlings and older animals, 
Analysis of transmitter-recovery data provides additional 
evidence on age-specific coyote vulnerability. Of the three sources of 
r ec overy data available (ear tag, collar, and transmitt e r) only the 
transmitter data were used since mortality was most detectable by this 
approach, For example, mortality of ear-tagged and collared coyotes 
such as handling mortality (post -trapping), natural mortality, and some 
man-induced mortality such a s failure to successfully re cove r fatally 
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wounded animals could easily go unnoticed. In addition, only two adult 
coyotes were ear tagged during this study. 
The recoveries have been subdivided into two group s: r1ecove ri es 
occuring between September and Decembe r and between September and 
the end of the first winter (Table 14) . The recovery rate of pups is 
based e ntirely on the first-wint e r recovery rate of fall-tran smitt ered 
pups . In addition to the first-year r ecove r y rate of fall-t ran smittered 
yearlings and adults, pups (e . g., transmittered i n fall 1972) s urviving 
to the second fall (e. g ., fall 1973 ) and recovered as yearlings during 
their second winter of life (e.g. , win t er 1973-74) were treated as first -
year recoveries of yearlings and added to the yearling and adult group. 
This man ipula tion increased the •ample sizes of potentially recoverable 
yearling and adult males and females from l 7 to 27 and 7 to 16, r es-
pectively. The 90 percent con fidence intervals overlap between all four 
age-and sex-specific groups; henc e , in the September-to-December 
category, no significant differ e n ce in recovery rates can be demon -
strated. Neverthel ess, there is some suggestion that older females 
may have a lower recovery rate than older males. Similarly, all age -
and sex-specific confidence intervals over lap in the September-to-end-
of first-winter category . Mean recovery rates (not shown in Table 14) 
of pups and older coyotes are 55. 8 and 39 . 5 percent, respectively. 
Confidence intervals around these two percentages also overlap. How-
ever , these rates may r eflect a difference in vulnerability. As in the 
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Table 14. --Ag e -Specifi c Coyote Vulnerability as Reflected by Tran s -
mitter R eco ve r y Rates (Winters 1972-73 a nd 1973-74 Combined ). 
o/o Recov e r e d During Tim e Interval and 
(90o/o Conf. Int.) 
No trans--------------------------
Ag e , sex mittered 
Pup Male 20 
Pup Female 23 
Yearling and 27 1 
adult male 
Yearling and 
adult female 
l 
Sept-Dec, 
2 5 . 0 (12. 6-42. 2) 
26 . 1 (11.1-43.1) 
22 . 2 ( 9 . 4 -3 6 . 5 ) 
12.5 (3 .4 -30 .5 ) 
See t ext for explanation of sample siz e 
Sept-End F irst Wint e r 
50. 0 (32 .5-67. 5 ) 
60.9 (43, 1 -77.2) 
44.4 (2 9 . 1- 63 .5) 
31.2 (1 4. 7- 55. 0) 
previous comparison , adult fema l es appea r to have a lowe r r e covery 
rat e than adult males although the difference do es not appear to b e 
great a nd in fact may be an artifac t of the s mall samples. This con-
elusion is supported by the fact that the overall w inter sex ratio 
(winters combined) of yearling s and adult s in the ca rcass collections 
was . 52:. 48 (Table l 0), a departure that is not significantly different 
from a 50:50 sex ratio. Although the initial sampl e sizes of trans-
mitt e r e d coyotes and subsequent r ec overi es were small , thi s analy s is 
suggests that pups 1nay indeed be more vulne rabl e during their first 
winter of life than yearlings and adults . 
The second line of evide n ce is the seasonal distribution of mar-
tality to be discussed below. More than 90 percent of the annua l 
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mortality appears to have occurred be tween October and Februar y 
during my years of study, with 67 pe rc e nt occurring in the 3 winter 
months. Since mortality appears heavier among pups than yearlings 
and older animals, and since most of i t seem s to be concentrated in 
the winter months, some reduc tion in percentage of pups between the 
b eginning and e nd of winter could l ogically be expected, This is con-
sistent with the a bove s ugg estion tha t the Jan uary- February age-ratio 
inc rease i s a function of the in <' r eased vulnerability o f the pups a t this 
time whic h sustai n a di spropo rtionate share of the con centrated w inter 
mo rtality. Gier (1968) postulated similar explanations for year-end 
declines in age ratios of Kansas coyo t es. 
Age-specific bias es in sampli ng: The dfects of pup vulner-
ability and diff e rential mortality are perhaps somewhat compensatory. 
Disproportionate fall pup mortality r educes the actual pup percentage 
in the population by December , h e n ce the percentage of pups in a Dec -
ember population under estimatC's th e pe r centag e of pups in thC' fall 
population, On the other hand, due to pup vulnerability, the percentage 
of pup s in the December sampl e age ratio probably overestimates the 
p e rc e ntage of pups i n the actual population in December. Therefor e , 
the pr esumed r eduction in per centage of pups by December is offset to 
some extent by the overestimation in the December sample age ratio, 
The extent to which these two processes are compensator y is unknown, 
but the compensation may improve the acc ura cy of fall age ratio esti -
mates based on December-sample age ratios. 
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l have elected not to US <' tlw September-trapping data for any 
inff'r( ' l1l "<·s al>oul age t·omposi(J()Jl (t,r s0vcral reasons. F'ir:::;l, dis-
cussions with Wildlife Service:; personnel and privat<' trappers lead to 
the conclusion that pups are more vuln erable to trapping efforts than 
are adults. This i s especially true in an area like Curlew Valley that 
has been subjected to trapping for extensive pe riod s of time. 
Secondly, the trappin g sex ratios, previously described, reveal 
several biases in the fall-trapping data. The departures from expected 
50:50 sex ratios of both pup and older age groups suggest that trapping 
sex ratios are subject to various sex-spec ifi c biases. If trapping-sex 
ratio s are this biased, then trapping-age ratios might also be non-
representative of actual population age ratios since there may be a 
greater difference in trapping vuln erability between inexperienced pups 
and older coyotes than between males and fem ale s of any age group . 
The percentage of pups in th e fall trapping sam ples were higher than 
respective percentages in the December carcass collections each year: 
76 and 72 percent (sam ple s of 75 and 43} respectively for 1972 and 1973 
trapping compared with 42.4 and 41. 0 in the December carcass collec -
tions (Table 12}. 
Similarly, trapping results in a w-olf study in Minnesota (Van 
Ballenberghe et al. 1975) strongly suggested the existence of age-speci -
fic trapping biases. Since adult s learned to avoid traps after their 
initial capture, Van Ballenberghe, et al. concluded that trapping age 
') I 
ratio ~ 111ay not accuratC'Iy r<·fl~·ct ;u tual pupuJation ag<· ralio ~ in 
heavily trapped wolf populat ions . 
One final consideration conce rn s the potential age-ratio changes 
between e arly fall and December r es ultin g from disproportionate pup 
mortality during this period. In a later section I will suggest that 28 
percent of the annual mortalit y of coyotes 5 months old and older occu r s 
between S e pt ember and the end of November. I w ill also calculate 
annual mortality rat es of 82 and 42 percent in 197 2-73 and 1 973-74 res-
pectively. Combining the pre- Decemb e r rate with respec tive annual 
mortality rates gives corrected pre- Dec em ber mortality rates of 23 
and 11 percent, respectively, in 1972 and 1973. I placedanupper limit 
on this e ffect by assuming that the pre- December (197 2) mortality rate 
(23 per cent) was concentrated entirely in the pup age class . 
I will first assum e that the fall population consists of 7 5 percent 
pups as an approximation to the trapping r es ults. After absorbing a 23 
percent lo ss the pup percentag e in the ag e ratio would be r e du ced to 70 
percent; a 7 percent reduc tion in the pup p e r ce ntage. Thi s r e duced pup 
percentage is st ill considerably higher than the December percentage; 
hence the percentage of pups in the Sept em b e r trapping age ratio cou ld 
not have been reduced to that of the December sample during this 
period. On the other hand, to arrive at a pup percentage of 42 
percent in D ecembe r after a pup lo ss of 23 percent,a fall population 
composed of 48 percent pups would be required, a percentag e consider 
ably less than that of the trapping age ratio. These two hypothetical 
situations arc based on an cxtretnely unlikely situation since older 
coyolc· s llndoubt e~1Jy sufr(·r· SOr)l(' or rh(' Sc~ptemhf'r to i)(•C('rYlhPr 
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n1orlality, as previously dt·scr·ibvd in lhe transmilt<· r rc·covery ral t· 
discussion. Therefore, there would be even less change in age ratios 
between September and December. In the second year the September-
to-December morta lity rat e was half that of the first year. Thus age 
ratios should have been less affected in the secon d year than in the 
first. 
Therefore, during my study, September- Dec ember mortality 
did not appear to alter fall age ratios significantly by the time of the 
Deccmb<!r samples . Although l.hr December age ratios arc undoubtedly 
bia sed to an unkn own extent, they probably are better estimates of fall 
age ratios than are the trappin g age ratios and are therefore my best 
es timates of fall age ratios. I will arbitrarily vary the Dec emb er age 
ratios in the Discussion section to establish ranges which hopefully 
enclose the actual birth- to-fall pup mortality rates. 
Using the December sample ag e ratios as estimates of the year-
end (fall ) population age ratio s and the Ma r ch-April sample age ratio 
as estimates of the whelping population a ge composition assum es that 
the age cla sses are s ampl ed randomly in these months by the aerial 
gunning. The December samples obviously violate this assumption 
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but I have nevertheless assum e d that the sample age ratio reasonably 
approximates the actual population age ratio . I will now exam in e this 
assumption with respect to the March-April aerial gunning samples. 
One possible test would be to compare the percentage of pups 
in th e March-April collections with the percentag e of yearlings i n that 
portion of the sample compris e d of yearlings and older animals . This 
comparison assumes that yearlings and older animals are sampled at 
random, and if the March-April pup percentage were similar to the 
yearling percentage, it would be one indication that pups are not being 
sampled disproportionately. 
The yearling percentages are in fact the adult mortality rates 
cited above, a nd for the conventional aging method were . 33 and . 30 
(or 33 and 30 percent) for the 1972-73 and 1973-74 collections. For 
the "x" and "x + l" aging methods, they were 43 and 44 percent. These 
compare with 27 percent and 25 percent pups, respective ly, in the 
March-April samples (Table 12). The magnitudes are quite similar in 
the case of the conventional aging method, and in the "x" and "x + 1" 
case , the percentage of pups is actually lower. There is, accordingly, 
no suggestion in this comparison that the March-April samples a r e 
biased toward pups. To the contrary, these data suggest an over-re-
presentation of adults in these samples. But sin ce the age composit i o n s 
are changing between years, the comparisons are crude. 
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In addition , those pups su rviving the winter are probably more 
aware• of man's activi ti es by March and April, and arC' probab ly l ess 
vu ln e rabl e than they we r e in December, and perhaps are no more vu l -
n e rable than yearlings and adult s . To what ever ex t ent one wi nt e r' s 
experi enc e assists a pup in coping with man ' s activities by Ma r ch and 
A pril, thi s should comparabl y reduce the sampling biases i ntroduced 
by age - s p ecific v uln e rability. 
Age Composi t ion of C ur lew Valley Coyote s 
The percentage of pups at the beginning of winter in 1 972- 73 and 
1 973 -74 wer e approximatel y 42 and 4 1 percent , re spectively . By 
Marc h.-April, my Utah p ercentages had d eclin e d to somewhere near 
2 5 percent in the surviving portion of th e population n ow about to pro-
duce young. 
Th ese percentages will b e used in later sections to ca lculat e 
total numbe r of young produc ed, the mortality of those youn g between 
birth and fall, a nd the fall-to-fall mo rt ality of the entire population. 
Population Density 
Relativ e Population Trends 
Popul ation estimates of low-density carnivore populations are 
invariably based o n small s am ple s izes . Hence, I used seve ral methods 
(C lark 1 97 2) to obtain independent indices from whi ch means, a nd 
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variances c ould be obtained . F i ve indices we r e used to produce a 
c01npo s ilC', fa ll ind ex a s foll ow s : 
Spring denn in g i nd ex: The d en n in g data provide an index of 
sp ring population d ensity , (Tab l e 1 5) and are expressed as d e n s - per-
flying-hour. In fact, this statistic i s on l y an ind ex to the number of 
d e n s in early May, and therefore an index to the pup populat ion. It 
is an index to the total May population only to the extent that the May 
ag e ratios a r e relatively c on s tant from one year to the next. 
I also assume that the denning ind ex c an b e u sed a s an index 
t o the s ub se qu e nt fall populati on, and add it to the other fall indices. 
Validi ty of this a s sumption r equir es that pup and adult mo rtality r at es 
betwe en denning and fall trappin g ar c th e same b e tween years . 
Table 1 5. --Calculated Spr ing D enning Indi ce s for the Curlew Valley 
Study Area, 19 72-74 
No. Dens No. Hours Den s - Fer Flying 
Year Found Flown Hour 
19 72 12 18 . 0 o. 6 7 
1973 2 18. 3 o. 11 
1 9 74 2 20. 0 o. 1 0 
Fall trapping indices : Data from the fall trapping efforts pro-
vid e indice s of fall densitie s. Ea ch of the th r ee traplines served as 
one ind ex, thus the fall trapping p r ovid e d t hree density estimates . 
Table 1 6 pr esents the calculated index values which are bas ed on 
coyotes-caught-per-1000-trap-nights . 
• 
Table 16. - - Calculated Fall Trapping Indices for the Curlew Valley Study Area, 1972 - 74 
Utah Trapline Juniper Traplin e Holbrook Traplin e 
No. No . Coyotes - per- No. No. Coyotes- per- No. No . Coyotes - p e r -
Coyotes Trap l 1 000 - Trap Coyotes Trap 1 1000- Trap Coyotes Trap 1 1000-Tra p Year Trapped Nights Nights Trappe d Nights Night s T r appe d Nights Ni ghts 
1 972 23 1446.5 15 . 90 26 1409.5 18 . 45 1 6 1359 .0 11. 77 
1973 7 1467 . 5 4. 77 9 1439.5 6, 2 5 11 1424 ,0 7 . 72 
1 974 9 141 9. 0 6. 34 8 1442 . 5 5, 54 25 1371.0 18 . 23 
1 
1 500 trap night s minus th e numbe r of trap nights lost due to inoperable traps (e . g . s n apped traps, 
jackrabbit captures, e tc,) 
-.;;; 
CO' 
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!"•,a lL sc at index: Th~ sca t< ollec ti on!j provid£·d a not hc ·r fall 
d e n s ity index, expr essed as scat s pe r week , for th e Utah portion of 
the Cu rlew Valley study area (Table 17). 
Ta bl e 17. --Cal c u lated Fall Scat Indi ces for the Curl ew Vall ey Study 
Area , 1 972-74 
No. Scats No. Weeks of Scats- Per 
Year Collected Ac c umulation Week 
1 972 169 4.0 42.45 
1973 7 5 4. 14 18. l 2 
1974 87 4.0 21.80 
Composite index: Sinc e the indices a re of several kinds they 
need to be scaled to some common base b e fore they can be combined 
to give the composite (m ean ) index values and associated variances . 
To ac c omplish this, I arbitrarily set the 1 9 72 denning value e qual to 
100 and adjusted the other d enning values (Table 18) with respect t o 
the base 197 2 value by applying the following formula: 
X, 
1 
X 
X . 
--
1
- x 100 whe r e 
X I 
adjusted denning value 
Table 18. --Relative and Composite Index Values, With Associated Standard Deviations and 95 Percent 
Confidence Interval s , for the Curlew Valley Study Area Coyote Population, 1972-1974 
Relative Indi ces 
Index Utah Juniper Holbrook Scat 
3 4 
Composite 95 o/o Con£. 
Year Value Denning Trapline Trapline Trapline Line Index Int. 
1972 Unadjusted1 o. 67 15.90 18.45 ll. 77 42. 25 
Adjusted2 100 77 80 41 68 73+21.46 46 -100 
1 973 Unadjusted1 o. 11 4 . 77 6. 25 7. 72 18. 12 
Adjus ted2 1 6 23 27 27 29. 2-1+5. 18 18-30 
1 974 U nadj us ted 1 o. l 0 6. 3-l 5. 54 1 8 . 23 21. 80 
Adjusted2 15 31 24 63 35 34+18 .10 12-56 
Unadjusted Totals 0.88 27. 01 3 0. 24 37.72 82 . l 7 
~See tables 15, 16, 17 
3 See text for description of conversion techniques 
4 Mean of the five constituent indices + l standard deviation 
x.::t:_to .oss//n 
-.o 
oc 
99 
X unadjusted d e nning value 
X 
1 
unadjusted 1 972 d e nnin g va lu e 
I 00 = adjus t e d 1972 denning value 
The other four indic es were scaled to t he denning index using 
two r e l ationships. The relationship between the denning index and 
each of th e other indices was established by (l) summing the three 
unadjust e d index values for each of the five indices and (2) by dividing 
the sum of the denning index values by each of the s ums of the other 
four indices. This, in effect, calculated the ratio of scat-line index 
and each trapping index to the d e nning index for the 3- year p e riod, 
1 972 -7 4 . 
The sec ond relation ship involves the ratio between the adjusted 
and unadjusted 1972 dennin g indi ces . Conversion of each of the indivi-
dual yearly values for the four indices (Tabl e 18) was achieved by the 
following general equation suggested by L . Cha rles Stoddart (Personal 
Communication): 
100 
Y. x x- whe r e 
l l 
yi adjusted index value for any of the four other indices 
~i = sum of the thr ee unadjusted denning index values 
~yi = sum of the thre e unadjusted index values for any of the four 
othe r indices 
100 
Y i = unadjusted index valu e for any of the four other indices 
Xi= unadj u sted 19 72 denning index value 
l 00 = adjust e d 1972 dennin g index value 
~X. 
The t e rms --1 x Y. adjust th e unadjuste d index values to the unadjus-~Y. 1 
1 100 
t ed denning values and the ratio x- scales each index value to the 
I 
adjusted 1 972 denning value. 
Th e adjusted d e nning index va lues (Figur e 1 5} d ec r e as e eac h 
y ea r, with the 1974 value only s light l y less than the 1 9 73 value. 
Similarly, all three adjusted trap-line value s decr e ased b e tween 
1 97 2 and 1973 (Fi g ur e 1 6}. However, in contrast to the denning data, 
index values for two of the three lines increased between 1973 and 1974. 
The Juniper trapline values decrea8ed only s lightly as one less coyote 
was caught in 1 974 than 1973 (Table 16}. Similarly, only two more 
coyotes were ca ught on the Utah line in 19 74 than in 1973 (Table ! 6} . 
Of the three traplines, the Holbroo k lin e is the only o ne that r egi s t ered 
substantially differe nt catches between these 2 years. In fa c t, the ca tch 
more than doubled in 1974 (Table 16}. Throughout thi > study the Hol-
brook line has differed in degr ee of change between years. In addition 
it differe d in trend from that of the Juniper trapline and the denning 
index between 1973 and 1 974. 
Although the fall scat line provides data for only the Utah 
portion of the study area , the tr e nds (Figur e l 7} are very similar to 
those observed in the trapping data and c lose to those of the denning data. 
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Th e trends in the compos it e index plot (Fig ur e 18) ar e , a s i s to 
b e expect e d, similar to the tr e nds of i ts c onstitue nt indic e s. The m e an 
or c omposite index value is my b es t e stimate of th e r e lative population 
density for any particular year b e cause it is based on an av e rage of 
fiv e indi c e s and, therefore, s hould not b e as subje c t to s ampling e rror 
as a single index method. Sin ce , in some cases , the confid e n c e inter-
vals overlap (Figure 18), I c annot s ay that the population density, as 
reflected by the composite index, differ e d significantly between 1973 
and 1974 or 1972 and 1974. Nev e rth e l ess , my be s t e s timates of the 
population trends for the study area as a whole suggested that the popula-
tion decreased from high densities in 1972 to considerably lower den-
sities by 1973. By 1974, the density may have incr eased slightly. 
The spring in.iex (d enning) and fall indices (trapping and scat line) 
reflected simila r trends between 19 72 and 1973. Hen c e , the trend for 
the remainder of the year might be set by the time the pups reach the 
age at which they are subject t o our denning activities , However, w ith 
the exception of the Juniper trapline, these trends did not agree between 
1973 and 1974, Either the relationship between spring and fall densities 
is not a constant one, or else th e discrepancy is due to sampling er r or, 
With only two dens found each s pring in 1973 and 1974, the latter alter-
native would seem like l y. 
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Figur e 18 . Compo si te rel ative index valu es 
a nd accompanying 95 percent confid e n ce 
inte rval s . 
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Ab so lut e D e n sity E s timat es 
Assumption s: Five ass umptions must hold if ca pture-reca pture 
d e n sity estimates are to be unbia sed. wi ll now consider th ese in 
sequence and examine the eviden ce for their validity. 
In a spatial sense, either the marking procedure (denning) or 
th e r ecapture procedure (trapp in g ), or bo th, must be r andomly di st r i-
bute d . The study area was flown as th o r o ughly a s possible during the 
allott e d 20 hour s. Aerial sea r ches we r e condu cted randomly in all 
ar e a s e x ce pt the r o ughest mountain and foothill ca nyon s wh e r e , b ec au se 
of th e dang e r involve d, searches were not made. Much o f th e Idaho 
portion of the study area is covered by junipe r forest and sagebrush. 
The sagebrush in Idaho is often larger than that occurring in Utah. 
He n ce , dens were probably more obse rvabl e in the Utah portion of the 
s tudy area t han in the Idaho portion. Nevertheless, t he denning index 
is s till valid since observability of dens in the var ious vegetation types 
should not have varied between yea r s . 
I have previously d esc r ib ed th e procedur e Clark u se d in loc atin g 
the three traplines. Since most of the study area is a c cessible by r oad, 
the traplines co vered all types of ter ra in including the mountains. 
Th ey did cove r some areas in w hich d enn ing efforts could not b e c on-
duc ted. 
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A second assumption is that similar mortality rates exist 
between tagged a nd untagged pups from the time of initial captu r e to 
the time of subsequent r ecapture effo rt s . During my study (spring s of 
1 9 73 and 1 974 ) a ll dens were visited a day or two after th e tagging 
o pera ti o n to look for morta l ity among tagg e d pups . In eve ry case the 
d e n s were va ca ted and no d ead pups were found . These effo rt s would 
detect n e ithe r predation on the pups nor mortality that occurr ed away 
from the d en. Although I have no way of eva luating the extent of these 
potential mortality factors, I am assuming they are minimal. 
Additional evi d en ce for minimal post-tagging pup mortality 
c omes from an analysis of spring -t agged pup r e turns. Of th e 1 6 d ens 
of pups tagg e d during the thr ee spring s of 1972-74, pups from 1 5 were 
s ub sequ e ntly r eco v e r e d by variou s means through the en d of winter 
1974 -75 , and two or more animals were r ecove r ed from 11 of the 16 
li tt e r s. Of t he 95 pups tagged, 40 percent (38 ) have been re co v e r ed as 
of this writing. 
First-year (late-fall and winter ) recovery rates and total re-
c ov e ry rates (cum ulativ e r ecove rie s from all thr ee winters ) of spring -
tagg e d and fa ll- tagged pups provide another means of e valuating this 
assumption. For the sake of this com pari s on, only those pups that 
were ear t agge d during the fall tr apping sess ion we r e u sed. Thus ea r-
tagged-only coyot es (as o pposed to ear-tagged a nd transmitt e r e d ani-
mal s ) were involve d in these compa ri sons . Similar r ecove r y rates 
l 08 
for these two groups would imply that minimal post-tagging mortality 
of spring-tagged pups had occurred: i . e. all spring-tagged pups had 
su rviv ed up to the time of the fall trapping effo rt s. If, on the other 
hand, spring-tagged pup recovery rates were lower, post-tagging 
morta l ity of spring-tagged pups would have occurred. These data 
would not be sufficient to determine' wheth e r or nol the s pring-tagged 
pups suffered a different mortality rate than untagged pups between the 
time of spring tagging and fall trapping, but would merely indicate that 
some pup mortality or los s of tags had occurred during the summer . 
Tag los s was apparently minimal. If some percentage of sp ring-tagged 
pups lo se both ear tags , a greater pe r centage probably lose only one. 
Since only 8 percent ( n = 12) of the re covered spring-tagged pups had 
lost one ear tag dur ing this period, a smaller percentage lost both ea r 
tags. 
The first-year recovery rate and 90 percent confide n ce interval 
(parenthetical) for spring-tagged pups of 23.8 percent (16-32, n = 84) 
compares with a fall-tagged pup recovery rate and confidence interval 
of 32 . 2 percent (18-49, n = 31). Hence some post-tagging mortality 
of spring-tagged pups may have occurred although this difference cannot 
be shown statistically. To the contrary, total reco very rates and 90 per-
cent confidence intervals of 31 percent (22-41, n = 84) and 35. 5 percent 
(2 2-52, n = 31 ) for spring-tagged and fall-tagged pups respectively 
suggest minimal post-tagging mortality of spring-tagge d pups, although 
l 0') 
onc e again these differen c es are not significant. By comparing th e 
two recove r y rates it is possible to estimate the extent of spring-tagged 
pup lo ss. The total r ecovery rate s we r e u se d b ecau se of the larger 
r ecov e r y samples and longe r lengths of time in whic h re c overies were 
documente d . Using these two rat es a n over - summer, spring-tagged 
pup loss of 12.7 percent ( 35 • 5 - 3 1. 0 · x l 00) is indicate d. 
3 5 . 5 
In s ummary, some post-tagging pup mortality probably occu r s. 
The sig nificant question is whe th e r or not the mortality rat es of the 
s pring- t agge d and untagg e d pups differ. I s ugg est that the time follow-
ing our d e nning ac tiviti es may be the c rucial period determining whethe r 
or not t he femal e accepts the pups we have handled. Once s he ac cepts 
them presumably their c han ces of s urviva l a r e equa l to that of un tagge d 
pups • .All my d a ta suggest that fema les do acce pt these litter s. I am 
ass uming that spring-tagged pups s urvi ve as well as unt agged pups. 
However, if the trauma of handl ing makes the tagged pups more s u s-
ceptible to mortality fact o r s than untagged pups, the effect wo uld be to 
r e du ce the tagged-to-untagged ratio and would produce a bia s toward 
o ver- es timation of the May pup population • 
.A third assumption that must be made is e qual susc e ptibility of 
both tagged and untagged pups to r ecaptur e. Pups were tagged at 5 to 
6 weeks of age and were about 5 months old in September. Nothing is 
known about how handling these pups affec t s their sus ceptibility to s ub-
sequent r ecapture efforts. But since they we re tagged 4 months prior 
11 0 
lo LIH· r('caplurc• c·fforlt;, and SJnce Lh(' f( 'caplur <: tc·chniquc•s diffc·r('d 
substantially from the initial capture techniques, this effect may have 
been n e gligible or nonexistent. However, if the sp r ing-tagged pup s 
displayed more caution or greater trap avoi dance than untagged pups, 
the fall untagg e d-to-tagg e d ratio would be too high and the population 
overestimated. On the other hand, the population wou ld be underesti-
mated if there is a trapping bias in favor of the spring-tagged pups. 
The final two assumptions deal with rates of ingress and egress 
between spring denning and fall trapping activities. Tel emetry data on 
the dates of the initiation of di s p e r sa l activities were obtained for six 
pups (Hibler 1 976 ). One pup began dispersing in late September, 
another began in October, thre e began in November and a sixth sta rt ed 
in ear ly January. Hence, some slight dispersal activities begin as ea rly 
as September; however, most of it occurs well after the end of the 
September trappi ng efforts. In Texas, significant number s of coyotes 
begin dispersing in November; dispersal activities apparently increase 
th rough January and d ecrease thereafter (Know lt on 1 97 2). Red fox in 
the Midwest disperse as early as late September, but the majority dis-
perse during October (Storm et al. 1976). 
Additional data on the extent of pup movement between denning 
and fall trapping were obtained by ca lculating the mean distance between 
den and trapsite locations for those sp r ing-tagged pups that were also 
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caught during the s ub seq u ent fall trappi ng session . This valu e was 
compared with two addition al va lues: mean distance between den and 
s ub seq uent first-winte r r ecovery locations for s pring - tagged pups; 
and mean di stance between fall trap si t e and s ubsequent first-winter 
r eco v e ry l ocations for fall -tagge d pups . Th e mean d enning-to-fa ll-
trap-site di stan ce (2 . 0 mil es , 3 . 2 km) was significantl y less th an both 
the me an denning- to -winter r ecove ry di stance (5. 5 mil es, 8 . 8 km ) 
( t = 2. 96, 3 2 df) and mean fall t rap site-to-winte r recovery d istance 
(7. 5 miles , 12. 1 km) (t = 2 . 78, 4 1 df ) at the 99 percent level. Coll ec-
tive l y, these data suggest that d ispe rsal ac t iviti es of most pups do no t 
begin until sometime after the Se ptembe r tr a pping. If this assumption 
is violated, the untagged-to-tagg e d ratio would be unaffec t e d by egress 
as l ong as both tagg e d and unta gged animals disperse at the s ame rate. 
But ingress would add to the number of untagged animals and inc r ease 
t he rat io. Th e r es ult w ould be an overestimation of th e May population . 
A c ritical r eview of the above assumptions sugges t that the 
estimates are potentially susceptible to severa l biase s. All of those 
conside r e d, if present, would produce overestimation of population 
size. In my judgment, non e of th ese operated signi fi cantly. Neverthe-
l ess my captur e -r ecapture estimates shou ld be consi d ered as maximum 
d e n sity estimates . 
Absolute density estimates: The c apture- recapture data a ccu-
mulated during this proje c t provided pup density estimates fo r th r ee 
ll z 
s pring s (1 972-1')7 4 ) (Tabl e 19) u s ing Bailey ' s (1 95 2) adju s ted L in coln 
Ind ex fo rmul a for small sam pl e sizes. Tot a l s pring population d en -
sities were obtained by dividin g th e pup d e n s ity es timate s by thei r res-
pective percent pup values in the December age ratios , As previous l y 
m e ntioned, the De cember age ratio s are my be s t e stimates of May age 
ratios. Sin ce some summer pup mortality occurs , the December pup 
percentages will underestimate t he actual May pup percentag es result-
ing in overestimation of the tot a l May population densities. To co rrec t 
for t his , I r econstructe d what the pup pe r cen tage may hav e b een in May 
based on the December age ratio and the May - to-Septemb e r pup mor-
tality-rat e es timate of 13 perc ent. 
The Srr-3.11 numb e r of ta gged pup r e c aptur es re s ult e d in larg e 
s tandard deviations an d extremely wi d e confid e n ce intervals a r ound th e 
pup population estimates. Standard d eviations around the 1 973 a nd 
1 9 74 estimates overlap a s do the 19 72 an d 1 974 d eviation s (Figur e 1 9 ). 
Simila rly, the 95 percent confi d e n ce intervals overlap for all 3 years 
(Table 19). 
Total spring population es timates (Figur e 20) follow the sam e 
pattern as the s pring pup estimates , These e stimates are probably 
bracke ted by even wider standa rd d eviations and c onfidence intervals 
s inc e additional error was introduce d by using the pup percentages 
(Fin T a ble 1 9 ). Although c hanges in de nsity cannot be statistically 
shown, th e fact that the population e stimates follow the sam e trend as 
Table 19. --Estimated Numbers of Coyotes in the Cu dew Valley Study Area in May, 1972-1974 
Estimated 
No. ma rk- Estima- % pups in Total 
No. pups No . pups e d caught ted No . One stan- May popu- May Coyotes/ 
marked caug ht in in Sep- pups i n dard d e - 95% con- lation F= popu - Mile2in 
in May S e ptember tember May viation fidence ( % pups in D ec/ lation May 
Year (a) (n) (r) (p) 1 (S)2 inte r val s3 . 87 (T=? / F) (T /700 ) 
1972 70 51 6 520 171 214-138 5 49 1061 l. 5 (0. 6) 6 
1 973 l l 19 2 73 34 1 6 -590 47 1 55 0 . 2 (0. l ) 
1974 14 33 1 238 133 33 - 9004 68 5 350 0 . 5 (0. 2) 
Total s 
and 95 103 9 831 -- -- -- 522 o. 7 (0. 3) 
m ean s 
1 a (n + 1) 
P = r + l 
2s-[ a 2 (n + l)(n- r) 
-~ (r + 1 )2 (r + 2) 
3
ca l c ulat e d from Chapmans (1 848 ) 95% confidence interval t able 
4
Tabl e 1 2 
5 
Approximated from a cursory examination of carcasses (n = 29) collected after expi r ation of this project 
6
coyo tes /km
2 (T / 18 13 km2 ) 
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lation estimates. Brackets represent one 
standard deviation . 
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the c omposite relative index va lue s , give mutual s upport to the validity 
of both (Figur<' 20). 
ThE" 95 percent confidence- intC'rva l s for the con1po si tf' ind f'x 
values ar e narrower than thos e of the absolute den sity es timates sugges-
ting that more confidence can be placed in the former. Therefore, an 
alternative approach to absolute density estimatio n involves multiplying 
the individual composite index values by the ratio between the pooled 
absolute density estimates and the pooled com posit e relative index 
values. In other words , the a verage r e lationship between the absolute 
den sity estimates and the composite index values is used to estimate 
abso l ute densities based on the l ess variable individual composite index 
values (Tabl e 20). The trends of the n ew density es timates not surpr\-
s in gl y parallel those of t he composite index values. These estimates 
Table 20. --Estimated Number of Coyotes in May (1972-74) in the 
C url ew Valley Study Area Based on the Relationship Between the Pooled 
Composite Index Values and the Pooled Absolute Density Estimates 
Composite Mark-Recapture Ratio Density 
Index D e nsity Estimates Estimates 
Year (a) (b) ( ~b/D. x a ) 
1 972 73 1061 873 
1 973 24 155 287 
1974 34 350 406 
Totals and Means 131 1566 522 
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are, of course, still affected by the original biases present in both 
sets of values used for establishing this ratio, 
Since the composite index appears to refl ect populatio n trends 
more accurately than th e capture-recapture estimates , as reflected 
by the narrower confiden ce intervals, perhaps the density estimates 
based on the compos ite ind ex a r e more r ea li stic , These two set s of 
est imates agree r ather closely except for the 1973 values which differ 
by nearly a factor of two. Thu s , the capture-recapture estimates 
suggest maximum May densiti e s ranging from 0. 2 to l. 5 coyotes per 
2 
squar e mile (0. l to 0. 6 coyotes per km ) and the other set of d e n sity 
estimates suggest a rang e varying frorn 0. 4 to l, 2 per square mile 
(0 . 2 to 0. 5 coyotes per km 2 ). 
The percentage of dens found as well as the perc e ntage of pups 
trapped during the study can be es t imated. Of the l 04 pups trapped 
during the 3 years , 9 were marked suggesting tha t one den in ll was 
found. Similarly, 104 of the estimated 831 pups, at the tim e of our 
d e nning efforts , were trapped during the three September trapping per-
iods, This suggests that one pup in e ight was caught by the trapping 
e fforts. Since some pup mortality probably occurred between d e nning 
and September, more than l /8 of the pups were caught, depending on 
the magnitude of mortality. 
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Mortality 
Annual Fall-to-Fall Population Mortality 
Mortality-rate estimates: Annual fall-to-fall mortality rates of 
the entire population can be calculated by comparing the total population 
size in the fall of 1 year with the number of yearlings and older animals 
in the fa ll of the following year . I made these calc ulations by compa ring 
the composite index value (Table 18 ) of 1 year with the product of th e 
index value of the following year and th e fraction of yearlings and adults 
in the carcass collections of the latter year (Table 1 2). Mortality 
rates, ex pr esse d as percentages , are estimated by: 
m 
\- (It+ l x at+l) 
x 100 where 
m annual, fall-to-fall percent mortality 
composite index value for year tort+ 1 (Table 18) 
a frac tion of yearlings and adults in December of year 
t + 1 ( Table 1 2) 
Aside from the assumptions made in the case of t he composite 
index and age ratios describ ed above , the major as sumption involved 
in using this equation is that there is no differential movement into or 
out of the study area. Since the study area is surrounded on all sides 
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by coyote r ange , any substantial d eg re e of movement into or out of it 
would presumably be r ec iproca l. 
My data allow mortality-rate estimates for 2 years (Tabl e 21 ): 
1 972 - 73 a nd 1973-74. The r ate for the second year (42 percen t) was 
half that of the first (82 percent) . 
Table 21.-- Procedure for E stim ating Fall- to- Fall Population Mortality 
Rates for Curlew Vall e y Coyotes , 1 9 72-73 and 1973-74 
Year 
1972 
1973 
1 974 
l 
From 
2 
From 
Composite 
index! 
(I) 
73 
24 
34 
Table 18 
Table 12 
o/o Adults 
in Dec . 2 
(a) 
58 
59 
41 3 
No . Adults 
in index 
(I x a) 
14 
14 
o/o Mortality 
I -(I lxa) 100 t t+ X ) 
\ 
82 
42 
3 From a c ur sory examination of 29 carcasses collected after ex piration 
of this project 
A lthough my ear-tag and transmitter recovery rates cannot be 
used to estimate annual mortality rates directly, they can serve as an 
index to mortality rates. Neither the first-winter transmitter recovery 
rates (90 percent confidence intervals are parenthetical) of 52 percent 
(40-64,n = 48) and 58 percent (39 -72, n = 19), nor those of ear-tagged-
only coyotes of 18 percent (8- 34 , n = 22) and 54 percent (30-80, n = 11) 
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for 1972-73 an d 1 973 -7 4 , r espectively , showed the same between-year 
tr e nds as the census and age-ratio mortality-rate estimates . T r ans-
mitter r ecovery rates were equivalent to 63 an d 1 5 2 percent of the 
es timate d mortality rates in these 2 years. Ear-tag recovery ra tes 
were 22 a nd 142 percent of the es timat e d mortality rates in the same 
year s . 
Some dis c u ss ion seem s in o rder con cerning the obs e rved dis-
crepa n cies in tr end between t he tag and/or transmitter r ecove ry rates 
a nd the census and age rat io mortality-rate es timates. As p r eviously 
m e ntione d, the transmitter-r ecov ery data a r e more r e liabl e than the 
ear-tag data beca us e a greater percentage of mo rtalit y can be d e t ec t e d 
with transmitters. Neve rthe l ess , I w ill first consider the ea r-tag 
result s . The 90 percent confidence int e rval s overla p; hence, these 
ear-tag r ec ove ry rates are not signifi c antly d iffe rent. The small num-
ber of ea r-tagged animals r eleased dur i ng thi s study may h ave contr i -
buted s ub sta ntially to this wid e dis c repancy between years. 
I will discus s sources of mor ta lity in the n ext section but wi ll 
not s ubdivide it by years. Therefor e , I w ill now briefly dis c uss annual 
sources of mortality as it may explain the diffe ren ces in ear-tag r ecove ry 
rat es between yea r s . At l east 6 ard probably 9 of the 25 transmittered 
coyotes r ec overed in winter 1 97 2-73 were aerial gunn e d w hereas on l y 
one of the 11 transmittered coyotes re c overed in w inter 1 9 73 -74 was 
aerial gunned . None of four, and one of fiv e , ear -tagged coyotes 
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recove r e d were aerial gunned in winte r s 1 972-73 and 1973-74 res-
pec ti ve ly . Significantly, eight of I l tran smi tt e r rec ove rie s and three 
of fiv e ea r- tag recoveries in l 973-74 were made by s nowmobilers. 
These data, when coupled with interviews with the aerial gunners them-
selves, suggest that greater numb e rs of coyotes were killed by aerial 
g unnin g oper a tions in 1972-73 than in 1 973-74. 
Apparently, the aerial gunners could easily distinguish trans-
mittered coyotes from the air and recovered them whenever they shot 
one. To the contrary, ear-tagged-only coyotes we r e usually not 
recognizable from the air . Additionally, the aerial gunn e r s indi cated 
that in winter 1 972-73 they were able to re cove r only about half of a ll 
coyotes shot, hence some ear-tagged-only coyotes may have been shot 
but not recovered. T he low e r ear- tag recovery rates in 197 2-73 may 
have been due to the high pe r centage of animals killed by the aerial 
gunners in that winter, whereas the increased recovery rates in 1 973-
74 reflected the reduction of aerial gunning pressures and increase in 
other hunting pressures, parti c ularly snowmobile hunting. 
The simil a r ity of transmitter- return rates between years is 
also surprising in light of the substantial c hanges in estimated annual 
mortality rates between these years. Several possible explanations 
for these resul ts exist . First, the coyote study and its objectives were 
probably familiar to more people by the second year of the study. If 
so, even i f a smaller pe r centage of coyotes we r e killed in the second 
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year, as indicated by the estimated mortality ratf·S, a higher p e rcen-
tage of tags and transmitters may have been turned into us, even 
though our return address was on each ear tag and transmitter both 
years. 
A second and more probable explanation involves hunting inten-
sity between years . Transmitter-recovery data and discussions with 
aerial gunners indicate that fewer c oyotes were killed by this method 
in 1973- 74 than in 1972-73, In fact, aerial gunning pressure was 
probably also reduced in 1973-74. On the other hand, transmitter 
recoveries indicate a substantial increase in snowmobile kills in 1973 -
74 (from 0 to 8). In addition , whil e conducting weekly sessions of field-
work and making carcass collections both winters, I noticed a sub-
stantial increase in hunting pressure, particularly snowmobiling, on 
the study a rea in the second winter. Perhaps the snowmobile kill 
compensated for the reduc ed aerial gunning kill on the study area during 
the second winter. 
Thus far this discussion has only cons ide red mortality rates, 
as e videnced by transmitter recoveries, on the study area. There was 
probably less hunting pressur e over the vast areas south of the st udy 
area (Figure l) f rom which many of the ca rcasses were obtain ed than 
in the s tudy area, parti cularly in the second winter as suggested by two 
lines of evidence. First, much of this area is l ess accessible than 
most parts of the study area; hence, aerial gunning probably constitutes 
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a g r e at e r percentage of th e hu nting pressure in these areas. Second ly, 
sin ce the aerial gunning operat ions we r e r e duce d in intensity the second 
winter, hunting pres su r e on coyotes south of the stud y area may hav e 
even been le ss. On the study area the inc rease in snowmobile hunting 
c ompensated in part for the reduction in a e rial gunning . Th e r e for e , it 
could be possibl e to have l ower mortality ra tes over the area as a 
whole (shaded area in Figure l) but yet have simi lar transmitter- r e-
c overy rates on th e s tudy area be t ween ye ar s . Whateve r the tr ue 
explanat i on( s ). I a ssume that the census and age-ratio es timat es of 
mortality rates more rel iably estima t e the mo r tality parameter s for 
the coyote population in the 70 0 m i
2 
study area than the e ar-tag and 
transmitter- r ecove r y rates . 
Sources of mortality: Tagg ing and te l emetry data prov ided 
evi d e nce on the c auses of c oyote mortality in Curlew Val l ey. Th e tel e-
met r y a s pect of this study w a s int e nded to d e t ec t natural and any other 
mo rt a l ity which otherwise might be missed by relying solely o n ear- tag 
r e turn s . 
C lar k (1 97 2) r epo rt e d that during his year s of study, vi r tually 
all d etected coyot e mortality in C urlew Vall ey was n1an-indu ced. Simi-
l arly , all of my ea r-tag returns we r e from human causes, specifica lly 
coyote hunting (Tabl e 22) . 
Telemetry data (Table 22 ) ar e nearly identi c al w ith those of the 
e ar-tag data . Of the 52 transmitt e r returns, 98 p e r cent we r e 
I 
Table 22, -- Cause s of Coyote Mortality in C url ew Valley Based on Ear Tag, Transmitt e r, and Collar 
Recove ries from Coyot e s that were Trapped and Released Dur ing the Three Falls 1972 - 74 and May 1 973. 
Recoveries Ha ve Been R eco rde d Through Winter 1974-7 5 
% and (No . ) Recoveries by Marking Method 
Cau se of Death 
Hunting c oyotes 
Snowmobile 
A e ri a l g unn e d 
Shotgun4 
C alling 
Other m e ans 
In c idental to other activiti es 
Duck hunting 
Mo untain lion hunting 
D ee r hunting 
Unspec ifi e d 
Trapping 
Unknown r ecove ri es 
Shot by small c a l iber rifl e 
S c ave nged (poss ibly shot) 
Unknown 
Road kill 
Natur a l mortality 
Staphylococcic pneumonia 
Handling or i e nted5 
2 
E ar tag 
I 00. 0 (I 0) 
40 . 0 (4) 
I 0. 0 (l) 
50. 0 ( 5 ) 
Transmitter
2 
67 . 3 (35 ) 
23. 1 ( 1 2 ) 
17. 3 ( 9 ) 
5 . 8 (3) 
7. 8 (4) 
13. 5 (7) 
7.8 
1.9 
5. 8 
I. 9 
1.9 
13 . 5 
1. 9 
1. 9 
1.9 
1. 9 
1. 9 
1. 9 
1. 9 
1. 9 
(4) 
(I) 
(I) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I) 
(3) 
(I) 
(I) 
( 1 ) 
( l) 
( l) 
(I) 
(7) 
Collar 2 
66 . 7 (I 0) 
20 . 0 (3 ) 
13 , 3 (2) 
13 . 3 (2) 
20. 0 (3) 
6. 7 (I) 
6. 7 (1) 
--
26. 7 (4 ) 
Total No. R ecoveries I 00, 0 (1 0) I 00 . 1 (52 ) 100. 1 
} Coyotes in fall 1 974 wer e eartagged a nd fit t ed with colla r s (not tran sm itters) 
3 Trapped a nd released in fall 
( l 5 ) 
4 Trapped and r e l e ased in spring 
5 The s e c o yotes we r e probably shot from the ai r 
• • ~ • • ... 1 - --
Tra ns mitter 
3 
60 . 0 (6) 
10. 0 (I) 
30 . 0 (3) 
I 0. 0 (I) 
I 0, 0 (I) 
1 0.0 (I) 
--
I 0. 0 (I) 
- -
30 . 0 (3) 
I 00 . 0(10) N A 
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man-induced mortalities. Th e single case of do c umente d natural 
mortality involved a female pup that apparently died from s taphylo-
coccic pneumonia in late February, 1974. 
Coyote hunt ing activiti e s ac co unted for 67 percent of the trans -
mitter recoveries . Hunting coyotes from snowmob il es has inc r ease d 
in popularity during th e pa st f<'w y<'ars and a cc ounted for 23 percent 
(all in I ')73-74 ) o f the tran smill<'r rPturn s . Each wint<'r lo ca l sh""P 
ran c hers and, to a lesser extent, Division of Wildlife ServicC's person-
nel , shoot coyotes from planes . This activity has accoun ted for 17 per-
cent of th e transmitters recov ered. In addition, I recovered three 
transmittered coyotes in the field that had been shot with shotgun s, 
presumably from aircraft, as all three contained BB shot whi c h is the 
l oad most often used by the a erial gunners. If this is the case, then 
snowmobi ling and aerial gunning a cc ounted for the same numbe r of re-
turns; comb ined, 46 percentof lhereturns c am e fromthescsources. Four 
transmittered coyotes (8 perce nt) were killed by hunters using predator 
calls. The "other means" category (Table 22), includ ing hunting techni-
ques such as road hunting, account e d for 14 percent of the recoveries. 
Coyotes are shot each year incidental to other activiti es such as 
big and small game hunting . This c ategory accounted for 4 (8 percent) 
of the transmitter recoveries. Although several people trap o n the 
study area, only one transmittered coyote was recovered by this me-
thod. Miscellaneous r ecoveries a cc ounted for the rest of the r eturns. 
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The handling-oriented c ategory includes those coyotes that were 
r ecove r e d in the field s hortly c.ftcr re l ease. Death s were a ttribut e d to 
the effects of trapping and handling and as such should not be considered 
a normal so urce of mortality. 
The discussion abov e deal s only with coyotes caught and released 
during the 1972 and 1973 fall trapping sessions . Collar recovery data 
(Tabl e 22) for coyotes caught and released during fall 1974 are very 
similar to the results of the ea r-tag and transmitter recovery data. 
Transmitter recove ries (Tabl e 22) of coyotes trapped and released in 
May 1973 also follow similar patterns . 
Natural mortality would be under-represented if some animals 
died in locations not conducive to signal transmission or carried mal-
functioning transmitters. Several instances we r e obse rved in the 
field where transmittered animals emitted a much-reduced signal 
intensity when in holes or drainage ditches, e ven though r eception 
distances were only 1 or 2 miles (1 . 6 to 3 . 2 krn). This increases the 
possibility that some natural or even man-induced mortality went un-
noti ce d; however, frequent monitoring flights and the location of per-
manent r eceiving stations on top of mountains and foothills decreased 
the chances of unde tected mortality. Furthermore, recovery rates 
constitute a very large fraction of the estimated mortality rates l eav-
ing little room for natural mortality of any magnitude. 
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In total, 25 of the 87 coyotes transrnitt e red during this project 
are unaccounted for. The fates of thes e coyotes are unknown and 
should n ot be attributed entirely to natural mo rtality. Several cases 
of tran smitter malfunction occurred during the study which accounts 
for some of the missing animals, Most recovered transmitters were 
mutilated (by biting) to various degrees. If, in the process , the acrylic 
cases were punctured or cracked allowing moisture to enter , malfunc-
tions likely occurred. In addition, some of these coyotes are probably 
still alive and should be recovered in the future. In fact, several 
animals were still transmitting at the termination of the study. In 
conclusion, I am assuming that few transmittered coyotes died without 
b eing d e t ected and that if any did, knowl e d ge of their fates would not 
appreciably alter the results. 
Collectivel y during my study, nearly all of the mortality of 
coyotes 5 months or older in Curlew Valley was apparently man-induced, 
In a later section I will consider pup mortality between birth and fall. 
This is the age group which is probably mos t affected by natural mor-
tality factors. 
Tim ing of mortality: Assumption of little or no yearling and 
adult mortality between spring and fall will be necessary in order to 
estimate birth- to-fall pup mortality rates . I tested the validity of this 
assumption by analyzing the kill dates of all ear-tagged-only and trans-
mittered coyot es during the course of this study (Table 23) . Nearly all 
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Table 23. - -Monthly Di s tribut ion of Death s Amon g Ea r -Tagged and 
Tran smittered Curlew Va ll e y Coyotes, 1 972-741 
No. of Deaths bz: Original Tagging Source 
Month of Spring Sprin g Fall Combin ed Percent 
d ea th tagging traeeing traeeing t otals of total 
January 10 3 1 8 31 29 
Febru ary 5 1 13 19 1 8 
March 0 0 0 0 0 
April 0 0 l l 1 
May 0 0 0 0 0 
June 0 0 3 3 3 
J uly 0 I 0 1 
August 0 0 0 0 0 
S eptembe r 0 0 l 
O c tober 2 2 8 12 1 l 
Novembe r 4 0 13 17 1 6 
December 8 0 13 21 20 
Totals 29 7 70 l 06 100 
1 Th ese r e turn s include both ear-tagged-only a nd transmittered coyotes 
mortality of y e arling and adult coyo tes occurs b e t ween fa ll and spr ing. 
In fact , 94 percent (l 00 of l 06} of the animals we r e k illed b etween 
October and February; the othe r six recoveries occur r ed between 
Ap ril and September . Similarl y, Storm et al. (1 976 } reported that 
83 percent of the documented r ed fox mortality occurred between 
October and February. This period c oin ci d es with the period of most 
intense hunting and trapping pr essu r e. 
In a ddition, of 13 transmitte red coyo tes monitored during the 
summer of 1 973, ll wer e recove r e d or monitored sometim e aft e r t ha t 
s umm e r. Of the other t wo animals, one was s hot in July and we lost 
contac t with the other one in Jun e . Th e r e fore, I conclude tha t 
s pring-to-fall mortality of ye arling s a nd a dult s i s min im al. 
Birth-to-Fall Pup Mortality 
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Mortality-rate estimates: The reproductive rates calculated 
above can be used to cal culate age ratio s at birth. The se ratio s can b e 
compared with fall or early winte r age ratios, and the mortality rat e 
of pups between spring and fall calc ulated. The mortality rate, ex -
pressed as a percentage, is calculated as follows: 
m x 100 whe re 
m percent mortality 
number of pups per older coyote at whelping 
number of pups per older c oyote in Decembe r (from 
Table 1 2) 
Aside from assuming that my reproductive- rate, age-composi-
tion , and sex-ratio calc ulation s accurat ely estimate the population 
parameters, the major assumption underlying the use of this method 
is that there i s no mortality of yearlings and adults between spring and 
fall based on the tagging and telemetry data discussed in the previous 
section . If this assumption i s violated , and some spring-to -fall yearling 
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and adult mortality do es occur, the es timated birth -to-fa ll pup mor-
tality rates will be conservativ e . 
My r e productive data ar e too fe w to c alculat e a rate fo r e a ch 
y e ar of my s tudy. Consequently, I must u se the mean pr eg nancy rat es 
(Table 8) and the m e an li tter sizes (Tabl e 9 ) for the mortality- rate 
c alculations in both 1973 and 1974 {Table 24 ). Similarly, I u se d the 
combined March-April age distribution b ecaus e of the small s amples 
each year. Since I have assumed no yearling and adult-mortality over 
summer , the Decembe r sex ratio c ould perhaps be us e d to approximate 
the Ma r ch-Apr il sex rat io. In addition, th e December sex ratio (1972 
and 1 973 combin e d) is based on larg e r sampl es than the Marc h-April 
sex ratio; hence, it may b e a better estimat e of pre-whelping sex ratio s . 
Sin ce the De cember sex rat ios do not d iffer sig nifi cantly fr om 50: 50, 
thi s is the sex ratio I u sed in th cs e calcu lation s . In facl, th <' fall age 
ratios ar e th e only data s ubdivide d by year s in these c al c ulation s . Un -
fortunately, the use of mean values reduces the sensitivity of pup mor-
tality rate compa rison s betwe e n years . 
I estimated the number s of pups, yearlings, and adults present 
in a hypothetical, pre-whelping population of 100 coyotes by using the 
March-April age distribution. then multiplied the total number of 
c oyotes in e a ch age group by the pe rcent females in the appropriate sex 
ratio (Table l 0) to obtain the number of females pre sent in such a pre-
whelping population of 1 00 coyotes. The number of females in each age 
group was multiplied by its r espective age- specific pregnancy rate 
Tabl e 24 . - - Procedure for Estimating Birth-to-fall Pup Mortality rates in Curl ew Valley, Summers 
1973 a nd 1974 . 
Cfo ~~in 
No. ~~ I 
Age-specifiC Age- spec 1fic 
No./ I December 
I 00 coyotes sex r atio2 
pregnancy 
I 00 c oyotes ratcs 3 
Year Age l•l (b) ( c = ax b) (d) 
1973 Pup 24.4 0. 50 I Z 0. 53 
Yea rl ing 3 5 . 2 0 . so 18 0. 71 
Adult 40.4 0. 50 zo I. 00 
Totals I 00.0 
1974 Pup 24.4 0. 50 I Z 0 . 53 
Yearling 35. 2 0. so 18 0 . 71 
Adult 40. -1 0 . 50 zo I. ou 
Totals I 00.0 
I 
2 Ba scd on March -A pr il age di s tn b uu on not p r esented tn text 
3 oec emb(; r sex rati OS not s ignificant ly diffe r ent f r om 50:50 (Table 10) 
4 Tabl e 8 
5 Ta ble 9 
m e an litte r 
sizes 4 
(e) 
b . 0 
5 . 9 
b . 5 
b. 0 
5. 9 
b. 5 
6 T abl c 12 
Obtained from an anal~·sis o f c arcasses (n = 29) collected a[t cr expiration of this prOJe< t 
No. pups 
produced/ 
I 00 coyote s 
(f= c xdxe) 
38 
75 
130 
Z4 3 
-
38 
75 
130 
Z43 
Whelping Dec. age rauo 
ag e 
ratio s ( h = % pups ) 
(g=f / 100 ) % yrhngs +older 
2. 43: I 0. 69: , s 
2. 43: I I. 44·1 1-
E st ~o 
bir th-to-fall 
pu p mo rt. 
( ____s_:_b_ X I 00) 
g 
7Z 
41 
\.N 
l32 
(Table· H) and l ill<:r oi;oe (Tai>l•· ')) lo yi<'ld the nurnbc·r uf pup s produ c C'd 
by e a c h age group and in total pe r I 00 breeding coyot es . 
The estimated bi r th-to-fall mortality rates of pups (Table 24) 
for 1 973 a nd 19 74 were 72 a nd 41 percent r espectively. I assume these 
are estimat es of ove r- summer pup mortality rates. If, however , th e 
December age r atios d iffer from the fall age ratios, the mortality-rate 
estimates would apply to t hat period between bi r th and December. In 
addition, by combining estimated birth-to-fall and May-to-fall pup 
mortality rates, it is possible to determine birth - to-May pup mortality 
rates. I cal c ulate t h ese r ates to be 68 and 32 percent in 1973 and 1974 
res pecti ve l y. 
Similar cal c ulations using the March-Apri l sex ratios yield 
birt h -to-fall pup mortali ty rates of 75 and 48 percen t and birth-to-May 
pup mortality rates of 7 1 and 40 p e rcent respectively, in 1973 and 1974. 
Although the magni tud es cha nged somewhat, the t r end s between years 
remained s im i lar . T h u s , the birth-to-fall mortal ity rates probably 
were within the range of 72 to 75 p e rcent and 41 to 48 percent in 1973 
and 1 974 , r es p ect i vel y . 
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DISCUSSION 
Techniques Review and Evaluation 
Natality 
A species' demography is influence d in part by changes in age-
specific pregnancy rat es , litter size, and the sex and age ratios of the 
breeding population. It is important to obtain estimates of these para-
meters at the proper tim es . A differenc e in the timing o f collections 
of only 2 or 3 weeks can make a Bignific ant diffe ren ce in the reliability 
of these estimates, as is partic ulal"ly e vident in my pregnancy -rate 
estimates . 
I estimated pregnancy rate s by direct observation of pregnancies 
or placental scars in the carcass collections, Combining my estimated 
con ception dates (Figure 5 ) with Gier ' s (1968) statement that embryonic 
swellings are not evident until 14 days after ovulation and fertilization 
suggests that samples collected earlier than mid-March would likely 
underestimate pregnancy rates, especially those of younger animals . 
Hence, coll ections after mid-March provide the most accurate preg.-
nancy-rate estimates . In addition, December placental-scar data 
ac c urately reflect pregnancy rates, 
Pregnancy rates could seemingly be estimated in another way. 
If r e liable data on ovulation frequencies we r e available as well as 
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accu r .. tl<· <· s tiln~dt · s of tht · pen (•nla g c· of f <·nl <.tlt ·s th<.tl OVlt l alt· w ithoul 
subsequently implanting , it s hould b e poss ible to pr e di c t p r egnanc y 
rates. Thi s would b e advantageou s in years when samples we r e collec-
ted too earl y in th e breeding s e ason to directly obse r ve pregnancies. 
T em poral variation in sex ratios (Table 10) and age ratios 
(Tabl e 12) s uggest s that these parameters should be estima ted as close 
to the breeding season as possible for use in natali t y- rate estimates 
unl ess sampling biases in crease during this period. 
L itter size should be estima ted from fetal counts late in ges t a-
t ion (to avoid including victims of prenatal mo rt ality ) or from placental -
scar count s . If estimates are available from both early and lat e gesta-
tion, som e additional data can b e obtained. Comparisons of mean 
numbe r s of ova ovulated (ba sed on co rpus-lut eum count s ) with mean 
numbers of earl y implantation s it es (em bryonic swell i n gs ) provide an 
estimate of percentage lo ss of ova . Similarly, comparison of mean 
numbers of ea rly implantation site s with late - gestat ion fe tal co unt s 
yields an es timate of intra-uterin e mortality r ates. Presumably, if 
e nough years of data were obtained covering periods of high a n d low 
coyote and pr e y densities, the r e l ation ships between coyote and pr ey 
densiti es and prenatal loss co uld b e d etermin e d. 
Finally, the above r ep roductive parameters should be s ubdivided 
into age-specific catego ri es when eve r possibl e. Special attention 
should be paid to the reproductive perfo r man ce of pups (10-12 months 
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old) as this i s the group most etffected by changes in coyot e and prey 
densities (Gier 1968, Knowlton 1 972 ), In addition, when combining 
age-specific values to get a total population value, weigh t ing wi th the 
approp riate age distribution may increase the accuracy of this estimate , 
espec i a lly if the age-spe cific values come from samples not represen-
tative of the actual age di st ributi on in the population . 
Annulu s Formation 
Annulus formation typi cally occurs during the w inter months in 
tnany mammals. In some animals, such as deer and moose, annul i 
form during the first winter of life (Sergeant and Pimlott 1 959 , Low 
and Cowan 1963 , and Wolfe 19 69 ). In others (fox, bobcat s , black b ea r, 
badgers , coyotes ), the first annulus does not form o r is not r ecognizable 
unt i l the second winter of life (Sauer 1966 , Linhart and Knowlton 1 967 , 
Lindzey 1 971, C rowe 1972, Allen 1974 , and Willey 1974 ). 
There has been some spec ulation on the causes of annulus forma -
tion, Reduced food intake and s u bsequent lowered nutritional levels 
have been suggested as a factor that initiates annulus formation in deer 
(Low a nd Cowan 1963 ). In their work with d ee r, Low and Cowan notic e d 
a thin annulus which the y called a rut-line in clos e proximity to the 
main annulus . They conjectured that the rut-lin e might form as a 
r es ult of r e duced food i ntak e during the rut; in addition they not e d that 
l evels of food intake might be associated with endocrine and / or photo -
periodi c phenomena. 
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C raighead et al. (1 970 ) pr ese nt evid e n ce on grizz ly bear, 
suggesting that annulus formation is not s tron g ly co rrelat e d with nutri-
tional l e vels. Annulus formation in this anima l typically begins in late 
fall prior to d enning activiti es . During this time, based on the quantity 
of body fat present , they are in a very high nutritional state. In fact, 
the light- staining cementum layer begins to fo r m during the period of 
lowest nutrition (May and Jun e ) which is contrary to what would be 
expected if low nutritional lev e ls stimula t e annulus formation. The y 
suggest that annulus formation i s likely associated with e ndoc rin e pro-
cesses . To my knowledge, no on e has addressed this problem and, 
therefore, the mechanism of annulus formation remains largely unknown. 
Age Assignment 
Cementum-annulation count s provide accurate age data n eces-
sary for many population analyses. However, becaus e of the time in-
volved in tooth sectioning and s taining, pups should be separated from 
old e r animals prior to this operation. I have previously de sc ribe d the 
rationale behind, and r es ults of, my procedure which was based on the 
ratio of pulp-cavity cross-sectional length to tooth cross-sectional 
length. 
Most predator population studies obtain the majority of their 
carcasses from hunters and trappers during the winter months (Gi e r 
1968, Clark 1972, and Mathwig 1973). This period of c arca ss 
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coll ec tion coincides with annulus formation in canids (Linhart and 
Knowlton 1967, a nd All e n 19 74) . In coyotes , annuli appare ntl y form 
during the winte r an d some may even se pa rate fron' the periodon tal 
membran e at thi s time. 
A lthough my data do no t conclu s ive l y prove o r di sprove the 
existence of "x" c oyotes in thi s population , they do raise the qu es t ion 
as to whether or not 1 yea r s h ould be r outinely added to the winter 
annulus count in the traditional method of assigning ag e . Until a larg e 
sam ple of known-aged coyotes or a lat e s pr i ng- early summer sampl e 
is obtained, this ques tion r emains unan swe r e d. In addition , if the 
cau sative factors of annulu s formation were known, they might h e lp 
explain why annuli separat e from the periodontal mem brane ea rli er in 
som e animals than in othe r s. Fo r exampl e , if r e productive s tatu s , 
and hence en do c rin e status, affected annulu s fo rm ation , then whether 
or n ot an d when an animal becam e r e produc tively active might affect 
the timing of annulus formation. 
Although I determined age distributions u sing both sc h emes 
(Table 11). in 2 of the 3 years they we r e not s ignifican tly d i fferent whe n 
t es t e d by Chi-square . Nevertheless , thi s di stinction should b e made . 
One other point not pre viou s ly discussed i s the r eason for using 
l o n gi tudinal tooth sections . Occasionally , when tracing an individual 
annulus up the side of a tooth section, a s plit will occu r a nd for a s hort 
distance it will appear as if the re are two annuli. If cross sections 
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were taken at a point where an annulus had split , two annuli would be 
observed and the assigned age would be l year too old. Longitudinal 
sec tion s a llow the enti r e length of an a nnulu s to b e observed up both 
sides of the tooth. 
Tempora l Variation of Age Ratios 
Few, if any, colle c tion methods sample a population compl etely 
at r andom. Thus, potential biases in the sam ple age ratios should be 
evaluat e d . Because both fall-to-fall population mortality rates and 
birth-to-fall pup mortality rates a r e depend e nt on age-ratio es timat es , 
age r a t ios should be es timated at t he appropriat e t imes. 
In tw o instan ces I was unable to obtain samples a t the neede d 
tim e. I u sed the Decembe r sample age ratios to r e present fall age 
ratios which a r e n e eded in the birth-to-fall pup mo rtality-rate calcula-
tions. Although these are my best estimates of fall age rati os , the pup 
percentages may be lower in D ecember than i n early fa ll since pup mo r-
tality is g r eate r than adult mortality during the i n te r vening t ime . 
Specifi ca lly, 28 percent of the tagged and/or transmittered coyotes 
were k ille d between September and the e nd of N o vember (Tabl e 23 ). 
This mortality was probably b iased toward the inexperienc e d pups as 
previously di sc u ssed . But, I hav e also s ugg es ted that ag e ratios may 
not b e c hanged very muc h b y Decem b e r. Neve rtheless use of the 
Decembe r age ra tios in these ca l c ulations probably ove r estimat es 
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spring-to -fall pup mortality r ates and und erestimates annual mortality 
rates. 
In the second case, Decembe r sampl e age ratios were us ed to 
approximat e the May ag e rati os at the tim e of d e nn in g. These w e r e 
u sed to co n ve rt the May pup population es timates to estimates of total 
population size (Tabl e 19). The f ac t that ove r- s umm e r pup morta lity 
and differentia l fall pup mortality occ ur s , impli es tha t the u se of De c -
ember age ratios in these calculations overestimat es t he actual May 
population size. I have attempted to co rr ec t fo r thi s p r oblem by 
using the ca l cul a ted May-to-fa ll p u p mortali ty r ate to estimat e the age 
ratio of the previous May. 
Population D en s ity 
The population trend s indicated by the diff e r e nt den si ty indices , 
we re quite simila r c onside rin g t he small sampl e sizes involved. Each 
of the indices is pot e ntially susceptible to different biases. For 
example, if the proportion of r eproducing females or the tim ing of 
r e produc tion va ried materia lly between years of diff e rent coyot e d en-
siti es , the denning index w ould not acc urat e ly reflect differ e n ces in 
densiti es . Since the trapping indices were probably biased toward 
pup s , different ca t ches between years might r e fle c t the changes i n 
percentage of pups more t han cha nges in density. However, total 
population densities are significantly affec ted by, and r e lat ed to, pup 
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d<·nsitic·s w Th<' n "!s uJts of the· seal 111 dc·x a r(• ::>Ub.J<:cl to bias<'s intro-
dun•d by Huc h (actors as differcn t i<.Ll d egrees of VC' hiclc travel on th e 
index rout es during the index period, different amounts of precipitation, 
or different levels of livestock grazing intensity between years. 
In fact, any single relat ive index method is probably subject to 
bia ses of some kind. For this reason, it is desirable to es tabli sh as 
many independent indices as practical and then com bine them into a 
composite (mean} index. The composite index should give a better 
estimate of population tr e nd s t han a single index since its values shoul d 
not be as s ubje ct to sam pl ing error or individual biases as are the 
single indices. 
The critical factor in my absolute d ensity estimate s was the size 
of the sample of spring-tagged pups. The small number s of spring-
tagg e d pups in the last 2 y ea rs and low r ecapture rates in all 3 years 
account for the extremely wide confi.ience intervals around the density 
estimates. In order to us e thi s capture-r eca ptur e method and have 
narrow confidence intervals around the resultant es timates , it is im -
perative to mark larger samples in spring than I did during my study. 
Mortality Rates 
The two sets of mortality-ra te es timates in this study were 
based on census and age ratio data in one case , and on a com parison of 
age ratios between seasons in the other. Since these mortality-rate 
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es timate s are important in interpr e ting the observed changes in coyote 
densities, the potential bia ses in the data utiliz e d must be adequately 
eva luat e d. The pote ntial biasps ope rating on the relative indices have 
previous l y been discussed. Age-ratio biases should not affect the 
annual population mortality rate estimates since the December age 
ratios a r e used each year in these es timates. Hence, the annual, 
population mortality rates should not be greatly affected by age- ratio 
biases. On the other hand, as pr evious ly described, the use of the 
December sample age r atios as being r epresentative of fall age ratios 
probably overestimates birth-to-fa ll pup mortality rates. 
~ote Densities 
Post-whelping d ensity es timates on the study area in May 
ranged f rom 0. 2 to l. 5 coyotes per square mile (0. 1 to 0. 6 coyotes 
per krn
2 ) for the captur e -r ecapture procedure , and from 0. 4 to l. 2 
coyotes per sq uare mile (0. 2 to 0. 5 coyotes per krn 2 ) for the capture-
recapture estimates corrected with the index ratio estimator. I am 
assuming these density estimates apply to the shaded area in Figure 
as well. These should be conside r e d maximum density estimates 
because even the adjusted Dec em ber age ratio probably underestimates 
the per centage of pups in the May population to some extent. 
A number of other studies report estimated coyote densitie s 
(Tabl e 25). I have listed these den si ties under two categories , pre- and 
Tabl e 25. -- C oyote Densities in C url ew Valley and Othe r Ar eas 
Stud;t: 
P res c n l stu dy 
C la r k I I 9721 
Gier(l9681 
Knowlton (I '}72 ) 
Mathw1g ( I Q7) ) 
Chessne-ss (Perso nal 
C omn1un ication) 
Nt> lli s (1 975 ) 
~Whelping dt•n sl tiE" ,.; 
Covot('S I km 2 
L o La lion 
Curle\'- Valley 
C urlew Va ll ey 
1<\ansu.:-:. 
Texa s 
Iowa 
t-.l inn esota 
Albrrta 
3
M ay d en:;i t if's 
: lrnnu .. diat.•• po:-.1-whC'Iping dcn::itie::: 
Fall d (·ll S illl' S 6
wint (' r dC'n sitics 
t-.le t hod 
Capture- Recapture 
Rat io C'Stim:lti.on 
Capture- Re ca p t u re 
Bounty ca lc ulations 
Bounty ca l c ulations 
Aeri a l census 
Pre - whelpin~ densities, 
C oyotes /m i 
Minan1um l\.laximum 
0 . 11(0 . 041' o . 8 1 (0 . 3 I 
o. 2
1 
10 . 081 0 . 6 1 (0. 2) 
0 . 1
1 (0 . 041 0 . 3 1 (0 . 1 I 
o. 2 ° (0 . 08) 1.1 ° (0 . 4) 
P_ost - whelp1ng densities, coyotes/mi
2 
Mea:1 M inim Wl\ M axi mt:m tl.leCln 
0. 4 1 (0 . 21 o. 2\o . 081 I . 53 (0 . 6) 0 . ; 3 (0 . l \ 
I 
o . 3 10. t 1 0 . 4 3 (0 . 2) I. 23 (0 . 51 0 . 73 (0 . 3) 
0. 2 1(0, OB I 0 . ·1 3 (0 . 21 o . 8 3 (0 . 3 I 0 . 63 (0 . 21 
0 . 7 1 (0 . 31 
--
2. 04 i0 . 8) 
5-65 (1 . 9 - 0. 5 - 1 . 0 5{0 .2-
2. 3 I o . 4 I 
6 
1. 7
4 (0. b) 0. 7 (0 . 3) 
-- --
0. 5 (0 . 2) 1 . 0 (0. 4) 
"' N 
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post whelpin g . Compa rison s between studies a r e crude since most 
s tudies estimated den si ti es at s li ght l y different tirnes of the year. 
The r e fore, the effects of mortality between the times of estima tion for 
each study r es ult s in values that are not dir ect l y comparabl e. How e ver, 
s ince the es timates thems e l ves a r c c rude and do not r eflec t exac t 
d e ns iti es , rough compa ri sons bc twc·cn st ud ies can perhaps be mad e . 
estimated the pr e -whelping densities for C lar k ' s study and my 
study by ext e nding the capture- r ecapture data. In each year, the number 
of yearlings (1 3 months old) and adults in the May population was ob-
tain e d by multiplying the total May population es timat e of each method 
by the percentage of yearlings a nd a dults in the es tim a ted May age 
ratio. Since these estimates are s ubj ec t to the same bia ses as the May 
population e stimates, they should b e cons ide r e d as maximum pre-whelp-
ing estimates . 
Mean pre- whelping d e n sities in C url ew V a lley were lower dur i n g 
2 
C lark' s study (0 . 08 coyotes per km ) than during my study (0. 2 coyotes 
per krn 
2 ). C wnulatively, th e mean pre-whelping C url ew Valley den -
sities were lower than those report e d for Kansas coyotes (0. 3 coyotes 
per km
2 ) by Gier (1 968 ) and for Iowa coyotes (0 . 3 coyotes per km 2 ) by 
Mathwig (1 973 ) (Table 2 5 ). Gi e r 1s (1 968 ) estimates reflec t br eeding 
densities and Mathwig's estimates r e flect late - winter densities which 
are preswnably quite similar to breeding d e n s itie s. Similarly, n1ean 
pre-whelping c oyote densiti es (winte r de nsiti es ranged from 0. 08 to 
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0.4 coyo t es pe r km
2) on Nellis' (1 975 ) Alberta stud y a r ea , if given, 
wo uld probably have al so b een g r eate r t han those i n C url ew Vall ey . 
As in the previous c ompari son, m ean post -whelping (May) 
den s ities may have been great e r during the yea r s of my study (0. 3 
coyotes per km 2 ) than during Clark's st udy (0 . 2 coyo tes p e r km 2 ) 
(Tabl e 25). Post-whelping (May) d e nsities we r e l owe r in Curlew 
Valley than those reported in all other studies except those occ urrin g 
in Chesness ' Minnesota study area (Personal Communication). H e 
do es not report a mean post-wh e lpi ng density; however , based on his 
rang e of densities (from 0. 2 to 0. 4 c oyote s per km 2) his po s t-whe lping 
den sities appar ent ly were quit e comparabl e to thos e of Curlew Valle y. 
The po st-whelping densit i es report e d by Gier (1 968 ) of 0. 8 coyotes per 
km
2 
and by Mathwig (1973) of 0. 6 co yotes per km 2 r e flect the den si ti es 
immediate l y following whe lpin g , wh e r ea s the Curlew Valley values 
estimate May d e nsities . Even if som e allowance s were made for po st -
whelping mortality, their estimated densities would probably sti ll be 
g reat e r than C urlew Valley d ensit i es . 
Knowlton (1972) report ed considerabl e variation in c oyote densi-
ties in Texas. Although some areas in southern T exas averaged l. 9 
2 
to 2. 3 coyotes per km , typical densit i es ranged from 0. 2 to 0. 4, 
which are more similar to those found in Curlew Valley. However, 
these Texas data reflect fall densities, hence post-whelping densitie s 
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wou ld b<' som e what greater a n d , th c·refore, would probably a ls o ' urpass 
tho"· found in Curl ew Valley. 
C url ew Va ll ey densities wet·c lower than tho se occurr i ng i n 
K ansas , Iowa , a nd Texa s ( Table 2 5 ). They may more closely approxi-
mate those occurring in mo r e northe rly areas (Minnesota and Alberta ). 
If th e pup percentage in May i s greater than in my adjusted December 
age ratios, then even lower densiti es are implied, Rega rdl ess of 
whether or not this is true, during the co urs e of th e Curlew Valley 
studies coyote densities were probably lower than thos e reported fo r 
most other coyote populations, 
Onset of Reproductive Activity Betw een Years 
Analyses of ovar ian and follicular changes throughout the winter, 
a nd compari sons between year s , g ave some in s ight into the timing of 
reproductive on se t between yea rs. Based on these data, I conclude d 
that r eproductiv e activity began earlier in all age classes ill 1 973-74 than 
in 1 972 -7 3 . 
Th e r e are several possible explanations for thes e obs e rve d 
differ ences . Coyote densitie s were considerably lowe r during the 
w inte r of 1973- 74, the year in whi ch reproduc tive activi t y began ear li e r, 
than during winte r 1972-73. Therefore , these differences may be due 
to density-dependent pressure s operating on the r ep roductive perfor-
man ce of the population . In years of high coyote densiti es , competi tion 
f or food, mate s, and denning sites may inhibit reproductive effo rt s by 
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many of the pups and subordinate animals. During periods of low 
den sit ies, there is p r esumably l ess interaction between coyo tes and 
c onditions may exist which favor r e production by pups and s ubordinate 
animals. 
Another possibility concerns the relative severity of winter 
weather. The winter of 1973-74 was considerably milder than the 
winter of 1972 -73 as revealed by meteorological data (Arlo Richardson, 
Personal Communication) . Total snow accumulation in both winters 
was similar with accumulations of 59. 7 and 56. 9 inches (151. 6 and 
144.5 e m) in winte r 1972-73 and 1973-74 r espectively; however, 35 . 2 
inches (89. 4 em ) fell in December 1972 as c ompared to 19. 6 inches 
(49. 8 em ) in D ecembe r 1973. Hence, pre-breeding winter weather 
was more severe in 1 972 than in 1 973. In addition, mean temperatures 
for the winter 1 972-73 were considerably lower than those of winter 
1 973-74 . In the first year temperatures averaged 4.1 G , 4. 2C, and 
O.lC below normal for the months of December, January, and February, 
or averaged about 2. 8C below normal during this period . During 1973-
74, the mean Dec ember temperature was l. 8C above normal and Janu-
ary and February temperatures averaged 0. 7C and 1. l C below normal. 
The mean temperature for this combined 3-month period did not 
d eviat e from normal in l 973-74. 
Gier (1968) suggested that reproduction i s adversely effected by 
severe winter weather. The effec t s of a severe winter in Kansas are 
even more drastic when coupl ed with low food availability. Although 
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food availability may well be an important factor in reproductive per-
formanc e, fluctuations in the coyolcs 1 major prey i tem did not seen, to 
affect the onset of r ep roductive activity during the 2 years of my study 
since reproductive activity began ea rlier in 1973-74, during which time 
the jackrabbit density was lower than it had been in 1972 -73. 
I doubt that any single factor was r esponsi bl e for these differ-
ences . Rather , a combination of factors probably influences the onset 
of reproductive activity in any l year. 
Reproductive Rates 
Ovulation Frequency 
Age-specific ovulation frequencies fo r each year of my study are 
based on very small s ampl es (Table 7). Howev e r, the samples of the 
"overall" data in each year are perhaps larg e enough to make meaning-
ful comparisons and were statistically different only between 1972 and 
1974. Nevertheless, ovulation frequencies may have increased e ach 
year. 
Age-specific ovulation frequencies appeared to increase with 
age (Tabl e 7); however, only the pup-year lin g and pup-adult comparisons 
were statistically d ifferent. Approximately 63, 83, and 9 1 percent of 
the pups, yearlings, and adult s in these samples ovulated during this 
period. Overall, 79 to 8 1 percent (depending on method) of the sampled 
coyotes ovulated. 
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This ovu lation f r equency is very similar to th e rate of 84 per-
cent r e ported by Clark ( 197 2) fo r Cu rl ew Valley coyotes . The mean 
ovu lat ion fr e quencie s reported for C url ew Vall ey coyotes ar e consis-
tently higher than those r eported in other studi e s (Tabl e 26 ). Knowlton 
(1 97 2) reported ovulation fr e quen c i es ranging from 48 to 8 1 percent 
with a m e an of 62 percent fo r T exas coyo tes . In anoth e r s tudy, Linhart 
e t al. ( 1968 ) reporte d 58 p e r c<· nt fur New Mexico , 58 r•er cent for Idaho, 
42 percent for A rizona, and a mean for these thr e e states of 56 percent. 
Table 26 . -- Com parison of Ovulati on Fr equen c ies for Coyote Popula-
tion s in Various Areas 
o/o Ovulating and (Sampl e Size) 
Study Area Minimum Maximum Mean 
Present study Curlew Valley 
l 
70 (50) 9 2 1 (2 5 ) 1 79 (128 ) 
Cla rk (1 972 ) C url ew Valley 84 (1 9 ) 
Knowlton (1972) Texas 48 (2 9) 81 (21) 62(123) 
Linhart, et al. 
(1968) 2 New Mexico 50 ( 58 ) 70 (43) 58(171) 
Idaho 58 (19) 
Arizona 42 ( 28) 
1 
2see Table 7 Based on calculations from only their untreated areas 
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Pregnancy Rates 
Since the pregnan cy -rate es timates (Tabl e 8 ) were derived from 
the same carc ass c oll ections as were the ovulation-fre qu en cy es timates, 
com parison of pregnancy rates between y e ars is also ques tionabl e. 
Sample sizes each year for the combin e d f em ale c at ego ry were com -
parabl e . The ove rall pregnan c y r ate (57 or 70 p e r cent depending on 
method) in spring 1 9 72 was appar en tly lower than in e ither spring 1973 
(8 2 or 88 percent depending on method ) o r spri ng 1974 (88 percent). 
In addition, the 2-3 year total s suggest a marked increase in pr egnancy 
rates as coyotes incr e ase in age (Tabl e 8 ). 
Comparison of m ean C url ew Vall e y pregnancy rat es with those 
reported in other s tudi es (Tabl e 27) reveal s trends simil ar to thos e of 
the ovulation-fr e quen c y c omparisons . C arl Nelli s (Pe r sonal Communi-
c ation) r eporte d that 72 percent of the females in hi s Alberta s tudy 
area b ecame p regnant, a rat e qui t e c omparable to that for Curl ew 
Valley. In an average year, 48 to 5 0 percent of Kansas coyot es might 
becom e pregnant (Gier 1 968) but considerabl e variation b e tw een yea r s 
was noted (Tabl e 27). Linhart e t al. (196 8 ) r eporte d pregnancy rates 
for New Mexico coyotes ranging from 36 to 62 percent with a mean 
rate of 46 percent. Similarly, they reported pregnancy rate s of 58 
and 18 percent for Idaho and Ar i zona , r es pectively. Preg nan cy rates 
of T exas coyotes ranged from 48 t o 57 perc e nt between areas with a 
1 5 0 
mean of 54 percent during the years of Knowlton's (1972) study . 
Collectively, these data suggest that in an average year in most Nor th 
American areas, perhaps 50 per cen t of the entire female population 
becomes pregnant. C urle w Valley a nd Alberta coyote s appear to b e 
exception s . 
Table 27.- -Comparison of Pregnancy Rates for Coyote Populations in 
Variou s Areas 
o/o Pregnant and (Sample Size) 
Study Area Minimum Maximum Mean 
Present study Curlew Valley 57 1(14) 88 1(17) 771 (48 ) 
Gier (1968) Kansas 3 6 ( - ) 75 ( -) 48-50 ( -) 
Linhart et a!. 
( 1968 ) New Mexico 36 (28) 62 (21) 46 ( 1 71) 
" 
Idaho 58 (19) 
Arizona 18 (28) 
Knowlton (1 972 ) Texas 48 (29 ) 67 (21) 54 ( 123) 
Nellis (Personal 
Commun ication)A lberta 72 ( -) 
1 
See Table 8 
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Litter Sizes 
The combined C u rlew Valley intra-ut erin e litter sizes varied 
from 5 . 8 in 1973 to 6. 7 in 1 972 and had a mean value of 6. 2 for this 
3 -year period (Table 9). Simil arly, litt e r sizes weighted by the 
March - April age distribution varied from 5. 7 in 1973 to 7. 3 in 1972 
with a mean of 6. 2 for this 3-year period. The litter-size estimates 
reported in other studies are quite c omparabl e to thos e observed in 
Curlew Valley (Tabl e 28). Hamlett (193 8 ) recorded mean litte r sizes, 
based on embryo counts, of 6. 6 for Utah and a mean figure of 6. 2 bas e d 
on l, 330 gravid females obtained from 13 western states. Both Gier 
(1 968 ) and Knowlton (1 972 ) reported greater variation in litt er sizes 
than occurr ed in C urlew Valley; however, their sam ples were obtained 
from larg e areas encom passing many diff e rent environm e nt s a nd pr e -
sumably different coyote densities. Both Gier 1s mean value of 5 . 6 and 
Knowlton ' s mean value of 5. 4 were lower than that recorded in Curlew 
Valley. 
Factors Influencing Coyote Reproductive Rates 
A complex array of factors undoubtedly acts on reprodu c tive 
rat es which, in turn, influence the demography of coyote populations. 
Layne and McKeon (1956) suggest that the percentage of females be-
coming pregnant, the number of ova produced, the rates of fertilization 
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Table 28. --Coyot e Litter-Size Compa ri sons in Variou s Areas 
Litter Si ze a nd (Sam pl e Size) 
Study Area Minimum Maximum Mean 
Present study Curlew Valley 5. 8 1(19) 
Gier (1968) Kan sas 
Knowlton (1972) Texas 
Nellis (Fersonal 
Communication) Alberta 
Ham l ett(l938) Utah 
1 
13 West e rn 
States 
4 . R ( -) 
4. 3 (63) 
2 See Table 9 
Calculated from Knowlton' s ( 197 2) Table 4 
42) 
6 . 4 ( -) 5 . 6 -) 
6. 9 ( 21) 5.4 2 (201) 
5 .8 -) 
6. 6 (13 8 ) 
6. 2 ( 1330 ) 
a nd implantation, and the survival rat e of em bryo s to parturition are 
four of the most im porta nt r eproductive factors influenc ing total r epro -
ductive output or productivity of mammalian populations. Similarly, 
Knowlton (1972) suggests that the percentage of fema l es capable o f 
breeding, ovulation rates, implantation rates, and prenatal survival 
rates of embryos are all important in the coyote r eproductive process. 
The last three points cove r ed by both authors interact to determine 
f, I 
lit.~ size, hence these four parameters can be r edu ce d to t w o major 
o n es: pregnancy rates of females and litter s i z;e . 
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Knowlton (1972) s ugg es t s tha t although productivity can b e 
inc reased by increasing litter s i zes , pe rhaps the param e t e r having the 
greatest impact on productivity i s the perc e ntage of femal es becoming 
pregnant, particularly the pregnanc y rate of pups (1 0 months old). 
Gier's (1 968 ) observed variation in pup pr egnancy rates supports 
Knowlton's claims . Gier suggests that anywhere from 0 to 65 per cent 
of the pups may be capable of reproducing, depending on th e condition s 
pres ent in any 1 year, particularly severity of w inter weath e r and 
food availability. The pup pregnanc y rates estimated during my 
study also suggest considerabl e variation in the p e rcentag e of pup s 
reproducing (Table 8) . 
Fluctuations in the availability of the food supply undoubtedly 
exert some effect on each of the four principal factors mentioned above. 
To my knowledge, Gier (1 968 ) is the only author who has accumulated 
coyote r eproductive data covering a sufficient length of time to hav e 
some insight into the effect food avai lability can have on coyote repro-
ductive performance. However, the effects of food availability were not 
separated from those of weather. He s tate s that i n a good r ep roducti ve 
year (mild winter and high food availability), 65 percent of the pups and 
83 percent of the older coyotes, or 75 percent of the entire female popu-
latio n wo uld produce an averag e litter of 6. 4 pups. In a poor year 
(seve r e winter and low food availability) none of the pups and only 60 
percent of the older coyotes or 36 pe r cent of all females might produce 
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an av e rage lill <' r of 4. 5 pupH. H<"duccd Iill er Hiz c o presumably arc 
a chieved through reductions in each of the three previously mentioned 
prenatal stages: numbers of ova shed, implantation rates, and embryo 
survival. Thus, food availability and weather have a considerable 
effect on Kansa s coyote population s. 
Cla r k (1 972 ) reported a positive relationship between coyote 
litter size and jackrabbit dens i ti es in Curlew Valley. Litter sizes 
reportedly varied from about 6. 5 at lower jackrabbit densitie s to nearly 
7. 5 at higher jackrabbit den sities. A lthough my data suggest some 
annual variation in litter sizes, they were not significantly different 
between years . 
Altho ugh the role of nutrition has not been adequately tested 
under natural condition s, Gier' s (1 968 ) and Clark's (1972) data reveal 
some general patterns. Numerous ex perim ents have been conducted 
on the effects of nutrition on r e production in domestic l ivestock and 
white-tailed deer. Experim ents on dairy and beef c attle and sheep 
s uggest that lower levels of nutrition during periods of growth pr eced-
ing puberty significa ntly lengthen the time before the test animals 
experienced their fir st estrus. Low levels of nutrition d e layed puberty 
a n ave rag e of over 7 months in four breeds of dairy and beef cattle 
(Joubert 1954). In another study, estrus was experienced by 26. 4 per-
cent of the ewe lamb s that were fed additional amounts of food while on 
winter rang e , whe r e a s only 13.6 pe r cent of the control group entered 
<'~ lru s (1 \ urfening e t al. 197 1) . S i1 n il ar ly, of 13 whi lc - l a iiPd dPC'r 
y ea rling s maintained on low nutritional l evels for a 6- we e k period prior 
to es tru s , only 6 bred whereas a ll 8 of the yearlings s ubjec ted to main-
tenance nutritional levels bred (V e rme 19 69 ). The r es ult s of these 
s t udies reflect trends that are not too diff e r e nt f rom those r e port e d by 
Gier (1968 ) for Kansas coyote s during yea r s of differ e ntial food 
availability. 
Presumably, food availability plays an important rol e in d e ter-
mining whether or not a coyote attains sexual maturit y dur ing the first 
year of life. Thus, the percentage of pups c apable of reproducing 
would in fac t have a major impac t on the total reprodu c tive output in 
any sin gle .year . 
The effects o f w inter weathe r on coyotes in Kansas has alr eady 
been men tioned. In a ddition , I have previou s ly described the possibl e 
impac t of wi nt er weat he r on the onset of coyote reproduc tive activity. 
Cla r k ( 197 1 ) a l so evalu ated th e effects of weather on coyote reproduc-
tion . By plotting mean unborn litter sizes against tota l D ecemb er-to-
Feb r u ary s n owfa ll, h e r e v eal ed a n inverse relationship between litte r 
size an d snowfall. Li tt e r sizes var i ed from about 7. 7 in years of light 
s n owfall (20 - 25 in ches , 5 1- 64 e m) to abo u t 6. 0 in years of heavy snow-
fa ll (70-80 inches , 178- 2 03 em). No r elationship could b e found be-
tween mean unbo r n coyote litter size and mean Decembe r-to-F eb rua ry 
tempe r atures . C l ark (1 97 1 ) suggested that both jackr abbit densities 
a nd wi n te r weathe r in te r ac t ed to affect c oyote lit t e r sizes. 
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The thi rd majo r envir o nm e ntal fa c tor pr es umably having a 
major in f lue n ce o n coyote r epr oduc tive p e rformanc e i s c oyote d e n s ity . 
The r e latively low coyote den si t ies in Curlew Valley (Table 25 ) may be 
cau sally rel a t e d to both the high ovul ation frequencies (Table 26 ) and 
pregna n c y rates (Ta ble 27) in th e C url ew Va lley coyote po pula tion. 
Similarly , litter sizes of Curl ew Valley coyotes may have been some -
what l arge r than those r epo r ted in other recent studies (Table 28 ). 
Coll ec t ive l y , these data suggest that d e n sity-depend ent p r ocesses may 
ope r ate in coyote populations. Both the percentage of females capable 
o f repr oduci ng and litter sizes appear t o be inve rs ely related to coyot e 
den sities . 
Several other can id studies have r eported d ens ity-depe ndent 
r es pon ses of reproductive r a t es . Knowlton (1 972) ut ilized records kept 
by coyote control personnel in Texas to r elate coyote litter sizes to 
population density. Wi th one exception, coyote litt e r sizes we r e i n -
ve rsely r e lated to d e nsity in seven areas of South T exas incl uded in 
his analysis. Av e r age litter sizes varied from 4. 3 in areas of high 
coyot e d ensi ties to 6. 9 in area s of low coyot e densities. Although 
Kno w lton did not dire c tly relat e pregnancy rates to coyot e densities, 
he did s u ggest that litter s i zes a nd pregnancy rates are probably simi-
larly affected by various environmental factors. 
In their study of the effects of stilbest rol on coyote re production, 
Linhart et al. (1968) sometimes found it diff icult to determine w h e ther 
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the obse r ved low r e pr oductive s u ccess was attributable to stil b etil rol 
or to coyote d e n s ity and other e nvironm ental influences . For example, 
increasi ng pr eg nan c y rates of 20 , 5 2 and 82 perce nt we r e do c umented 
in 3 s uccess ive y e ars in one ar ea of New M exico . This area was 
treate d with 7 and 9 stilbe s trol tallow bait s per square mile (2. 7 and 
3 . 5 pe r squar e kilometer) in 1 963 and 1964 resp ec ti ve ly. T h u s treat-
ments were similar in these 2 years. No s tilb es tr o l w a s distributed 
in 196 5 . In this situation, coyote d ensities declined each yea r with 
co rr es ponding increases in pr e gnancy rates. Irr e spective of the factors 
c ausing this decline in densiti es , th e comparison I wi sh to make is 
between d ec reasing densiti es and increasing pregnancy rates. 
L ayne and McKeon (19 56 ) analyzing red fox d ensi ty and r ep ro-
du c tive data in various areas of New York, con cluded that a s lig h t 
inver se relationship existed b etween r eproduc ti ve capacity a n d popula-
tion density . But they admitted t ha t population d ensities should be re-
lated to variou s environmental factors before t he true relationships can 
b e do c umented. 
Finally, density- dependent processes also seem operative in 
wo lf populations. Van Ball e nbe rghe et al. (1 975 ) suggested that human 
exploitation and subsequent redu ct i o n s in density stimulated wolf pro-
duc tivity through increases in both the p e r centage of fema l es bre e din g 
and litt e r size. As support for their co nclusion they cited and contra sted 
the m ean litter size of 6. 0 and produc tivity of 2. 67 pups pe r adult in 
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e xp loited, low-density Alaskan w o lf po pul.ation s (Rau s cl• I ')1,7 ) w ith 
similar values of 4. 9 and l. ll for the unexploited, hig h d e n s ity 
A l gonquin Park, Ontario wolf population (Pimlott et al. 1 969) . 
In summary , no single environmental factor appear s to influ e n c e 
coyote reproductive performance. Food availability , winte r weather, 
and coyote d ensities may each affec t reproduction to some extent . Pr e -
sumably, these three factors interact with each other and othe rs to 
det e rmine the total r eproduc ti ve output eac h year. The p e r centage of 
f emales becoming pregnant, pa rti c ular! y th e per centage of a nimal s 
reproducing in their first year, may be th e most important fa c tor in 
altering the r e productive performance of a popula t ion. 
Age Ratios 
I have assumed throughout this paper that there are fewer 
collecti ng biases associated with aerial gunning than with othe r collec-
tion procedures , primarily trapping and hunting. Presumably, it i s 
more difficult for an adult to avoid an aircraft , once spotted , than to 
avoid traps or hunters. However, aerial gunners occasionally see 
coyotes at a great distance from their aircraft seeking the cover of 
dense patches of vegetation or brushy draws. Thus, the experienced 
adults may still have an advantage over the inexperienced pups in 
avoiding sea r ching air craft. Therefore, sample age ratios a s deter-
mined from a er ial-gunn e d carcasses are probably still biased toward 
pups. The extent of this bias is not known . 
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I have previously describ e d the observed temporal variation in 
my sampl e age ratios (Table 12) and have discussed several possible 
explanations for this variation , If pups are ki ll ed at a great er rate, 
the percentage of pups in th e a c tual population should decrease steadily 
throughout the winter rath e r than increase as my sampl e age ratios 
indicate (Tabl e 12) . Thi s b ei n g th e case , it may be impossible to ob -
tain accurate estimates of winter age ratios. For the purposes of the 
following discussion I will u se the percentage of pups in the ove r all age 
distributions (Table ll) to compare with the age r atios r eported in 
other studies since most studies present only overall age rat ios a nd 
do not discuss t he effec t s of collecting biases or temporal variation on 
the samp l e age ratios . Knowlton (1 9 72 ) was aware of the problems 
involved with accumula t ing age-ratio d a t a over an extended period of 
time and attempted to avoid this problem by ext r acting samples from a 
given population in as short a t ime as possible. 
The Curl ew Vall ey age rat ios in both studies were estimat e d 
from c arcasses collec t ed primarily f rom aerial gunning operations. 
Age ratios repo r ted in other studies were estimated from sources other 
than aerial g unning , s uch as trapping, hunting , and coyote-g e tt e rs 
( Tabl e 29 ). Con ceivabl y , different biases exist for each of the collec-
ting techniques , making between-study compari son s crude at best. 
In addition, age-ratio compari sons are most meaningful when c orrelat e d 
with c oyote densities a n d ·den sity trends. 
Table 29. --Comparison of Coyote Winte r Age Ratios 
Source of 
Stud;t Location carcasses 
Present study Curlew Valley A erial gunning, 
hunting 
Clark ( 1971) Curlew Valley Aerial gunning 
Rogers (1965) 2 New Mexico 
--
Gier (1968) Kansas Hunting, control 
operations 
Knowlton (1 972 ) 2 Texas Coyote- getter kills 
Mathwig (1973) Iowa Hunting, trapping 
Chesness (Personal Hunting, control 
Communication ) Minnesota operations 
1 . 
2Approx1mate values 
Fall age ratios 
Percent Pu12s and (Sam12le Siz es) 
Minimum Maximum Mean 
42 (266) 56 (181) 48 (832) 
56 ( 38) 71 ( 75) 69 ( 196 ) 
-- - -
53 ( 13 7) 
3 0 ( -- ) 53 ( --) 1 50 ( --) 
44 ( --) 57 ( --) 1 50 ( --) 
55 ( 67) 72 ( 72) 64 (13 9 ) 
-- --
48 (212) 
0' 
0 
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The age-ratio data in my study were extracted from the popula-
tion following the last year of increase ( 49 percent pups) and first year 
of decrease (42 percent pups). In addition , the 1970-71 age ratio 
(56 percent pups) was obtained from the population following the third-
to-last year of increase. Hen ce , lhc mean percentag e of pups is based 
on 2 years of relatively high d e nsities (1 year of increase and 1 year of 
decrease) and 1 year of low dens i ties during a period of population 
in crease . 
Cla rk's (1 97 1) minimum percentage of pups (56 percent) was ob-
tained following the last year of population decline in Curlew Valley and 
the refor e from a low-density population. Populations increased during 
the n ext 2 years and the sample winte r age ratios were 68 and 71 per-
cent pups. The low coyo t e d ensi ti r.s in all 3 years plus the fa c t that 
the population increased in 2 of the 3 years may explain why Clark ' s 
( 1971) pup percentages were greater than mine. 
The only other study reporting pup percentages near those of 
Clark 's was conducted in Iowa (Mathwig 1 973) (Table 29). Mathwig 
attributes the high percentage of pups, in this high-density coyote popu -
lation (Table 25), to intensive expl oitation and suggests that the recent 
increase in numbers of bounty payments might reflect a gradual in-
crease in coyote densities which would also explain the high pup per-
centages . 
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Knowlton ' s (1 9 72} fall ratio s were o btain ed from areas of high 
c oyol<' densiti e s and from r e la tiv<'ly un<'x ploite d popul ation •. He nce , 
hi s value of 5 0 percent pup s probably reflects lowe r reproductive rates 
as com pared to Clark ' s (1971} dat a. 
Gier's (19 68 } es tima ted mean winter pup percentage (50 percent} 
was obtained from areas of relative ly h igh coyote density (Table 2 5 ). 
Perhaps the great variation in pup percentages he obs e rved b e tween 
years is due to the substantial variation in reproductive rat es . 
Rogers (1965} report ed a fall pup percentage in New Mexico of 
53 percent; this percentage may have b een somewhat lower by winter . 
Chesness (Personal Communication} r e ported an age ratio of 48 percent 
for Minnesota coyote populations. D ensities we r e apparently low during 
this st udy (Table 25} but no population tren d data were reported, 
In summary, fall and winter ag e ratios are usually close to 
50 : 50 (pups: yearlings and adults}. The two studies (Clark's and 
Mathwig's } reporting substantially highe r pup percentages s ampl ed 
populations that were increa s ing, Generally speaking, high pup p e r-
centag es might be found either in incre asing coyote populations or 
heavily exploited population s . In both s ituations, high r eproducti v e 
rates and /o r high pup su r vival rates probably result in a high pup-to-
adult ratio . High-density populations or decreasing populations migh t 
typically produce l ower pup-to-adult ratios. These statements should 
be treated as extreme generalitie s since more than two or three factors 
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undoubtedly influen ce age ratios, an d because of the potential coll ec ting 
biases involved. 
Mortality Rates 
Annual Fall-to-Fall P o pulation Mortality Rates 
My es timates of annual population mortality rates are d e pendent 
on accurate com posite-index and age -ratio e stimates. Previous sec-
tions have dealt with the ways in which these data were obtained and 
the potential biases involved. I have concluded that although December 
sample age ratios do not exactly reflect early fall age ratios they may 
approximate them. Therefore, these annual mortality- rate- estimates 
can sti ll be considered fall-to-fall es timates. 
Extreme variation in annual mortality rates was observed during 
the 2 years of this study (Tabl e 21 ). Coyote populations reached the ir 
highest densities in 1972 and by 1973 had declined to extremely low 
densities (Figure 20). Thus, the high estimated annual mortality rate 
during this period seems reasonabl e . By 1974, coyote densities had 
probably increased somewhat (Figur e 20), perhaps due to the reduced 
annual mortality rate. 
As stated earlier, it is in most cases statistically impossible 
to confirm changes in density during my study, nevertheless, by assum-
ing that my estimates reflect actual chang es in densities and by 
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comparing these density chan gf>~ with changPs in annual mortality rat0s, 
::;i ti<·::; ('JlH•rgc·::;. My estirnatC'rl annuaL n1orta l ity rah~s a r c ca l c ulated , 
in part, from changes in d ensity. Hence, some of the variation i n 
mortality rates is directly attributable to the variation in coyote den sity . 
But since the mortality rates are also based upon fall age ratios which 
are independently determined , the annual mortality rat es are partially 
independent of the indices. 
Some knowledge of population d e nsiti es and trends i s helpful 
in interpreting mortality rates. Th e former is stated in most studies 
but due to the difficulty of obtaining reliable d ensity es timates and the 
sho rt duration of most studies, population trends a re usually not dis-
cussed . For instance, had I obtained only one estimate of annual 
mortality rates, for example the 82 percent mortality rate for 1 97 2-73, 
and reported it without r e lating it to population trends, I would have 
impli ed that Curlew Valley coyotes typi ca lly ex perience extremely high 
annual mortality rates. This, however, is not the case. 
I will discuss the mortality rates reported in other studies but 
the problems of comparing them with each other and with the Curlew 
Valley estimates should be kept in m ind. Knowlton's (1972) age dis-
tribution and subsequent mortality-rat e estimations apply to relatively 
unexploited Texas coyote populations. He suggests that annual mor-
tality rates of yearlings and older coyo te s may exceed 40 per cent 
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e ve n in unexploit e d populati on s . I ass um e that th e ove r a ll mortality 
ral<· (indudi.ng pup s ) might exc <'<' d ') 0 p< · r c<'nl i n t h <"s<· po pulation s . 
Knowlton 1s may be the only mortality - rate data avail a ble for un exploited 
populations. 
Gier's (1968) mortality-rat e estimates were apparently obtained 
from age distributions as determin e d by analyses of tooth wear and re-
productive hi s tory. His age determination of young c oyotes was pro -
bably accurate but age determinat i on of old animals was probably less 
accurate . I have calc ulated approximate annual mortality rates from 
his Figur e 1 5 (p. 49 , 1968) in which he pr e sents population fluctuations 
in a typical year. Based on this f igu r e, 80 percent of the pups die in 
their first year of life , 52 percent of the yearlings and o lder coyote s 
di e each year, and the annual mortalit y rate for the e ntire population 
is approximately 71 p e rcent . 
Alberta coyote populations are als o heavily exploited (Nellis 
1975) . Nellis r eports a pup mo rtality rate of 72 per c ent, a yearling 
rat e of 58 perc e nt, and rate s t he r eafte r of 40 percent or a m e an annual 
mortality rate of about 63 percent. 
Mathwig (1973) does not present mortality rates but concludes 
that they must b e quit e high since 6 4 percent of the coyotes c ollected 
during his study we r e pups, and 93 percent were under 3 years of age. 
The r e is heavy hunting pre ss ur e in southwest Iowa, whe r e most of his 
carcasses were obtained, and he suggests that these age data impl y a 
high mortality rate . 
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In a r ecent coyote population model utilizing s ome of Gier ' s 
(1 968 ) and Kno w lton ' s (1 972 ) data as a basis for formulation; Connoll y 
and Longhur st (1 975 ) r evealed that coyote populations, through com-
pen satory reproductive r esponses , could w ithstand annual mortality 
rates of 70 perc e nt withou t s ubsequ e nt r e ductions in long-term mean 
population densiti es. In fa c t, even if 75 percent of the population was 
removed annually, i t would take approximately 50 years to exterminate 
that population. 
In an earli e r study, R i cha rds and Hine (1 953) suggested similar 
compens ato ry capabiliti es of r e d fo x populations in Wisconsin . B a sed 
on car c a ss analyses, they a ssumed that 2. 55 yo ung were produced per 
adult and that all fema l es br e d. With a potential productivity of 255 
percent, a hypothetical red fox population wo uld be capa ble o f absorbing 
an annual mortality ra te of 72 pe r cent without subsequent r e duction s in 
mean annual population d ensity. Although highly simplified and c onjec -
tural , these models suggest that coyote and red fox populations c an 
withstand v e ry high annual mortal ity rates; higher in fact, than most of 
those r e ported in actual field studi es . 
In c onclusion, annual coyo t e mortality rates, whether in exploited 
or un expl o it e d population s, t ypically excee d 50 percent and may vary 
consid erably between years. 
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Birth-to-Fall Pup Mortality Rates 
Accurate spr ing and fall age ratios are required for estimat in g 
pup mortality r a t es. The method of obta ining post-whelping age ratio s 
ha s p r e viously been d esc r ib e d as have the pr ob lems a nd bias es as:;o-
c iated wit h o htainin g es tim a tes of th e~e r e productiv e param e t e r s . 
Since I have concluded in an ea rl ier section that the December age 
r a tio s may approximate the fall ag e ratios, t he mortality rat es as cal -
culated here may be r e asonabl e estim a tes of birth-to-fall pup mortality 
rates. The cal c u lated pup mortality r ates (Table 24) follow the same 
tre nd as the annual population mortality rates (Tabl e 21 ). 
By varying th e December age ratios it i s possible to establ ish 
a r a ng <' o f mortality rates baHC·d on manipu lations o[ t h <' most question-
abl e paramete r in t hese ca l c ul a ti on,. Th e es timat e d post-wh e lping age 
r a tio in sprin g 1973 was 2 . 43: 1 or 7 1 percent pu ps (Table 24 ). If no 
birth-to- fa ll pup mortality occ urr e d, a s imilar age ratio would be ob-
served in the fall (for the purposes of thi s d iscussion I d efin e the fall 
age ratio to be that which o cc ur s in September). Thus, to attain a De c -
. 6 2.43-0.69 
ember age ratio of 0. 9:1 ( 41 perc e nt pups ), a 7 2 percent ( 2_ 43 ) 
September-to-December pup mortality r a t e is implied. This mortality 
rate i s inconsistent with the tag and tran smitter return data p r eviously 
discussed (Table 23). Therefore, some ove r- summer pup mortality 
probably occ urred. If 5 0 percent of the S eptember population is c om-
posed of pups , then a 59 percent ( 2 · 43 - l. 0 · bi r th -to - September 
2.43 
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pup mortality rate is implied. If(, () pe r cent of the SC' pt r> mb e r po pul a -
tic>n c· c•n :-; i s ts of )>Up s , th0.n a ~ B JH •r, · t·nl ~· 43 - I. S hir·th - to - Sept<·rn-
1 z. 4 J 
ber mortality rate is implied. Lik <: wi se , c al c ulation s u s ing th e s am e 
hypothetical age ratios and the 1974 data ( Table 24) r e veal similar 
changes in mortality rates . 
If there were no birth-to-September pup mortality a September-
to-December pup mortality rate of 41 percent would be implie d, again 
inconsistent wi th tag and transmitte r return data , S e ptember age 
ratios with 50 and 60 percent pups imply birth-to-Sept ember morta lity 
rates of 59 and 38 percent respe c tively. These hypothetical age-ratio 
manipulations suggest that even if re latively high pup percentage s oc cur 
in September, high birth-to-fall pup mortality rates are implied. 
Additional evidence suggesting that some spring-to-fall pup 
mortality oc c urs was obtained from a comparison of first-wint e r return 
rates of spri ng and fall-tagged pups. I have previously calculated a 
May-to-September pup mortality rate of 13 percent using these data. 
Since thi s only estimates the mortality rate of pups from the time they 
a re 5-6 weeks old, the birth-to-fall mortality rate would likely be 
greater than 13 percent. 
During May 1973, we trapped c oyotes in order to increase the 
number of transmittered animals available for summe r mortality 
studies. Of the 7 females caught, 5 were dry (not lactating). 
Nursing females may have been underrepre s ented as they may not be as 
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adivr. (vuln e rabl <e ) during lhi " lim <· a" dry females. These dry females 
might hav e included female s t hat never ovulat e d, females that ovula t e d 
but failed to implant, females that ovulated and impla nted but lo st thei r 
litters in utero, or females tha t ovulat e d, implanted, a nd gave birth 
but subsequently lost their litt e rs . Females in this last category can-
not be re c ognized in the Mar c h-April carcass analyses nor in the s ub-
sequent December placental-s c ar a nalyses. 
Indirect evidence implying high birth-to-fall mortality rates 
comes from a comparison of C url ew Valley pregnancy rates (Table 27) , 
litter sizes (Table 28) and fall age ra tios ( Table 29) with thos e of other 
studi es. The Curlew Valley coyote population experien ced substantially 
higher pregnancy rat es than r e port e d in most other studies as well as 
having had somewhat larger litter sizes. Therefor e , post-whelping age 
ratios should consist of higher pup percentages than those in other a reas. 
But, by fall and/or winter, th e p e1·centage of pups in the Curlew Va lley 
age ratio s were very similar to tho se r epo rt ed in other studi es. There-
fore , higher birth-to-fall pup mortality rates apparently occurred in 
Curlew Valley during my study than elsewhere. 
Gier (1968) suggests that in poor reproductive years, if c ondi-
tions remain unfavorable into the summer , a high percentage of the 
pups would die. In good reproduc tive years in which condit ion s remain 
favorabl e into summer, a high pup s urvival rate would be expected . 
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Thu" hr oh"e rved considerabl< · y<' a rly vari a tion in birth-to-fall pup 
mortality rates in the same populations. 
Knowlton (1972) s ugg ested that in Texas som e post - whe lping 
pup mortality occurs but that the mortality of very young pups i s low. 
His speculations involved a hypothetical un exploited population that had 
~tabilized with respect to the environment . 
Several other st udies report high ra tes of post -natal juvenile 
mortality. Nellis et al. (1972) report that during 3 consecutive years 
of low snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) densities, no juvenile lynx 
(Lynx canadensis) were re cruited into the fall populations. They 
indicated that during their study female lynx conceived regardless of 
snowshoe densities. J uv enile mortality, and not the failure to conceive, 
was the primary factor limitin g productivity of this lynx population 
during years of low snowshoe densities. They compared their conclu-
sions with those of Macpherson (1 969 ) whom they cited, who studied 
arctic fox (Alopex lagopus) populations in Canada. He too observed a 
year in which no pups were weaned and concluded that arctic fox pro-
ductivity was a function of post-nata l pup mortality as related to food 
abundance . 
Similarly, Rausch (19 67) accumulated data on exploited Alaskan 
wolf populations which indicated that a high proportion (89 percent, 
n = 89) of the females 2 years o ld and older ovulated , conceived, and 
probably gave birth. He concluded that variation in the percentage of 
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pups in th<· fall ag(~ rati o was a fun( tion of in-utt~ ro and p()st-natal pup 
lllOrlality. II<' '"timalcd birth - to- w inter pup mortality rate s of from 
zero to 60 percent, depending on areas. Van Ballenbe rghe e t al. (1 975) 
reported a pup mortality rate of 56 percent in the first 7 months of life 
for an exploited .wolf population in northeastern Minnesota. In addition , 
they calculated a maximum pup mortality rat e of 57 percent in the first 
7 months of life for the unexploited wolf population in Algonquin Park, 
Ontario, based on data presented by Pimlott et al. (1969). They con -
cluded that wolf pups surviving their first few weeks of life probably 
have a good chance of surviving up until about 6 months of age and that 
food availability may be a major factor influencing post-natal pup mor-
tality. 
Storm et al. (1 976) speculated on the causes of lower recovery 
rates for red fox pups of larg e litters than of small litters. They 
suggested that this was a result of higher over- summer pup mortality 
rather than reduced vulnerabilit y. Among other reasons , they suggest-
ted that increased energy demands placed on the adults by large litters 
and perhaps an in creasing intensity of competition among pups might 
account for the se lower survival rates. By analogy I suggest that 
even average size litters, during a period of low food availability or 
whenever any other factor adversely affects the ability of adults to 
supply the energy demands of the litter, could experience increased 
post - natal pup mortality . 
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Ande r s on (1957) r e po rt s d a t a o n pup mo rta l i ty i n a beag l e k en nel. 
exce llent, thus e liminatin g lh" e ff< ·<:l s o f poo r nutrition. No ' p ecial 
care wa s given to the female s o r litte rs in o rde r to obtain information 
on the natural incidence of pup mortality. His . study spann e d 4 y ears 
and was based on 234 litt e r s numbe ring 1, 15 7 pups . He r e port s a 29.4 
p e r c ent pup loss up to weaning (6 w eek s of age) . Of the pups d ying 
during this pe riod, 82 percent died during the fir s t w e ek of li f e . The 
major periods of mortality oc c urr e d during transitional chang es , 
s p ec ifi c ally at birth and to a l esse r ext e nt again a t w e aning . He c it es 
lwo othe r dog s tudies reporting loss e s of pup ' up to weaning a nd 8 w e e k ' 
of age of 32 percent (Clive M cCay, Personal C ommuni c ation ) and 34 
percent (Rowlands 195 0) r espe ctive ly. On the basis of the s e data he 
concludes that normal kennel operations should ex pect to lo s e about on e -
third of the pups during the first 6 to 8 we e k s of life . Similarly, Sc ott 
(1 967 ) s ugges t ed t hat a kennel operation with a 1 5 percent post -nata l 
pup loss was a goo d operation. He mentioned that some br e ed s normally 
have even higher rates of pup loss. 
Two a dditional point s should be mentioned. First , Anderson 
(1 95 7) do es not mention losses of entire litters which c ontrasts with my 
specul a ti on concerning pup losses. Secondly, h e presents data on pup 
mo rtality ra tes for differ ent a g ed female s . Th e mortality rat e of pups 
decreases in mag nitude between youn g femal e s and 3 year - old females 
and in c r eases s teadily in litters of female s 4 y ears of a ge and older. 
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The rate s of pup lo ss are higher for 4 year old and older fer.:<tles than 
in any of the prec e din g age classes. This could have implications for 
c oyote produ c ti v ity . For instance , a heavily exploited coyo t e popula-
tion, com po sed of younger coyotes , sho uld according to this scheme, 
s uff e r low e r birth-to-May pup mortality r ates than an un exploited or 
lightly exploited population, composed of a greater percentage of old e r 
coyot es. This, of co urs e , as sUines other conditions are similar be-
t ween populations and that coyot es behave similarly to dogs. 
Som e additional data relevant to this discussion was obtained 
from t wo s tudi es of reproduc ti on in white rat s . Richter and Barclare 
(1 938 ) gave 10 f emale rats f r ee access to unlimite d amounts of food 
and measured their caloric con s Uinption during a 1 month period prior 
to mating, during gestation, an d during lactation. The mean nUinber 
of ca lories r e quir e d per day in c rea sed from 45 . 3 before mating , to 
59 . 8 at the e nd of gestati on, to 11 8 . 3 at the end of l actation. Anothe r 
study (Babco ck et a l. 1 940) followed two g r oups of rats throughout the ir 
r ep r o ducti v e life. One group was allowed t o nurse their young while the 
other group was not. The femal es that were not allowed to n ur se thei r 
youn g weighed more and gav e birth to nearly one-half again as many 
litt e r s as did the females in th e other group. Both of these studies 
indicate that the ene rg y demands upon the femal e are much g r eater 
during lac tation than during gestation . Similar patterns may also ope rat e 
in coyote populations. 
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C oyotes probably have a ba selin e post-natal mortality rat e just 
as do d omestic d ogs. It seems r easonable to assume that a n y postnatal 
pup mortality in exces s of thi s "exp ected" mortality rate , excl uding that 
du e to. an outbreak of di sease, unu s ually severe weather, or other un-
u s ual c ondit ions may be due t o the f emale s ' inability to meet the in crea s-
ed e n e rgy demands of gestation and particularly l a ctati on. have 
previou s ly suggested, as have other s tudies, that the condition of the 
female during proestrus is extremely important in de te r mining whether 
or not the female breeds. I suggest that in years of l ow food availability 
and /o r high coyote d e n sities, with presumed a cc ompanying in c reases in 
stres s , that a greater perc e ntage of those females successfully breeding 
may be in poor e r condition than in y e ars of high foo d availability and /o r 
low o r inc reasing c oyote densi ti es. O f th e f emal es bre e ding, those in 
poor es t c ondition c ould be e xpected to e nco unt e r increa si ng ene r gy 
problem s as gestation proceed s r es ulting i n s ome in- u tero pup mortality . 
As the e nergy requirements increase durin g lactation, acc e l e rated pup 
losses and perhaps losses of entire litter s might occur. Hen ce , dur i ng 
these years, in c reased pre-and post-natal pup mortality cou ld be 
expected. 
In s ummary, there can be co nsiderabl e variation in pup mor-
tality rat e s during the first 4 to 5 mo nths of life. In years of high 
coyote densities and / or low food s upplies , o r i n years of population 
decline, a relatively high po s t- whelping pup mortality might occ ur. 
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During year s of population increase , the incr ease may in part be due to 
reduced birth-to-fall pup mortality. 
Analyses of Demographic Patterns 
Analyses of the data collected during this study allow speculation 
on the fa c tors producing th e d emogra phi c patterns observed in th e Cur-
l ew Valley coyot e population. Mu c h of the following discus s ion i s specu-
lative in nature a nd is based on r esults obtained f rom small sampl e 
sizes. If more data were availabl e, these preliminary inte rpr etat ion s 
could easily change. 
The reproductive samples u sed to es timate pr egnan c y rat es 
were small in each year, In spite of the se small samples, the a nnual 
pregnancy rates follow a tr e nd, Th e highest coyot e densities occ urr e d 
in 1972 (Figure 20), and breeding d ens ity was highest that spring (Figure 
15 ). Th e jackrabbit population was quit e high in spring l ')72 as revealed 
by an index value of 87 c ompared to the highest i nd ex va lue (1 30 ) re-
corded during the jackrabbit study (L. Charl es Stoddart, unpub. ). It 
declined in each s u ccessive year as evidenced by spring index values 
of 18 and 6 in 1973 and 1974, Thus , pregnancy rat es were lowest in 
a year of high coyo te d e nsities and fairly high jackrabbit densiti es . 
During years of lo wer coyote d en s itie s and lower jackrabbit den s iti es 
(1 973 and 1974 ) pregnancy rat es were conside rably higher . The preg-
nancy rate of pups, not surprisingly, appeared to vary mor e than tho se 
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of the· oliH·r a.g< · group::; . Although n1y ::;an1plc·s ar t' s r11 a ll, c.:o yol<.· 
dPn::;ity Jnay have been a grcal4·r ((H·cc in affecting pregnan c y ratc· s th a n 
jac krabbit density. 
Analysis of the mortality rates also gives some insight into the 
d emog raphic patterns of this population. In fact, a combination of 
annual population and birth-to-fall pup mortality rates accounts for 
much of the observed changes in population densities. It should be kept 
in mind that the annual mortality rates are in part determined by these 
changes in densities betwe e n years. 
Nevertheless, the extr eme reduc tion in d e nsiti e s b e twe e n 1972 
and 1973 was probably largely a r esult of high annual and post-natal 
pup mortality rates during thi s period. Based on the temporal distri-
bution of coyote mortality (fable 21) th annua l mortality occurred 
between fall 1972 and spring 1973. The reduced density in spring 1 973 
may have prompted a higher pregnancy rate; however , this initial 
incr ease in productivity may have been offset by the high birth-to-fall 
pup mortality rate of 72 percent (Table 24). 
Coyote densities may have been similar between spring 1973 
and spring 1974 (Figure 15, Table 15). Similarly, pregnancy rat es 
were quite similar between these 2 years (Table 8). Thus the total 
reproductive output may have been similar between the springs of 1973 
and 1974. If this was the case, then some factor other than reproduc-
tion is necessary to explain the assumed increase in density in 1974, 
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although the densities in the se 2 years were not statistically different. 
The annual mortality rate betw een 1973 and 1974 was half that of the 
previous period. Similarly, a higher precentage of pups produced in 
spring 1974 probably survived to fall 1 974. Therefore, the increased 
coyot e d e n si ty in 1974 was likely due to reduced mortality rat es . Thus , 
variation s in mortality rat es apparently had more of an impact on 
changes in population d ensities than did variations in reproductive rates 
during the period of my study . 
Some s p ec ulation on th e causes of thes e changes in mortality 
rates seems in order. As di scussed previously, most of the mortality 
of animals 5 months old and o lder has be e n man- i nduced during my 
study. Thu s variations i n the intensity of exploitati on a r e probably 
r espon s ible for the observed va riation in mortality rates. The high 
c oyot e den sit i es in 1972 may have been partly responsible for th e high 
a nnual mortality rate between 1972 and. 1 973 . Per haps during years 
of high d ensities , a greater percentage of coyotes are unable to establish 
territories e a s ily and, the r efore , spend more time exploring unfamiliar 
terrain . Bec ause of this, a greater percentage of coyot es are more 
vulnerable to man-induced mortality by lacking knowl edge of availabl e 
escape routes and cover . Thu s , a greater pe r centage of coyotes might 
be r emove d by man ' s activiti es . A g r eater rat e of exploitation may not 
necessa rily imply increased hunting pressure, but rather inc r eased 
hunting s ucc ess . 
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The d ec r eased annual mortality rate between 19 73 and 19 7 4 
might be a fun ction o f t he low e r coyote d e n s ities during this period. 
Coyot es may have b een mo r e s uc c ess ful in es tablishi ng ter r itorie s 
earli e r i n this wint e r and , therefor e , expo sed thems elves to new 
t e rrito ry only during hom e - r ange expansion activities as p r evious l y 
di sc us sed. Th ey would, therefore, be in fam i liar territory a greater 
per centage of the tim e and wo u ld be somewhat less vulnerable to man's 
ac ti vi ti es . 
W int e r seve r i t y may also have had some effe c ts on man-induced 
coy o t e mo rtality r a t e s. Winter tempe ra t u res i n 1 972 - 73 we r e more 
severe than in 1 9 73-74. A lt hough tota l snowfall differ e d litt le between 
yea rs , th e a mount r ece iv e d in D ec combe r 1972 (35. 2 in ches , 89 . 4 em ) 
was n ea rly t wice t hat of Decem ber 1973 (1 9. 6 inches , 49 . 8 em ). Hence , 
seve r e weat he r o ccurre d ear lie r i n 1972-73 than in 1973-74 (Arlo 
Richar d son, P e r s onal C omm un ication). The ene r gy demands of coyotes 
undo u btedl y inc r e a se w ith colder t emperatures . Therefore , coyotes 
may spend r e lative l y mor e time searching for food and consequ ently 
expos e them s elve s more to man ' s activi ti es d uring sever e w in te r s than 
during m ild winters. Thi s ma y parti a lly accoun t fo r the high mortality 
r a t e dur in g w inter 1 9 72-73 . Mild er winter wea t he r and r es ulta n t l owe r 
e n e r gy d emands may ha ve b een a force b ehind the substantially lower 
mo rta lity ra te obse r v e d dur in g the second winte r, 1973-74. In creasing 
the c omplexi ty of the s ituat ion is t he fact that j a ckrabbit ava ilab i lity 
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decreased betwe <e n winte r s. Thu s , even though energy demands may 
have been lower than in the first winter, c oyotes may have had to 
search as long or longer to meet these demands in the second winter. 
Coyote density and energy demands may thus be two of the major 
factors that interact with each other as well as with other factors to 
influence the magnitude of coyote mortality rates in any single year . 
Almost nothing is known about the factors responsible for early 
pup mortality. Nevertheless, these mortality rates followed patterns 
similar to those of the annual population mortality rates . Therefore, 
pup mortality rates may be relat ed to coyote densities in some manner. 
Gier (1968) mentioned low food availability, parasites and dis-
ease, and rainy weather as b eing some of the factors responsible for 
high rates of post-natal pup mortality. I have no data on the parasites 
and diseases that may affect coyote pups in Curlew Valley. Late 
s pring and summer weather is typi c ally quite dry in Curlew Valley, 
hence I am discounting weather as an influence on pup mortality rates. 
Although food availability is probably an important factor, the 2 years 
for which I have pup mortality- rate estimates show no positiv e rela-
tionship to jackrabbit density. How eve r, there was an inver se relation-
ship between these two parameters. Thus, differences in jackrabbit 
availability apparently cannot a ccount for the observed differences in 
pup mortality rates during this study. This conclusion is in direct 
contrast with results of other predator studies previously dis c u ssed 
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(Rausch 1 967 , Gier 1968 , Macpherson 1 969 as c it e d by Nellis et al. 
1 972 , Ne l lis et al. 1972, and Van Ballenberghs et a l. 1975 ). I s u spec t 
this cont ra st may be due to in co rr ect infe ren ces draw n f r om only 2 years 
of data. Perhaps if more dat a were availabl e from a wider rang e of 
c oyote and jackrabbit d ensities, a clear er , more logical pattern would 
em e rg e . 
Perhaps coyote density ha s som e influence on the ability of 
females, particularly the yearlings (12 months old). to s uc cessfull y 
raise litters. As discussed abov e , an ave rage of 13 percent of the 
pups die between May and Septembe r. I have also suggested that dur ing 
my study from 32 t o 68 percent of the pups di e d within the first 6 t o 8 
weeks of life. If mos t litter s lost from 32 to 68 percent of the pup s 
prior to May, small litter sizes shou ld have b een e n count e red during 
ou r dc nning e fforts . This, ho we v e r, wa::; not lh c case . The~ mean 
denn ed litte r s i ze (6. 2) in 12 d e ns (1 97 2, 19 73, a nd 1974 c ombin e d), in 
which all pups we r e accounted for , was ide nti c al to the mean litt e r s i ze 
determined from ca r cass analy ses (Tabl e 9 ). Hence durin g this stud y, 
birth-to-May pup mortality apparently oc c urr e d primarly through the 
l oss of entir e litt e rs rather than of a few individuals from each litt e r 
a lthough loss es in this last category undoubtedly contributed to the 
mo rta lity rat e . The inexperienced yearlings (12 months old) might be 
the age group involved, especially if the stresses of high densities affe c t 
th em more than older femal es. 
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The pregnancy- rate estimates in the 3 years for which I ha ve 
dala do not differ statistically (Tabl e 8 ). Similarly, a comparison of 
es timated percentages of females ovulating during my study with the 
one estimate obtained during Clark's (1 972 ) study shows li t tle differ ence 
between years (Table 26). Admittedly, the sample sizes ar e small, 
but nevertheless, these data suggest that although reprodu ctive rates 
may have varied a little between years, these variations were not a s 
extreme as those reported by Gier (1 968 ) and Knowlton (1972). Annual 
mortality rates and post-natal pup mortality rates may have b een 
larg e ly responsible for the observed variations in coyote densities 
during this study. In this r espect, the Curlew Valley coyote popula-
tion may have behaved somewhat like the previously mentioned lynx 
and arctic fox populations. 
Coyote productivity and subsequent juvenile recruitment pro-
bably we r e altered by variations in both reproductive performance 
and post- nata l pup mortality. Annual population mortality and move-
ments are the other two factors which interact with productivity to 
effect changes in the demographi c patterns of coyotes . These popula-
tion processes are in turn affected by variations in environmental 
cha racteris tics such as food availability, coyote densities, and weather. 
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2-3-Year Population Simulation 
Lt pr e vious sections I have di sc u ss ed at l e ngth both the pot ential 
biases that might affect my data and the shortcomings of the se data , 
I developed a population simulation to test the reliability of these data 
but du e to some characteristics of this simulation the reliability of 
only three estimates (fall age ratios, r e lative indices, and annual 
mo rtality rates ) could be tested, 
The r e liability of these estimates could conceivably be t ested 
by applying the r ep roductive and mortality data to a hypothetical popu-
lation beginning in 1972 and allowing the ens uing population fluctuations 
to occur through 1974, The May 1972 capture-recaptur e estimat e of 
the numb e r of pups on the study ar e a was used as the sta rting point 
(F igure 21) , thu s allowing comparisons of the subsequen t, simulated 
May pup populations w ith respective capture-recapture estimates , 
The first step in s imulation involve d applying a May - to -Sept em -
ber pup mortality rate of 13 percent to the May 1972 pu p population. 
Thi s es tablished the number of pups in September 1972. By applying 
the Decembe r age ratios to the nun·b er of pups in September, the tota l 
population s ize and number of yearlings and adults (by subtraction ) in 
September 1 9 72 was obtained, The annual population mortality rat e 
was applied to the total fall population to obtain the population size in 
March-April, 1973. Thi s assumes no yearling and adult mo rtality 
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Figure 21 . T hree- year simulation of Cu rl ew Valley c oyote popula ti on . 
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h<'lwf'r:n 'Pring and September (Table 23}. an as~umption that i ~ 
violated to ~orne extent, as I hav e indicatf'd that s ome morta lity do e s 
occur, although I assume it is minimal. The March-April age di~tri­
bution was applied to the estimated population size in order to obtain 
the numbers of pups (10 months old) , yearlings (20 months old), and 
adults in the 1973 pre-whelping population. Age-specific sex ratios 
(Tabl e 10), pregnancy rates (Table 8), and litter sizes (Table 9 ) were 
applied to e a c h age group to obtain the number of pups produced by 
each age group. The total number of pups at birth (1973) was reduced 
by th e estimated birth-to-September (1973 ) pup mortality rate. This 
established the number of pups pre sen t in September 1973 and applica-
tion of the approp riat e December age ratio yielded the number of year-
ling s and adults and t otal population si:-;e in September 1973. By 
assuming that 13 percent of the pups di ed between May and September, 
the number of pups in Septembe r 1973 was used to estimate the number 
of pups that would have been present in May 1973. The same procedure 
was utilized to obtain the various population estimates in 1 974 . 
The assumption of no yearling and adult mortality over summe r 
automatically equates the number of animals in the pre-whelping March-
April population to the number of yearlings and adults in the subsequent 
September population. Becaus e of this , the number of pups in Septem-
ber is also automatically established by way of the fall age ratio . 
Therefore, regardless of the total number of pups produced by the 
March-April population and hence regardl ess of the post-whelping age 
ratio the number of pups in September w ill r emain constant by way of 
changes in birth-to-fall pup mortality rates s ince the De cember ag e 
ratio does not change. Hen ce , this simulation does not validate esti-
mates of the March-April age distribution s , sex ratios, pregnancy 
rates, litter sizes, post-whelping age ratios, or birth-to-fall pup 
mortality rates. 
This simulation does however add some support to the relative-
index, fall (December) age-ratios, and annual mortality-rate es timates. 
The relative indices and fall age ratios, both independently determin e d, 
we r e used to estimate annual mortality rates which I in turn utiliz e d 
to r e duce the September population s to subsequent Mar c h-April popu-
lations. The fa ll age ratios allowed determination of the numbers 
of pups in September which, when c orrec t e d for a 13 percent May-to-
fall pup loss , establ ished the numbers of pups present in the May popu-
lations. If the index and/or fall age ratio es timates had departe d s ub-
stanti a lly from the actual population param e t e rs, then the sizes of th e 
September populations and/or annual mortality rates would have varied 
resulting in var iations in the number of animals in the s ubsequent March-
April populations. For example, if the calculated 1 973 March - April 
population had been larger than 194, then by way of the fall age ratio, 
the September pup population would also have been larger. This would 
result in a l arger calculated May pup population that would depart even 
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mo r e f r om the ca ptur e - r ecaptu r e May pup estimates (1973 ). On the 
othe r hand, age ratio c h a nges resul t ing in a smaller September popula -
tion o r age r a tio a nd index changes r esul tin g in a highe r annual mortality 
r a t e i n 1 97 2-7 3 w ould, b y s im ila r p r ocesses, yield a smaller calculate d 
May pup p o pula tion whi c h w ould b e closer to t he Ma y 1 973 capt ure -
r ecaptur e pup es timat e . 
The validity c he ck con sists of compari ng the simulated numb ers 
of pu ps present eac h y ear in May (F i gur e 22 ) wi th respective capture-
r ec a p tu re es timates of pup num b e r s ea ch May. T he c omparison cann ot 
b e m ad e in 1 972 for obviou s r eas on s . The ca l c ulated numbe r of pups in 
M a y 19 73 (1 52 ) was t w i ce that of t he ca ptu r e- r eca ptur e es t imat e (73 ). 
A lthough thi s i s not good a g r eement, t he May captur e -r ecapture pu p 
es timates wer e bracket e d b y wid e 95 p e r cen t confiden ce int erval s 
( Tabl e 19 ). Th e compari son between the two pu p estimates in May 19 74 
shows much be tt e r agreemen t. The fact that the simula t ed May pup 
es timates a nd t he c aptur e -r ecapt ur e May pu p es tim a tes ag r ee as closely 
as they d o (Figur e 22) sug g es t s that the r e la tive -index , f a ll age-ratio , 
and annual mortality - rat e estimates obtained dur i n g t h i s s tudy may b e 
r ealisti c . 
Sum m a r y 
V a r io us param e t e r s of a northern Utah- southe r n Idaho coyote 
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Figure 22 . Comparison of the estimated (captur e -r ecaptur e ) an d 
simulated numbers of pups in May. 
lil il 
ourrounding areas from Augu s t 1972 through September 1974 . est. i-
mated r elative den si ties by conducting spr in g-denning, fall-trapping, 
and fall scat-line operations. Absolute densities were estimated by 
mark-recapture procedures, employing data obtained from the spring-
denning and fall-trapping operations . Carcass analysis provided esti-
mates of sex and age ratios, ovulation frequencies, pregnancy rates, 
and litt e r sizes. Combinations of relative-index data and fall age 
ratios provided estimates of annual fall-to-fall population mortality 
rates and seasonal age- ratio comparisons yielded estimates of birth-
to-fall pup mortality rates. Telemetry and tagging studies s upplied 
information on the causes and sea sonal distribution of coyote mortality . 
A careful review of cementum aging suggests that mammals 
collected during the period of annulus formation should be aged with 
caution. It may be possible to collect two animals, both of the same 
age, that display different numbers of annuli. 
Reproductive analyses suggested that the timing of r eproductive 
activity varied between years. Coyote d ensities may have had a greate r 
impact on the onset of reproductive activity than did densities of their 
major prey item, the black-tailed jackrabbit. Mean ovulation frequen-
cies and pregnancy rates for the entire female population varied be-
tween years. Ovulation frequencies varied from 70 to 9 2 percent and 
pregnancy rates ranged from 57 to 88 percent. Ovulation frequencies 
and pregnancy rates appeared to be inversely related to coyote densities 
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rather than to jac krabbit dens i ties. Similarly, ag e - s p ec ifi c ovulation 
frequencies varied from 63 percent (pups) to 91 percent (adults) and 
pregnancy rates varied from 53 percent (pups) to 100 percent (adult s). 
Whenever possible, reproductive estimates should be analyzed in an 
age-specific manner. Overall r epro du ctive estimates should be ob-
tained by weighting age-specific values with respective age-distribu-
tion f r equencies whenever pos s ible. 
Both the relative-and absolute-density data revealed substantial 
sho rt -te rm variation in coyote densities. Post-whelping, May c oyote 
densities may have varied from l. 5 to 0. 2 coyotes per square mile 
2 (0. 6-0.08 coyotes/krn ) in consecutive years. Curlew Valley coyote 
densities appear to be lower than those occurring in Tex as, Kansas, 
and Iowa and are perhaps more comparable to those occurring in more 
northerly latitudes (Minn esota and Albe rta). 
The percentage of pups in the winter age rat ios of Cur l ew Valley 
coyotes varied from 42 to 56 percent. The mean value of 48 percent 
was similar to those reported in most other studies. However, they 
were substantially lower than those report ed for Iowa (Mathwig 1973) 
and an earlier Curlew Valley study (Clark 1972) . Thes e diff e r ences, at 
least between the two Curlew Valley studies, can probably be explained 
on the basis of different population trends durin g these t wo studi es . 
Mortality of coyotes 5 months old and older was almost entirely 
man-induced as only l of 52 transmitter recoveries was a result of 
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natural mortal ity. Annual fall-to-fall population mortality rates varied 
from 42 to 82 percent, probably r esulting from differential rates of 
human exploitation w hich may have been relat ed to varying d egrees of 
coyote vulnerability at different coyo te and jackrabbit densities. 
Natural mortality factor s were presumably r espons ibl e for most 
o f the pup mortality occurring between birth and fall. Estimated birth-
to-fall pup mortality rat es var ied from 4 1 to 72 percent with perhaps 
the majo r losses occurring between birth and May. The higher-than-
average pregnancy rates of Curlew Valley coyotes suggests a high post -
w h e lping pup-to-adult ag e rati o , higher than would be expected in the 
other studies discussed. Therefore, the similarity of C url ew Vall ey 
winter age ratios during my study a nd those report e d in mo st other 
studies, implies a high birth-to -fall pup mortality rat e . The over-
summer pup mortality rat es reported in this study are within the ran ge 
r eported in studi es of other ca rnivorous mammals . During the period 
of this study, mortality rat es apparently were more influent ial than 
r eproductive rates in det ermi ning population tr ends. 
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